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SPECTROSCOPY AND NONTHERMAL
PROCESSES

Monique Querci

PRELIMINARY REMARKS

This chapter presents observational data,

mainly from spectral lines, which imply the

existence of nonthermal phenomena--

phenomena not expected to occur in hydrostatic

thermal atmospheres under radiative

equilibrium. Those sections of this chapter

following this overview summarize spec-

troscopic data from the ultraviolet to the in-

frared; the chapter following covers spectral

lines in the radio region. Sequentially, we

survey:

. The variability of those absorption lines

whose excitation/ionization levels corre-

spond to photospheric conditions. In

some variable red stars, especially the

Miras, such absorption lines are those

whose velocity shifts are interpreted to

be caused by subatmospheric pulsation

driving outward compression waves: pro-

ducing shocks by either wave-steepening

or collision with infalling material from

a preceding phase, or both. Such photo-

spheres are already nonthermal.

. The variability of the emission lines, in-

terpreted as arising in higher atmospheric

layers and whose diverse spectral

characters imply a wide range of physical

processes leading to their formation.

Such processes that, in the Sun, are

mainly interpreted in terms of thermal

chromospheres, appear, in some pul-

sating stars, to reflect more dynamical

circumstances such as shocks and ex-

tended atmospheres. So we try to survey

these emission lines, of varying charac-

ter, in terms of the different possibilities

for their production, to try to infer the

kinds of atmospheric regions existing in

such stars. In this regard, we summarize

recent suggestions offered by Willson

and Bowen (1985).

. The characteristics and variability of

those absorption lines considered to be
circumsteUar because of their low excita-

tion and because of certain character-

istics of their profiles. We are particularly
interested in the relation of the circum-

stellar observations, and regions, to

mass-loss consequences.

This survey of the line spectrum, and the

nonthermal extended structure that it implies

for the atmospheres of many red giants and

supergiants, leads naturally to asking about the

relation between those outermost cool regions

found and the source of that observed radia-

tion diagnosed as coming from dust grains. So
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we survey those observations, including data

from the continuum as well as from the lines,

and the inferences that have been drawn from

them.

Finally, we summarize the attempts that

have been made to measure directly angular

diameters of these stars and to map the distribu-

tion of gas and dust in the most exterior at-

mospheric regions.

In both this chapter's survey of the line spec-

trum and the preceding chapter's survey of the

continuum, variability of all features is stressed.

From these discussions, we attempt to depict

the dynamic motion of the atmospheric layers.

But first, we must clarify certain ideas, as

discussed by Wing (1979) in his review on

Miras.

First, the radial velocity of the center of

mass of the star must be determined. From

among various velocities that might represent

the motion of the center of mass (e.g., see

Wallerstein, 1975), there appears to be a con-

sensus of opinion in the literature (e.g., Hinkle

et al., 1982, and references therein) for using

the molecular emission of thermally excited SiO

or CO. This idea has been stressed by Reid and

Dickinson (1976) after the observations of SiO

by Buhl et al. (1975) in some Mira stars, while

Lambert and Vanden Bout (1978) and Dickin-

son et al. (1978) found further stars showing

SiO and also CO thermal emission. As dem-

onstrated by Morris and Alcock (1977), the

thermal emission lines arise in the external

layers of an extended low-density region. The

velocity, inferred from the center of the emis-

sion profile, should then be considered as the

velocity of the star center of mass (systemic

velocity), because, paraphrasing a comment by

Knapp et al. (1980), it is free of shifts caused

by pulsation of the photosphere. Also, the stel-

lar center-of-mass velocity may be obtained

from the midpoint of the twin OH maser emis-

sion feature (see Rieu, this volume). The veloci-

ty of expansion of the emitting region is in-

ferred from the width at the base of the SiO

or CO line profile.

The second point to be decided is the spec-

tral features indicative of the photospheric

velocity. Until recently, the motion of the

photosphere was supposed to be represented by

an average radial velocity of the absorption

lines, mainly those seen in the blue spectral

region. Nevertheless, Wallerstein 0977) showed

that a discrepancy exists between the changes

in photospheric radius derived by means of

photometric data and those deduced from the

displacement of the line-forming region found

from integrating the radial-velocity curve. It has

now been proved that high-excitation-potential

CO lines exist in the infrared region which un-

ambiguously show the values and the ampli-

tudes of radial velocity expected for the motion

of the photosphere (see the sections Changes

in Absorption-Line Radial Velocities with

Phase and Source of the Visible Spectrum).

Finally, the measured radial velocities have

to be further corrected for projection effects

before deciding if the stellar layer is expanding

or contracting relative to the center of mass.

Although these correction factors for geometry

and limb darkening are badly defined (Waller-

stein, 1975, 1977), appropriate geometrical cor-

rection factors for Miras have been calculated

(Willson et al., 1982).

We end these preliminaries with the follow-

ing miscellaneous remarks:

. The term "atmosphere" stands for all

the stellar layers from the photosphere

to the external envelopes.

. The variability will be mainly dealt with

from spectra of Miras, chiefly from some

prototypes of M and S types for which

the observational data are exhaustive.

The phase coverage of C types is as yet

too incomplete for detailed discussion.

. We adopt the convention that "red" and

"blue" shifts refer to shifts to longer and

shorter wavelengths (or to lower and

higher frequencies), respectively. We set

the velocities as positive for infalling
material relative to the center-of-mass

velocity (red-shifted lines) and negative

for rising material (blue-shifted lines).
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. The phase of events which occur in the

preceding or following cycles is specified

by substracting or adding 1.0 to the nor-

mal phase convention. When the obser-

vation time is given in days before or

after the maximum light in the literature,

the corresponding phases are calculated

on the basis of the periods issued from

Kukarkin et al. (1969, 1970).

. To link radial velocities from optical

features, generally given with respect to

the Sun, to the center-of-mass velocity (a

radio line velocity generally given with

respect to the local standard of rest,

VLSR) , we have to convert the latter to a
heliocentric velocity (Lang, 1980).

PHOTOSPHERIC ABSORPTION LINES

Introduction

The spectra of the late-type stars are crowd-

ed with absorption lines. For the earlier of

these, the atomic lines are quite strong in a

relatively molecular-band free spectrum, while

in the later types the molecular bands appear

and the atomic line-strengths decrease.

Even at high dispersion, only a few regions

are suitable for studying the atomic lines. One

of these, nearly free of absorption by molecular

bands, lies shortward of about 4400/_; this blue

region of the visual was extensively studied by

the spectroscopists until the 1960s. Longward

of this wavelength, interference by the TiO

bands in M stars gradually increases, and the

intensities and displacements of atomic lines

become difficult to study. The spectra of S

stars, in which the ZrO bands are less extend-

ed than the TiO bands of M stars, should be

more favorable. Unfortunately, as there is lit-

tle flux in the blue-violet region of these cool

stars, only the phases near maximum light have

been exploited. Moreover, the blue region con-

tains circumstellar (CS) lines (excitation poten-

tial -<0.5 eV) that may alter the conclusions on

radial-velocity changes in papers written before

these circumstellar components became well

known. (See the section Circumstellar Lines--

Properties of Gaseous Shells.)

Another region in which the depression due

to molecular bands is not too strong is in the

near-infrared (k_ 7900-8700). In recent years,

high-resolution Fourier transform spectroscopy

became available in the infrared region from

1.6 to 2.5 #m, making it possible to analyze the

behavior of atomic and molecular lines there.

The present advanced infrared spectroscopy is

well suited to radial-velocity determinations:

high resolution up to 0.07 cm -l is practicable

at all phases because Miras have relatively small

light amplitudes in the infrared. We recall that

red giants have their flux peak between 1 and

2 #m and that the 1.65-#m region corresponds

to the minimum opacity due to H-.

Survey of Changes in Absorption-Line

Strengths with Phase

Blue-violet spectra of Miras extending over

many light cycles indicate periodic changes in

line intensities. Some examples come from the

blue-violet region of o Cet, R Leo, R And;

Buscombe and Merrill (1952) find that, al-

though the majority of atomic absorption lines

are much stronger at maximum light, not all

elements show exactly the same variations in

equivalent widths with phase. Also, the exam-

ple of U Ori (Merrill, 1945) shows that changes

in atomic-line intensities are not afortiori cor-

related with great changes in the brightness of

the star: while the magnitude of the star in-

creases as much as 2.2 mag from phase -38 days

to phase -4 days, changes in the atomic-line

spectrum were minor. For molecular bands,

numerous examples indicate that the molecular

features strengthen with the (cooler) later types

and within a type with the declining light phases

(i.e., ultimately with a decrease in temperature).

For M3-M6 Miras, the depth of the TiO bands

at 4584 and 4955/_ becomes smaller near maxi-

mum light, and the earlier the type, the smaller

the depth (Maehara and Yamashita, 1979). The

TiO and VO bands at 1/tm, which appear in

stars later than M6, strengthen toward mini-

mum light (Lockwood, 1969). Sanford (1950)
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reports on the appearance of strong CaCI bands

in the orange and red regions of C stars, but

only during minimum light. In the infrared,

Hinkle (1978) indicates that the 4400- to

4800-cm -1 region in R Leo contains only weak

molecular lines near maximum light (allowing
for the identification of weak to moderate

atomic lines). On the other hand, the strength-

ening of the water spectrum near minimum

light is responsible for reducing the number of

unblended lines by well over one half. Hinkle

and Barnes (1979a) found that the H20 col-
umn density in R Leo varies by about an order

of magnitude with phase, while in X Cygni

(Hinkle et al., 1982), the CO column density

strongiy changes near maximum light and stays

at a constant value from about phase 0.20 to

0.70. Incidentally, using the curve-of-growth/

isointensity method (Hinkle et al., 1976), the

excitation temperature is found as a function

of phase for the various molecular bands; such

a quantity is essential when discussing the struc-

ture of the atmosphere. (See the section Pt_oto-

spheric Kinematics--The Shock- Wave Model.)

Variations in Radial Velocities

of Absorption Lines

Dependence of Absorption-Line Radial Veloci-

ties on the Excitation Potential. Line shifts of

neutral atoms increase monotonically with the

excitation potential of the lower atomic-energy

level. Clearly deduced from the visual atomic

lines in Miras (Merrill and Greenstein, 1956),

it is now also shown for the IR atomic lines.

As an example, in the blue spectrum of X Cygnl

(Merrill, 1947b), Fe I lines with a lower state

excitation potential of 1.0 eV, which is the value

of most of the visual atomic lines measurable

in Miras, are displaced toward longer wave-

lengths by 2 km/s with respect to the resonance

lines; this is confirmed by Maehara (1968), who

finds radial velocities from violet and IR ab-

sorption lines of Ti I and Fe I in X Cygni de-

creasing with decreasing excitation potentials.

The low excitation lines are shifted toward short

wavelengths with respect to high excitation

lines. Moreover, it has been noted from studies
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of both S Car in the infrared at high

dispersion at all phases (Shinkawa, 1973) and

X Cygni (Hinkle et al., 1982) that the phase de-

pendence of the relation between velocity and

excitation potential relation varies with phase.

A similar dependence of radial velocity on

the excitation potential is also found from

molecular lines. Interesting examples are given

by the irregular C star, TX Psc, in the visible

range with A1H and Sill molecules (Peery,

1979) and in the 2.5-#m region with CO and

HF molecules (Peery et al., 1977).

As discussed by Hinkle (1978), the excita-

tion potential is one measure of the depth of

formation of a line in the cool star photosphere:

the higher the excitation potential, the deeper

is the line-forming region (and also the weaker

are the lines). The dependence of radial ve-

locities on the excitation potential explains the

strong dependence of the velocity of the absorp-

tion lines on the line intensity (Maehara, 1971)

(i.e., our understanding of the temperature

stratification and region of line formation leads

directly to the phenomenon of a velocity grad-

ient in the atmosphere). Finally, Pilachowski

et al. (1979) note a strong correlation between

the radial velocity and the ionization potential
in several Mira variables.

Changes in Absorption-Line

Radial Velocities with Phase

Blue Range in Miras. In his extensive study of

the brightest phases over 16 cycles of o Cet's

light variation (from 1935 to 1951), Joy (1954)

proves that variations in the radial-velocity

curves of atomic absorption lines, from _3770

to )_4290, are evident from cycle to cycle;

greater positive velocities correspond to the cy-

cles with a greater brightness at maximum. This

author also notes that in other Miras, at post-

and pre-maximum, the atomic-line velocities do

not repeat regularly from cycle to cycle. How-

ever, the typical general trend of the velocities

in Miras shows that the blue-violet atomic lines

do not exhibit significant velocity changes with

phase. A striking example is given for R Leo

by Hinkle and Barnes (1979b), who collected



data from Merrill (1946, 1952c) and Wallerstein

(1975). The velocity is nearly constant at + 12

:!: 3 km/s from phase 0.8 to 0.3 and then

decreases to about 7 km/s at minimum light.

Such a velocity trend of the photospheric ab-

sorption lines is inconsistent with the velocity

behavior of the emission lines that support a

pulsation interpretation, suggested by the peri-

odic variations in brightness to be discussed in

the sections Changes in Emission-Line Radial

Velocities with Phase and Atmospheric

Kinematics (part on The Mira Stars): The

Shock-Wave Model. It confused the visual

spectroscopists and prevented a deduction of

an overall atmospheric structure of these stars

until recently, when infrared techniques became

available.

Infrared Range--An Example: the Mira

X Cygni. High-resolution Fourier transform IR

observations by Hall et al. (1979), Hinkle

(1978), Hinkle and Barnes (1979a, 1979b), and

Hinkle et al. (1982) led to a real breakthrough

in understanding the Mira phenomenon. These

authors analyze molecular and atomic absorp-

tion lines of various excitation energies and

strengths at several different phases and give

a picture of how the velocity structure and, fur-

thermore, the temperature structure and col-

umn densities change along the light cycle.

When summarizing the key observational re-

sults, a typical example used is a time-series

spectra of x Cygni (Hinkle et al., 1982). The

authors rely on the CO bands from 1.5 to 5/tm

in which the Av = 3, 2, and 1 vibration/rota-

tion bands are found. Figure 2-1, adapted from

Hinkle et al. (1982), displays the changes in

radial velocities with phase for groups of lines

of low, high, or moderate excitation belonging

to the second-overtone (Av = 3) and the first-

overtone (Av = 2) bands. Obviously, X Cygni

has a composite absorption spectra with multi-

ple velocity components.

The Second-Overtone Bands. Discontinuous S-

shaped velocity curves with a double-lined spec-

trum for about one fourth of the light cycle,

from before _ -- 0.90 to about _ = 0.15, are

the outstanding features in Figure 2-1 (upper

panel). Additional evidence comes from Figure

2-2, which presents an average Av = 3 line pro-

file at representative phases. As summarized by

Hinkle et al. (1982): (1) during the double-line

phases, the line to the red (inward flow) fades

as the line to the blue strengthens; (2) the ab-

sorption lines move to the red with phase; (3)

a blue-shifted emission edge develops after

phase 0.60 and emerges as a separate emission

feature; and (4) the lines weaken during the

emission-line and double-line phases.

Instances of absorption-line doubling in

Miras near maximum light have been known

earlier from near-infrared spectra. It has been

reported for x Cygni by Maehara (1971) from
near-infrared atomic lines around 8000 /_.

These lines reported on Figure 2-1 behave as

the Av = 3 Lines. Not having a complete set of

observations along the phase, Maehara could

not deduce the discontinuous S-shaped curves.

For the first time, Maehara showed that the

blue components are formed in a much hotter

gas (therefore in deeper layers) than the red

ones. This result has been confirmed by Hinkle

et al. (1982): given the stellar velocity of -7.5

km/s (Dickinson et al., 1978), the longward

component corresponds to cool falling gas, and

the shortward component to hot rising gas. We

now understand why the blue region has never

been detected for double lines: the opacity in

the blue is too strong to let the deep layer be
seen. I-Iinkle et al. further establish the run of

the excitation temperature with phase; the tem-

perature drops about 2000 K through the light

cycle.

The First-Overtone Bands. In the Av = 2

bands, absorption lines of low, high, or mod-

erate excitation are distinguished. Generally

speaking, lines with low rotational quantum

numbers J" are low-excitation lines (e.g., the

(2-0) R8 or R10 lines (-0.02 to 0.03 eV)). A

2-0 high-excitation line is R92 (1.98 eV).

Moderate-excitation lines are (3-1) R32 to R35

(_0.50 to 0.56 eV); higher excitation (3-1) lines

such as R66 and R65 ( - 1.3 eV) are not shown
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in Figure2-1.The main results from the mid-

dle panel of Figure 2-1 devoted to the Av = 2

bands follow:

1. The high-excitation (2-0) lines exhibit a large

amplitude periodic change in velocity that

mimics the second-overtone (Av = 3) lines,

but they double later in phase due to an

assumed increase in continuous opacity

from 1.6/+m (Av = 2) to 2.3/+m (Av = 3).

2. The low-excitation (2-0) lines do not have

a periodic change in velocity; rather, they

cluster around the center-of-mass velocity,
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and one can infer an excitation temperature

of the line-forming region of 800 K + 100

K.

3. The moderate-excitation (3-1) lines exhibit

line doubling, conspicuous at phases 0.01

and 0.24; however, extra components may

be present (as at _ -- 0.04). The general

trend is as follows: one component always

matches the (2-0) high-excitation velocity;

the other component present is either at the

velocity of the low-excitation (2-0) lines or

at positively shifted (i.e., infalling) velocities
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Figure 2-2. The S Mira, X Cygni: Average CO

second-overtone (Av = 3) line profiles as a

function of phase. The M6 III low amplitude

variable 30 Her is shown for a comparison pro-

file (from Hinkle et al., 1982).

relative to the center-of-mass velocity. Hink-

le et al. (1982) add that considerable cycle-

to-cycle variation is conspicuous: in some

cycles, the infalling line is single; in others,

multiple components are likely. The excita-

tion temperature of the infalling lines is

around 1500 K.

To complete the description, we note the

fundamental bands (Av = 1) in the 4.6-/_m

region. The (1-0) band is indicative of a cool

circumstellar shell. No velocity changes are

noted. The excitation temperature is 300 _+ 200

K. The circumstellar shells will be fully dis-

cussed in the section Circumstellar Lines--

Properties of Gaseous Shells.

In short, four components have been iden-

tified in the spectra by Hinkle et al. (1982):

. One component consists of second-overtone

CO lines and the high-excitation component

of the first-overtone lines, together with the

atomic lines at 8000 ._. These lines share a

discontinuous velocity curve of nearly 30 km

s -_ amplitude and an excitation temperature

change from 4000 to 2200 K. Both proper-

ties are indicative of lines formed in a

pulsating region traversed by a shock front

near maximum light. They are an in-

disputable indicator of the dynamics of the

stellar photosphere.

, One component deals with first-overtone
lines with infall velocities. Hinkle et al.

remark that this group of lines persists to

at least minimum light and may well be pre-

sent throughout the entire cycle. Their ex-

citation temperature is about 1500 K.

. Another component groups low-excitation

first-overtone stationary lines (i.e., with the

center-of-mass velocity) and with T - 800

K. This component is suggested to originate

in the inner region of the circumstellar shell.

. Finally, low-excitation fundamental lines

with T - 300 K are formed in the expand-

ing circumstellar shell.
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Thefourcomponentsarethesignaturesof
differentregionsin theatmospherethat will
nowbediscussed.

OverallPicture of a Mira Atmosphere

from the Absorption Lines

(the example of x Cygni)

Photospheric Kinematics--The Shock-Wave

Model. The discontinuous S-shaped radial ve-

locity curves were first observed for another

class of pulsating variable stars, the W Virginis

stars, for which the line doubling is explained

by a shock wave model (e.g., Wallerstein,

1959). In the Mira X Cygni, Maehara (1968),

to account for the line doubling observed at

8000/_, around maximum light, put forward a

two-layer model in which a layer of shock-

heated gas is rising through a layer of cooler

gas. The shape of the radial-velocity curve

described by the first group of CO lines in-

vestigated by Hinkle et al. (1982) throughout

three cycles fully supports the shock-wave

model: radial stellar pulsation drives compres-

sion waves which develop into shocks before

emergence into the photosphere. A first

qualitative description of the model is given in

Hinkle (1978) or Hinkle and Barnes (1979b) and

is then updated in Hinkle et al. We rely on their

various descriptions for a more comprehensive

approach to the model.

"By about minimum light, maximum ra-

dius has been reached and gas [from the

outer layers] falls back [under a constant in-

ward acceleration] while the deep layers be-

come compressed and fall less rapidly.. . [A

shock develops when] the photospheric gas

moving inward can no longer decelerate

smoothly into the underlying gas...that be-

comes nearly stationary at maximum com-

pression .... [Otherwise], the shock region

occurs where the falling photospheric gas of

the last-cycle meets the photospheric gas of

the present cycle at a velocity difference

greater than that of sound... At this shock

interface, the gas is heated from -2000 K
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to > 4000 K [in X Cygni] and molecular

species are dissociated; atomic hydrogen is

probably predominantly ionized .... The first

indication of the emergence of the shock

into the X Cygni atmosphere is probably the

brightening of the star after minimum light

near phase -0.40. Between phases -0.40 and

-0.30 the shock propagates through the in-

frared (1.6 /_m) continuum. The infrared

line-forming layers are first affected at phase

-0.30 when the CO column density (Figure

6 [in Hinkle et al., 1982]) begins to decrease

[due to the CO dissociation by the shock].

By about phase -0.10, the expanding gas

behind the shock has cooled to the point

where a detectable column density of CO

can form. From phases -0.10 to 0.15, the

CO continues to associate behind the shock

zone while CO is simultaneously dissociated

by the advancing shock .... The observa-

tions...[from phases -0.10 to O. 15] record

(1) part of the previous photospheric gas

falling inward and (2) gas for the next

light cycle moving outward .... [Note that]

the shock has already passed through much

of the photosphere when the CO second-

overtone spectrum becomes double lined ....

By phase 0.15, the CO column density

reaches its plateau value and from then un-

til phase 0.7, it remains constant to within

the accuracy of measurement. During this

interval, the line forming layer expands,

stops and falls back towards the stellar sur-

face under a constant inwards acceleration

of 0.098 + 0.005 cm s-2. The CO column

density drops an order of magnitude by

phase 0.85 and another by phase 1.1. The

observed acceleration of the layer changes

at phase 0.85 and it reaches an equilibrium

infall value of 7.5 km/s which is maintained

by a small amount of gas until at least mini-

mum light."

Note that the weak CO emission lines of

Figure 2-2 might result from the recombination

of the CO behind the shock.

Some estimates of the physical parameters

of the x Cygni photosphere are available from



theforegoingmodel:

. From L - R 2 T 4, where L is the lu-

minosity (L = 7000 L o )' T is the mean

photospheric CO excitation temperature,

and R is the photospheric radius (all

quantities reduced to solar units), Hinkle

et al. (1982) obtain: R -- 240 R o (i.e.,
1.7 × 1013 cm). It is found that the

stellar pulsation produces a variation in

radius of _+100 R o"

. The thickness of the CO line-forming

region is the total thickness of the linearly

accelerated part of the atmosphere, ob-

tained from the time the rising shock

takes to traverse the falling line-forming

region. With some assumption on the

shock velocity not directly measurable,

Hinkle et al. find that, from phase -0.3

to -0.10, the outward-moving shock cov-

ers about 8 x 1012 cm. Concurrently,

the infalling gas travels 1.2 x 1013 cm.

Finally, the thickness of the CO line-

forming region is 2 x 1013 cm, com-

parable to the radius.

. The mass of the stellar atmosphere is M

- 2.5 × 1031 gm (if one assumes mL =

4200 gm/cm 2 and an exponential

distribution of the mass through the line-

forming region).

Source of the Visible Spectrum. Besides the

photospheric layers, we described another three

atmospheric components seen by Hinkle et al.

in x Cygni from CO observations. These are:

(1) a hot (T - 1500 K) gas infalling at about

8 km/s relative to the center of mass, (2) a

cooler (T - 800 K) stationary shell, and (3) a

still cooler (T - 300 K) gas expanding at 7.5

km/s. The last two components clearly corre-

spond to extended atmospheric layers that will

be detailed in the section Circumstellar Linesm

Properties of Gaseous Shells. The infalling gas

deserves further comment. From Figure 2-1

(middle panel, 3-I CO lines), the infalling CO

component velocity appears to be in agreement

with the blue-violet absorption-line velocity,

rendering plausible the idea of Hinkle et al. that

the infalling region is the source of the visible

spectrum. In fact, as the blue spectrum does not

suffer the pronounced phase-dependent velocity

change shown by the Av = 3 photospheric

lines, it can well be formed above this IR line-

forming region (i.e., above the photosphere).

Consequently, the fact that the visual (blue)

atomic absorption lines do not arise in the

photosphere removes the discrepancy in the

determination of the sizes of the Miras that

puzzled the astronomers (e.g., Wallerstein,

1977) when they used a photometric or a visual

spectroscopic approach.

Hinkle and Barnes (1979b) explain that the

continuum shortward of about 6000 ._,, formed

in the shock region near maximum phases, per-

mits us to see only the component of the slightly

doubled lines formed above the shock, produc-

ing illusion of infalling gas in the 4000 ,_ spec-

trum. Also, they explain the gross cycle-to-cycle

variations of the blue visual velocities by sug-

gesting that the infalling gas might be in clumps

or in a layer of uneven thickness. In addition,

Hinkle et al. (1982) present some evidence for

this material falling back onto the photosphere

from the 800 K quasi-stationary layer. Emis-

sion lines discussed in the next section will come

back to this point.

Further Probes of

the Pulsating Photosphere

The Mira M Star, R Leo. R Leo also provides

evidence that a Mira variable is radially pul-

sating. It has been extensively studied in the in-

frared by Hinkle (1978) and Hinkle and Barnes

(1979a, 1979b), as well as in the visual (Mer-

rill, 1946, 1952c) and in the millimeter range

(Wallerstein, 1975).

It is interesting to complete the results shown

by X Cygni with the analysis of molecular lines

not only by CO, but also of OH and H20 and
of atomic lines in R Leo, by Hinkle (1978) and

Hinkle and Barnes (1979a, 197913).
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Largeamplitude radial-velocity variations

with phase (S-shaped curves) are obtained for:

. The low excitation OH first-overtone

lines, the CO second-overtone lines to-

gether with the 2-0 high-excitation CO

first-overtone lines and the atomic lines,

all formed in the stellar photosphere: the

excitation temperature ranges from 4500

to 3000 K. The velocity amplitude of the

photospheric spectrum is around 25

km/s.

. Some lines from the H20 molecule.
Their excitation temperature is about

1700 K, showing that they originate near

the boundary layers of the photosphere,

in cooler and outer layers. They are ex-

pected to move more slowly than the hot-

ter CO and OH forming regions, due to

a weaker mechanical coupling to the

underlying pulsation.

In addition, still cooler overlying com-

ponents that might be the inner portion of the

circumstellar shell are distinguished, such as a

H20 layer at - 1100 K, the velocity of which
duplicates a CO plus OH region at - 1000 K

showing radial-velocity variations of - 16 km/s

amplitude; it is reasonably to be located at the

inner boundary of the CS shell close to the star

and still having a significant mechanical cou-

pling with the photospheric layers.

Carbon Stars: Miras and Semiregular

Variables. In the literature, a Mira carbon star,

R Lep, is known for doubling the CN molecular

lines in the 6100 to 6700 ._ spectral range near

maximum light (Phillips and Freedman, 1969).

On the other hand, the radial-velocity curve

drawn for R Lep as a function of phase from

CN lines over the same spectral region by San-

ford (1950; Figure 2-3) is illuminating. We now

recognize that this curve has a distinct S-shape,

which is also conspicuous in other Miras

observed by Sanford (1950): V CrB, V Oph,

and U Cyg. Unfortunately, the curves are

average curves for several cycles, obliterating
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a possible line-doubling effect. Nevertheless,

the Mira C stars probably behave in the same

way that the Mira M stars behave, the pulsa-

tion being associated with the photometric

variability. The amplitude of the shock is about

20 km/s in U Cyg and R Lep, but only about

15 km/s in V CrB and V Oph, thus lower than

in the Mira M or S stars where it can reach up
to -30 km/s.

For such semiregular C stars as RR Her, T

Cnc, and V Hya, the characteristic radial-

velocity S-curve is also noticeable in Figure 2-3,

in particular for the SRb variable RR Her, but

the amplitude is low (_<10 km/s). However,

such a low-amplitude shock seems able to ionize

a sufficient quantity of hydrogen, since Sanford

(1950) see Ha in emission in the quoted stars,

except in T Cnc. We will return to hydrogen

emission in SR variables in the section Hydro-

gen Emission Lines. We note that Hinkle et al.

(1984), observing IR CO lines in M semiregular

stars, noticed S-shaped radial-velocity curves,

but no line doubling (e.g., X Oph). The M su-

pergiant, ot Ori, which will be fully discussed

in the section Atmospheric Kinematics, part on

Other Giants and Supergiants, is another

example.

An interesting point to make from these ra-

dial-velocity curves is that they might be used

to determine the stellar velocity, despite the

restrictions noted by Hinkle (1978). This is im-

portant for the C stars, still hardly observed for

the CO microwave thermal lines. (The SiO ther-

mal lines might be observed only in stars with

a high Si abundance.)

Analysis of Absorption-Line Velocity Histo-

grams in Miras. Willson et al. (1982) plot

histograms of the radial-velocity distribution of

atomic absorption lines in some Mira variables

at various phases. Furthermore, they investigate

the dependence of velocity on excitation and

ionization potential, wavelength, and line

strength by a multiple regression technique

(Pilachowski et al., 1979). From their analysis,

they claim that the histogram of the visual spec-

tra (4000 to 7000 _), together with the IR mo-

lecular lines, is better understood physically



speaking by assuming two shocks propagating

in the atmosphere at any one time, a large

amplitude "lower" shock (at about 1 R.), plus

a smaller amplitude "upper" shock (1.5 to 2.5

R.). The two-shock model is implied by the

theory that one shock is formed per period and

persists for more than one period in the atmo-

sphere, becoming gradually weaker with time

(Hill and Willson, 1979). Thus, the upper shock
is the weakened relic of the lower shock from

the previous cycle. Criteria for assigning spec-

tral features to either the upper or lower shocks

have been given (Hill and Willson, 1979; Will-

son et al., 1982). Linked to the lower shock are

the visible continuum near maximum, the high-

excitation components of the IR molecular

lines, and more generally, absorption lines with

higher excitation (T x > 3000 K) and ionization
potentials than lines originating in the upper

shock. The lines from the lower shock are ex-

pected to be weaker because they may be filled

in by the continuum from overlying layers; they

occur mainly in the red spectral range ( _>7000

A), where the strongly wavelength-dependent

opacity (assumed due to the Rayleigh scatter-

ing) is much smaller. To the upper shock are

linked the visible absorption-line spectrum (TiO

included for the M Miras), the low-excitation

component of the IR molecular lines, features

from the blue spectral range, and generally

speaking, features with low excitation (Tex<
3000 K).
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Willson (1979) summarizes other criteria for

the features assumed to form near the lower

shock: (1) they are as regular as the light curve

of the IR high-excitation line-velocity curves;

(2) they show consistent phasing with the light

curves; (3) they show overlying absorption; and

(4) they are formed at large continuum optical

depths (as are the IR lines). Two regions of line

origin arise from each shock: postshocks A and

C and preshocks B and D for the lower and up-

per shock, respectively, implying a four-com-

ponent velocity (Figure 2-4a).
The main issue is whether there is an alter-

native interpretation of the observations involv-

ing a single rising shock (Figure 2-4b). As an

example, we report RT Cygni as discussed by

o I

__o

(a)

0
0 -

ine$

S

2
R/R t

B

(b)

R/R_.-.=.

Figure 2-4. Schematic velocity structure in a

Mira near maximum light: (a) if two shocks are

assumed to propagate in the atmosphere at any

one time; (b) if only one shock is assumed; (,4)

and (C) postshock line-forming regions; (B) and

(D) preshock line-forming regions in lower and
upper shock, respectively (from Willson et al.,

1982).
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Willson et al. (1982). On one hand, from their

regression coefficients analysis, they conclude

that the presence of at least one shock front in

the reversing layer can explain the dependence

of the velocity on the wavelength, line strength,

ionization potential, and excitation potential

with complete consistency. From the red and

yellow spectral regions especially, it is seen that,

as the shock rises through the atmosphere, first

the low-lying higher excitation lines are af-

fected, followed by the lower excitation lines

that originate higher in the atmosphere. On the

other hand, from the histogram analysis, near

maximum light (_o = -0.02), the velocity struc-

ture might be consistent with a two-shock mod-

el (Figure 2-4a and Willson et al.'s Figure 5).

For the lower shock, the postshock velocity at

A is about +11 kin/s, and the preshock velocity

at B is about -20 kin/s, while for the upper

shock, C - + 6 km/s and D - -8 km/s relative

to a theoretical stellar velocity (Hill and Will-

son, 1979) at about -119 km/s. The velocities

are corrected for geometrical effects. (See the

section Preliminary Remarks.)

As emphasized by Willson et hi. (1982), the

A and C components are difficult to separate

from each other (we will refer again to this

point when discussing emission lines in the sec-

tion Atmospheric Kinematics, part on The Mira

Stars: The Shock-Wave Model) and very few

lines are available to give the B component since

they tend to be weak because of the filling in

by the continuum from higher atmospheric

layers. WiUson et al. continue that, if the A and

C lines are combined into a single region of

origin and if the B component lines are ignored,

using only the D component for the infall ve-

locity, a single shock with a geometrically cor-

rected amplitude of Av - A - D - 19 km/s is

invoked to interpret the histograms. However,

with such an amplitude, a shock in a Mira at-

mosphere is not likely to ionize sufficient

hydrogen to produce the strong Balmer lines

that are observed. (See the section Hydrogen

Emission Lines.) An amplitude of at least Av

= 25 km/s seems to be required (Tsuji, 1971).

However, as some B component lines are ob-

served (at + 8 and + 25 days from maximum



in yellow and red ranges), it should be more

plausible to consider a single shock, such as that

in Figure 2-4b, with an amplitude Av =A - B

- 31 km/s. Such a shock amplitude is inferred

from the IR molecular absorption lines and the

red atomic lines in X Cygni (Figure 2-1, from

Hinkle et al., 1982) or R Leo. In support of this

single-shock model, one should recall (see the

above section Photospheric Kinematics--The

Shock-Wave Model) that the shock is first de-

tected in the infrared (due to a lower opacity

than in the blue region), early in phase, through

the observed variation in the CO column den-

sity; it has passed through a large part of the

atmosphere when the IR and red lines become

double around maximum light. The D compo-

nents, issuing mainly from the blue spectrum,

appear to be formed well above the shock. This

is in agreement with the idea (Hinkle et al.,

1982) discussed in the above section Source of

the Visible Spectrum that the blue absorption

lines are no longer representative of the photo-

sphere or the reversing layer of the star as

previously thought; rather, they are related to

an outer shell and formed relatively high in the

atmosphere. Consequently, an upper shock ap-

pears to be no longer necessary to explain their

nonperiodic fluctuations in velocity. Emission

lines (see the section Atmospheric Kinematics,

part on The Mira Stars: The Shock-Wave

Model) will provide further arguments in favor

of a single shock.

Summary: What information is obtained

from the absorption lines?

They tell us that cooler circumstellar layers

are present in Miras. In this framework, impor-

tant results are: (1) the blue-violet absorption

lines are linked to an outer layer rather than

to the photosphere; and (2) a quasi-stationary

shell exists in the Miras.

Infrared absorption lines, mainly molecular

lines, prove that the photosphere of M, S, and

C Miras undergo a shock-pulsation motion of

the W Virginis-type linked to the radial global

stellar pulsation driving acoustic waves.

Generated by turbulence at the top of the

hydrogen convective zone, these waves turn in-

to shocks, dissipating energy and heating the

stellar layers, as they propagate outward into

layers of decreasing density (Stein and

Leibacher, 1980). The characteristic of the Mira

model is that a shock is formed just below the

visible photosphere; this is essentially what we

mean when speaking later about the

photospheric Mira-like shock-wave model. The

undisputable indicators of such a mechanism

are the S-shaped large-amplitude radial-velocity

curves with respect to the stellar phases and the

line-doubling effect around maximum light.

For semiregular stars, data are still scarce.

However, S-shaped curves from visible CN or

IR CO lines are recognized in the few available

examples, suggesting that the Mira-like

pulsating mechanism might work in these stars.

However, the curves have a much lower

amplitude than in the Miras, indicating less

available energy or larger damping. IR CO line

doubling is also absent, meaning that the ris-

ing hot gas from deep layers cannot be seen at

the same time as the cool infalling gas, but the

cause is presently unclear. Observations are

urgently required on semiregular (SR) and ir-

regular (L) stars.

EMISSION LINES

We exclude here the radio emission lines (see

Rieu, this volume) and emission in P Cygni line

profiles, which are treated in the section Cir-
cumstellar Lines--Properties of Gaseous Shells.

In general, all the M, S, and C stars of Mira

type show strong emission lines at some epoch,

as do some semiregular stars. (See, for exam-

ple, the compilations by Bidelman, 1954;

Meinel et al., 1969; Yamashita, 1972; Stephen-

son, 1973; Keenan et al., 1974; and Catchpole

et al., 1979.) Some additional semiregular

variables show weak emission lines at some

phases; others show emission lines at some

phases in some cycles.

In what follows, the discussion on changes

with phase will focus mainly on the Mira stars.

Note that, among the 223 Miras reported by

Catchpole et al. (1979), only some rare cases
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arenot mentionedashavingemissionlines
(e.g.,theM star,SUPup,or theCstar,RV
Cen). However, these stars may not have been

observed for a sufficient time.

General Behavior of Emission Lines with Phase

Optical Range of Mira Variables. Variability

of the atomic emission lines in the visible spec-

tral range has been known since the beginning

of the century, whereas the UV range recently

explored by satellites has seldom been used. In

the following section, the discussion is based

mainly on certain typical stars because the very

similar behavior in various Mira spectra of

many complicated details is remarkable (Mer-

rill, 1952c).

The emission lines undergo striking

modifications with phase. They can have a

strong intensity and a broad profile and can ap-

pear as the most outstanding features in the

spectrum, even at low resolution, or they may

be radically altered and partly extinguished by

the absorption lines above them or so weakened

as to completely disappear. Moreover, this be-

havior is cyclic in the Mira stars, although some

differences are noted in the pattern from cycle

to cycle in a given Mira, and from star to star

in the same spectral type (Merrill, 1952b). The

emission lines are stronger and more numerous

in cycles with a high maximum brightness (e.g.,

H_ in o Cet is much more intense for the

brighter maxima (Joy, 1954)).

Except for about one third of the period just

after minimum, emission lines are usually pres-

ent in the spectra. Roughly speaking, most of

the lines are brightest just after maximum. The

hydrogen Balmer lines, recognized up to H18

(Merrill, 1947a), characterize the spectra of

Mira variables at maximum light when they are

very bright, whereas at minimum light, they are

weak or absent. With advancing phase, the Fe

II(1) emission lines become outstanding

features. For a given phase after maximum, the

emission spectrum is completely different from

the spectrum at the same phase before max-

imum. As an example, for o Cet, Joy (1954)

in his Table 7 gives the phases in which the main
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lines of various elements in the optical range

are just detectable, when they are at their max-

imum, and finally when they disappear. Some

metallic lines appear early in the cycle on the

blue part of the absorption lines. After the max-

imum, the number of emission lines of addi-

tional elements and their brightness rapidly in-

crease, beginning with the lines from higher ex-

citation potentials. Common are the main lines

from the following neutral atoms: Fe I (in par-

ticular, the lines at _4202 and )_4308 are abnor-

mally strong in emission and indicative of a

resonance mechanism), Mg I, Si I, Mn I, In I,

and Co I; and from ionized atoms: Fe II, Ti

II, Mn II, Ca II (H and K lines and the IR

triplet lines), and Sr II. Some lines are so domi-

nant that they obliterate the absorption lines.

An example depicting different behavior

from most emission lines in various cycles is

given by the S Mira star, R Cyg. In 1951, a large

number of sharp metallic emission lines of cer-

tain multiplets were stronger a month before

maximum light (_p - 0.93) than after it, with

an abrupt decrease as maximum light was ap-

proached (Merrill, 1952a), contrasting with the

classical behavior of the various metallic emis-

sion lines in Miras that become strongest after

maximum. Further spectra were obtained at

two successive maxima in 1957 and 1958

(Deutsch and Merrill, 1959). At the abnormal-

ly low maximum in 1957, the spectra show

many more metallic emission lines than in 1951.

They appear in absorption at the 1958 max-

imum, whereas in 1957, fewer absorption lines

appeared and the resonance lines were much

weaker than in 1958.

At minimum light, the striking feature is the

high-excitation [Fe II] forbidden lines. Other

lines such as [Mn I], [S II], and [O I] are also
visible. Note that the forbidden lines are not

mutilated by absorption lines (e.g., by the TiO

lines which are strong in the M stars spectra);

this should imply that they are formed above

the TiO layer. Another particular feature of

minimum light is the appearance of emission

lines due to the AIH molecule identified in S-

type spectra such as in X Cyg (Herbig, 1956)

and in U Ori (Wallerstein, 1975), a star which



doesnotshow[Fe II]. Referring to the occur-

rence of molecular emission, Herbig (1956) also

quotes AIO emission in the Mira M star, o Cet,

at the abnormally low maximum in 1924 and

emission by the violet CN molecule in R CrB

near minimum light, which was also confirmed

by Wing et al. (1972). A search for the AIO

emission in spectra of several variables (Kipper

and Kipper, 1979) indicates that this emission

is an extremely rare event.

UV Range

Example of a Mira Variable, X Cygni. Varia-

tion in emission-line strength with postmax-

imum phases has been observed for the S Mira

star, X Cyg (Cassatella et al., 1980), with the

International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE)

satellite in the low- and high-resolution modes.

At phase 0.04, at the limit of the optical spec-

trum near 3200/_,, the Fe II (V1) and (V6) lines

are the only outstanding emission features. Two

months later, at phase 0.18, the Mg II h and

k doublet appears in emission, together with Fe

II (UV 1, 32, 62, and 63) lines, whereas the Fe

II (V6) lines are now almost unidentifiable at

low resolution and the Fe II (V1) lines are still

strong.

Example of a Semiregular C Star, TW Hor.

Nine spectra of TW Hor (Figure 2-5) were ob-

tained with IUE in the low-resolution long-

wavelength mode during an interval of 3 years

(Querci and Querci, 1985a). The striking fea-

ture is the variation in intensity of all the emis-

sion lines. The most important variations are

shown by the Mg II U1 doublet at 2800/_ and

by the Fe II V1 lines and the V II V7 lines
around 3280/_. The Fe II V1 + V II V7 blend

varies by at least a factor of 10. It is strongest

on LWR 7774 on May 16, 1980 (_o - 0.72), and

weakest on LWP 1852 on April 27, 1983 (_o -

0.70). This points out a different behavior of

the blend for very similar phases in various

periods, unlike what is observed in Miras. On

the other hand, the Mg II h and k blend varies

less strongly than the Fe II V1 blend for nearly

similar phases in different periods (LWR 7774,

LWR 9049, and LWP 1852 at _ - 0.7).

The other emission lines are mainly other Fe

II lines. Lines from the U3, U4, and U5 multi-

plets around X2250 are visible in May 1980, ab-

sent in December 1982, and again observable

1 month later. They are of similar strength to

the Mg II U1 lines on March 23, 1982, but on-

ly just detectable a day before (LWR 12834 and

12835). Note that the Fe II V1 + V II V7 blend

does not change on such a short time scale. It

should be concluded either that the various Fe

II lines do not originate from the same

chromospheric layers (as it is observed in a Ori

by Carpenter, 1984, for example) or that the
_,2250 Fe II lines are blended with another ele-

ment (C II U43, for example).

The Fe II U3 + C II U0.01 blend at )x2325

exhibits a different behavior. It is broader on

March 23, 1982, similar on March 22, 1982,

and January 1983, and fainter on May 1980,

demonstrating the variable contribution of the
C II and/or Fe II lines. The Fe II U62 and Fe

II U63 lines around k2750 are sometimes de-

tectable, mainly during March 1982. The AI II

U1 lines at k2670 are not visible on the image

LWR 12834, but are suspected 1 hour later on

LWR 12835 and, being much stronger 1 day

later, on March 23, 1982. Presently, A1 II U1

lines are the only lines through which such a

short time-scale variation might be inferred;

because they are very near the noise level (about

3a), further observations are needed to confirm

this variation.

Variations in Radial Velocities

of Emission Lines

Changes in Emission-Line Radial Velocities

with Phase--An Example: the Mira Star, o

Ceti. The variation of radial velocities with

phase is obtained from the sharp emission lines

of metals in the visible region. In their initial

stages, many of the emission lines appear as

bright edges on the shortward sides of absorp-

tion lines (Merrill, 1940). We shall come back

to such profiles in the section Selected Emis-

sion-Line Profiles. As the phase advances, they
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Figure 2-5. �LIE spectra of the semiregular carbon star, TW Hor (NO; C7, 2; P - 157 days) taken
on various dates from 1980 to 1983, illustrating emission-line variations with time. Note the particularly
high emission in the Fe H I,'1 + V H I/7 lines around 3250 ._ on May 16, 1980, compared to its low
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1 hour each. The crosses indicate reseau marks (from Querci and Querci, 1985a).
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increase in strength, shifting longward and en-

croaching on the absorption line that is appar-

ently displaced longward. Velocity measure-

ments of the hydrogen lines are possible at all

phases if the lines are strongly overexposed. The

most complete set of radial-velocity curves over

many cycles is given for o Cet, from spectra in

the region 3770 to 4290 /_ obtained over a

period of 16 years (Joy, 1954).

Because of differing processes leading to

their formation, different spectral lines require

particular physical conditions. For instance, the

pumped emission lines (in other words, the

fluorescent lines) arise in cool tenuous gas,

whereas emission lines of singly ionized

elements are formed in the hottest regions.

Consequently, reliable radial-velocity curves

cannot be drawn from emission lines belong-

ing to different classes, as has sometimes been

done in the past. Furthermore, it is now known

that absorption lines with a low-excitation po-

tential are circumstellar lines; they are blue-

shifted and generally present a P Cygni profile.

(See the section Circumstellar Lines--Proper-

ties of Gaseous Shells.) Finally, we discuss Joy's

(1954) curves reproduced in Figure 2-6a, b.

Also reported in this figure is the center-of-mass

velocity of o Cet of 56 km/s (heliocentric;

Engels, 1979; Knapp et al., 1982), enabling us

to update Joy's discussion: all the lines, from

their appearance to their disappearance around

minimum light, are seen to be formed in rising

layers.

While the ionized metals (Ti II, Sr II, and

Fe II) have rather small velocity variations with

phase, the neutral metal lines (Si I) show a large

amplitude variation (Figure 2-6b). As for the

hydrogen lines, Joy measures H_, and H5

because, in his spectra, they are visible over

the longest time interval and are disturbed less

by the overlying absorption than other hydro-

gen lines. Figure 2-6b shows the course of the

velocity variations of the H_, and H6 lines in

o Ceti and, for comparison, Figure 2-6d (i.e.,

Joy's Figure 4f) reproduces the R Leo, R Hya,

and X Cyg curves from numerous hydrogen

lines up to H18. For R Leo, Hinkle (1978) plots

the hydrogen velocity curve and a part of the

IR CO and OH photospheric S-shaped veloc-

ity curves together (Figure 2-6c). The shape of

the curves is similar, supporting the idea of a

shock wave propagating in the photosphere (as

discussed in the section Photospheric

Kinematics--The Shock- Wave Model) which

also excites the hydrogen emission. Moreover,

the hydrogen emission-line curve lags in phase

by 0.2; this is a further argument for a running

wave through the photosphere, as discussed

below. (See the section Atmospheric Kine-

matics.)

The shapes of the hydrogen curves of R Hya

and o Cet might support the radial-velocity

behavior with phase in Miras, in spite of the

lack of measurements from _o = 0.2 to 0.4 in

o Cet and of unpublished data of IR lines for

these stars. The X Cyg hydrogen curve is not

representative because one lacks data at max-

imum light and it has an erratic behavior with

phase, perhaps due to some difficulties in the
measurements.

Figure 2-6a reports on pumped Fe I emis-

sion lines: the 4307.9 line is pumped by Mg II

(2795.5 ._), together with the 4202 line, and the

4063 line is excited by He. The Fe I pumped

lines are present at the same phase as the ion-

ized metal lines, Sr II and Ti II. As for Fe II,

the lines from multiplets (27) and (28) surpris-

ingly cover all the star's period except for a few

weeks after minimum, whereas multiplet (3)

lines at 3914 and 3938 _, behave as the other

ionized metals. (Note that all the Fe II lines are

blended in the velocity curve of Joy, 1954.).

Dependence of Emission-Line Radial Velocities

on Excitation Potential. The dependence of the

radial velocities on the excitation potential of

the upper level appears clearly in the emission
lines of the ionized and neutral metals. The

high-excitation Fe I lines yield algebraically

greater velocities than the low-excitation lines

(Merrill, 1952b). An illustration is provided by

the Fe I lines in X Cygni (Maehara, 1971), in

which large velocity gradients occur in the emit-

ting layer. In o Ceti, Joy (1954) also notes that

the Fe I lines with a mean excitation potential

of 5.3 volts, such as Lk 3852.6 (73), 3949.9 (72),
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and 3977.7 (72), give higher velocities than lines

with a mean excitation potential of 4.5 volts,

such as lines at 4063.6, 4202 (42), or 4307.9 (42)

._. Following the phase, the mean difference

between high- and low-excitation lines is 2.5

km/s from +40 to + 110 days (_ = 0.12 to

0.33) after maximum and 13.3 km/s from

+110 to +170 days (_ = 0.33 to 0.51).

Using the data published by Joy (1954) for

the metal lines in o Ceti, over eight cycles from

-20 to + 120 days around the maximum in each

cycle (i.e., from ,p = 0.06 to _ = 0.36 with a

mean period of 331.65 days (Kukarkin et al.

(1969)), Maehara (1971) finds the variation of

the acceleration (the time derivative of veloc-

ity) with the visual magnitude at maximum,

assuming a linear relationship between the

radial velocity and the phase. From this, the

smaller decelerations tend to occur in the

brighter cycle.

Selected Emission-Line Profiles--Temporal

Changes, Particular Shapes

Hydrogen Emission Lines. Very intense Balmer

emission lines are observed in the spectra of the

Mira variables. At the premaximum phase or

shortly after maximum light, the lines appear

to be much broader and severely mutilated by

several superposed sharp absorption lines. Since

the absorbents vary from one type of star to

another, this explains the variation in line in-

tensity with stellar type: H_ is stronger in C

stars than in M stars where it is affected by the

heavy bands of the TiO molecule. Ha emission

is usually disturbed by an absorption band in

the M Miras and is absent in other types

(Wallerstein, 1975). Examples showing Balmer

line profiles in M Miras are given by Joy (1947)

and Fox et al. (1984). With advancing phase,

the absorptions disappear and the lines become

intense and narrow, suggesting that the

hydrogen-forming layers have progressed above

the absorbing layers.

In the infrared, Paschen 3' and Paschen (5are

detected (Spinrad and Wing, 1969). A strong

emission Paschen/3 line at 7802 cm -1 is found

in o Ceti with the equivalent width of the line

changing by a factor 2 on a time scale of about

2 days (Kovar et al., 1972). Because P# is not

affected by molecular absorption, this might be

an intrinsic variation in the strength of the

hydrogen line. Kovar et al. confirm these varia-

tions in time when quoting the short variations

observed in H7 and H_ by Odell et al. (1970)

in o Ceti. Several Miras show a variation in the

intensity of the H6 emission, which also appears

relatively free of overlying absorption, over 1

or 2 days, while the brightening of the stars re-

mains constant to within 0.1 magnitude

(Keenan, 1966).

Brackett 7 is present in emission in o Ceti

40 days after maximum and also in R Leo

(Johnson and Mendez, 1970). In the latter star,

it is strongest at phase 0.94 and also broad (90

km/s across the base) (Hinkle and Barnes,

1979b). B7 is already undetectable when the

Balmer fines first appear at about phase 0.9 and

reach their maximum intensity at phase 0.16.

The differing lifetimes of the hydrogen lines in

the visible and the infrared regions is explained

by a continuum intensity in the visible which

decreases with phase faster than the line inten-

sity, which keeps the Balmer lines relatively

stronger. This effect is reversed in the infrared.

A depression of the continuum in R Leo around

the H7 emission is noted by Maehara (1971).

Jennings and Dyck (1972) summarize Bal-

mer emission data for stars of semiregular and

irregular M types, specifically excluding the

Miras. Only five M giants and supergiants are

quoted in the literature consulted from 1893 up

to 1971 as showing or having shown Balmer

emission. The most interesting data (originally

from McLaughin, 1946) concern the super-

giant, # Cep, in which H/3, HT, and H5 emis-

sions appear strongest just before the maximum

light and then disappear as the star fades; the

hydrogen lines become visible in absorption at

minimum light. This is a Mira-like phase be-

havior. Such a behavior is also observed in the

semiregular C stars, RR Her and V Hya (San-

ford, 1950), in which Hot is present in emission

from 0.25 period before to 0.25 period after

maximum light. It is not observed at all in the

semiregular C star, T Cnc.
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Anotherdifferent example is given by the

semiregular C star, WZ Cas. Bidelman (1950)

observes the hydrogen lines in emission on

January 2, 1949, and recalls that the only

available previous observations showing emis-

sion in H3, goes back to 1903. Yamashita (1972)

notes the absence of Ha and H/_ on his spectra

taken in January 2-10, 1967. Examination of

spectra on file at the Haute-Provence Obser-

vatory showed that the best covered year is

1978: hydrogen emission was visible on Sep-

tember 13-16, but no emission was detected on

September 17 or on January 1, August 9, Oc-

tober 16-23, and December 16-17. Unfor-

tunately, the available photometric data are too

scattered over these periods to determine the

corresponding light phase.

Generally speaking, the presence of hydro-

gen lines in emission, if any, in the SR variables

is not likely to be regular from cycle to cycle

or within a cycle, as in the Miras. Is it due to

some fundamental differences in chemical com-

position or physical properties or to observa-

tional problems? In fact, the SR light-amplitude

variations are smaller (see F. Querci, this

volume), so that we can expect that the causes

of the SR variations (e.g., in the shock-wave

mechanism) are weaker than those producing

the large-amplitude Mira variations and the

emission lines around the Mira maxima. On the

other hand, knowing that the cycle of an SRa

variable is shorter than the Mira period, the

duration of the emission lines may also be

shorter. Much more closely spaced observations

are needed.

Finally, we note that no emission has ever

been observed in the hydrogen lines in the M

supergiant, o_Ori; they are asymmetric absorp-

tion lines (Goldberg, 1979; Dupree et al., 1984).

Violet Fe 1I Emission Lines. The Fe II lines

from multiplets 1, 6, and 7 around 3200/_ were

observed as early as 1947 by Merrill in postmax-

imum spectra of Mira variables (e.g., Merrill

1947b). The upper excitation potential is from

4.8 to 5.6 eV, adding up to a total ionization

excitation energy of 13.5 eV from the ground

state of Fe I. Multiplet (1) was noted as being

remarkably intense. In R And during the post-

maximum observed interval (+40 to + 103

days (i.e., _o - 0.10 to 0.25)), several lines ap-

pear to change in relative intensity, while the

radial velocities derived from several multiplets

do not vary with phase or with excitation poten-

tial (Merrill, 1947a); this behavior also occurs

in o Cet (Figure 2-6b).

Strong lines of multiplets (1), (6), and (7)

were first seen in the spectra of the two M

supergiants, _ Herculis and ot Scorpii (Herz-

berg, 1948) and were later detected in many

other M stars (Bidelman, 1954; Boesgaard and

Boesgaard, 1976) and certain carbon stars, such

as the irregular variable, TX Psc (Bidelman and

Pyper, 1963), and the semiregulars, TW Hor

(Bouchet et al., 1983) and T Ind (Bouchet,

1984, private communication). In fact, Fe II

emission is virtually always present in giants

and supergiants cooler than M0 (Boesgaard and

Boesgaard, 1976).

Fe II line profiles have been best studied in

the M supergiant, o_ Ori (Weymann, 1962;

Boesgaard and Magnan, 1975; Boesgaard,

1979). The profiles are broad (20 to 80 km/s).

Some appear to be mutilated by overlying ab-

sorptions: Boesgaard and Magnan identify
most of the absorbers with low-excitation lines

of circumstellar origin. Many of the moderate

and strong lines show steep-sided emission with

a central reversal and are asymmetric (Boes-

gaard, 1973). The degree of asymmetry changes

little with time, but the shortward peak is

always stronger (Boesgaard and Magnan). The

relative intensities of the lines and the intensity

of the central reversal are apparently constant.

On the plates taken by Boesgaard and Magnan

(1975) and Boesgaard (1979) covering a 5-year

period from 1970 to 1975, variations in the
velocities of the Fe II emission lines follow the

same pattern as those of the absorption atomic

lines measured in the same spectral region (see

Figure 1 in Boesgaard, 1979), implying that

they follow the motions of the absorption-line-

forming layer. Furthermore, the Fe II emission

lines are red-shifted relative to these absorption
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atomiclines.Adoptingacenter-of-masshelio-
centricvelocity,V, = 19.1+ 1 km/s, for o_

Ori (Huggins, 1984, improving the Knapp et al.

(1980) value of 18.8 ___2.5 km/s), it appears

that in the observing period: (1) the considered

absorption atomic-line velocities in the blue-

violet region are infalling with extreme red

shifts of 6.0 + 1.5 and 1.7 + 1.8 km/s, (2) the

Fe II emission lines also form in infalling layers

with extreme velocities being + 12.5 + 2 and

+6.5 _+ 1.8 km/s relative to V.. Boesgaard

(1979) notes that the reversals in the Fe II emis-

sion lines measured in 1974 and 1975 are red-

shifted relative to the atomic absorption lines.

Thus, the Fe self-reversals are also formed in

infalling layers with velocities included between
+ 23.2 ___1.6 and + 7.3 + 1.9 km/s relative

to V., they are probably the same layers in

which the Fe emission is produced.

However, Van der Hucht et al. (1979) found

that all the UV Fe emission lines observed in

o_Ori on September 16, 1976, with the balloon-

borne Ultraviolet Stellar Spectrograph (and in

particular, three lines from multiplets 6 and 7

also observed by Boesgaard and Magnan

(1975)), are blue-shifted by -14 (_+ 9) km/s with

respect to the Adams (1956) adopted "photo-

spheric" radial velocity of +21 (+4) km/s

(i.e., --12 + 10 km/s with respect to the sys-

temic velocity). We conclude that in 1976 the

Fe emission lines were correlated to an outflow

of material and to an infall during the period

1970 through 1975.

Carpenter (1984) studies Fe II emission lines

in the 2300 to 3000/_ region of four high-reso-

lution IUE spectra of ot Ori obtained from April

1978 to November 1982. Unfortunately, these

line radial velocities are not absolute due to a

lack of absolute wavelength calibration during

the IUE exposures. It may be possible to cor-

relate the photospheric radial velocities by

Goldberg (1984) to the ones drawn by Carpen-

ter from the studied spectra at the dates of the

observations. Nevertheless, the average photo-

spheric velocity is defined by Goldberg from IR

and near-IR absorption lines, whereas it is

measured by Carpenter from UV Fe I lines. Re-

calling the results from Miras that the IR and

blue atomic lines are formed in very different

layers (see the section Source of the Visible

Spectrum), it might be hazardous to combine

the two average "photospheric" velocities in

Ori. Rather, adopting a probable radial

velocity of 21 km/s for the blue lines (as done

by Van der Hucht et al., 1979), it appears that
the Fe II emission-line centroids are in infall-

ing layers during the observational period. A

correlation of Fe II line asymmetry with intrin-

sic line strength, indicating velocity gradients

inside the line-forming region, is also found

(Carpenter, 1984).

The semiregular carbon star, TW Hor, de-

serves special mention. The Fe II emission lines

can appear during only 2 consecutive days as

in July 1979 (_o - 0.75) (Figure 2-7) or can last

at least 4 consecutive days as in August 1981

(_o - 0.7; Bouchet et al., 1983). In addition,

they can vary strongly in intensity over a few

days; for example, they were observed on Oc-

tober 15, 1980 (IUE observation), then they

nearly disappeared on October 17 and 18, and

on October 19, they again became as strong as

on October 15. Unfortunately, no radial-veloc-

ity data are yet available.

Ca II H and K Lines. The Ca II lines (3933 and

3968 _) show a complex profile in the late-type

stars (Deutsch, 1960), giving information on the

atmospheric stratification and on the motion

of the layers as a function of the geometric

depth. The H line is less well studied than the

K line due to a weaker oscillator strength and

a possible contamination by the He hydrogen

line. The various components that can be found

in a Ca II K (or H) line profile are: the K l
wings that refer to the broad absorption formed

in the "photosphere," the K 2 chromospheric

emission core onto which is superimposed a K 3

self-reversed absorption core of chromospheric

(non-LTE radiative-transfer) origin, and a K4

deep and sharp CS component. Moreover, faint

emission lines of other elements may appear in

the KcH 1 wings (Stencel, 1977; Linsky et al.,

1979). The profile varies with spectral type,

showing either a K 3 component inseparable
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in July 1979 (bottom to top: July 13, 14, 15, and 16, respectively). The ordinates are in arbitrary

units (from Bouchet et al., 1983).

from a dominating K 4 component or notice-
able asymmetries, as described below. The CS

component is discussed in the section devoted

to the Circumstellar Lines.

The Ca II H and K lines in the Miras mimic

the metallic emission lines in appearing only on

the shortward edge of the H and K absorption

cores. Merrill (1960) describes the phase be-

havior of the Ca II lines in the Mira variables

(also see Figure 2 in Merrill, 1952c, which il-

lustrates the line variation with phase in R Leo).

In brief, as noted by Hagen et al. (1983), a

single blue-shifted feature is seen, rather than

the self-reversed absorption core observed in

the semiregular and irregular giants (see below

and Figure 2-8). These authors also remark that

strong and phase-variable emission lines are

found in the KI-H _ wings at 3938, 3945, and
3969 A and that they are collisionally excited

Fe II (V3) lines. Analogous to R Leo (Merrill,

1952c), o Cet shows pronounced wing emission

lines at 3936 and 3938/_ at certain phases; there

is a strong contrast variation with phase for the

! II/"k II x3936 ; _ _, .

M2Ib

tt_

Figure 2-8. Representative Ca H K line profiles

in various luminosity class M stars. K 1 wing
emission lines are marked by arrows (from

Hagen et al., 1983).
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3938._ line,while3936/_linemaintainsan
almostunvaryingcontrast(Stencel, 1977).

A large sample of M semiregular and ir=

regular giants and supergiants are observed by

Hagen et al. (1983). In all the stars, the K 3
self-reversal component is completely

dominated by the deeper CS K 4 component,

which is generally blue-shifted relative to the

line center. Representative prof'lles are differen-

tiated (Figure 2-8): (1) the stars of luminosity

class III show nearly identical profiles--the

long-wavelength emission peak, K2R, is

stronger than the K 2 emission feature on the

violet side, K2V, due to the blue-shift of the

narrow K 4 absorption; and (2) the latest giants

and most of the supergiants show much

broader K 4 features and reduced or no emis-
sion: the stars with reduced emission have either

K2V - K2R or K2V > K2R, depending on the
slightly blue-shifted CS component (Stencel,

1978).

Figure 2-8 also mentions emission lines iden-

tified in the K 1 wings. All the stars of the sam-
ple show one or more of the H-K wing emis-

sion lines, even the stars which lack Ca II

H2-K 2 emission. He in emission is noted in
some stars.

The supergiant, et Ori, was observed in the

Ca II H and K region in 1974 and 1975 by Boes-

gaard (1979) with a concentration of six spec-

tra over a 64-day interval. The Ca II K 1
feature is broad, and a deep central absorption

reversal is present. The six close spectra show

only small changes in the Ca II line profiles due

to the position of the deep central absorption

minimum. This is in contrast with the high time

variation of the Ca II profile shown by Boes-

gaard (1973) from spectra taken in November

1970 and in December 1971, in which the

brightness ratio K2V/K2R decreases from 1 to
less than 1, and by Kondo (1973) from an un-

dated spectrum in which K2V/K2R > 1 (com-
pare Figure 11-42 from Boesgaard, 1973, and

Figure 11-18 from Kondo, 1973). Changes in the

V/R intensity ratio are common in late-type

giants (see discussions in Mullah, 1984; Drake

and Linsky, 1983). The measured radial veloc-

ities on the 2-year spectra give the following

results, obtained by setting the ot Ori systemic

velocity at 19.1 + 1 km/s (Huggins, 1984): (1)

the absorption-line velocity in the Ca II region

fluctuates between +26.0 + 0.4 and 19.5 +_

0.3, evidencing infalling material (as already

found for the absorption lines in the Fe II

region); (2) the Ca II emission lines follow the

same pattern as the blue-violet absorption lines

and are red-shifted relative to the latter (as

already noted in the foregoing section for the

violet Fe II lines in ot Ori during the same obser-

vational period) by a mean red shift of + 5.9

+ 1.3 km/s; that is more precisely from + 14.3

+ 3.9 to + 5.1 + 1.9 km/s with respect to the

center-of-mass velocity, depicting infalling gas;

(3) the position of the central reversals fluc-

tuates around the systemic velocity from + 1.4

+ 1.1 to -1.7 5:1.1 km/s; we are likely deal-

ing with the H4-K 4 CS component (while the
reversals for the Fe II lines are red-shifted, im-

plying that they are formed in the same region

as the Fe II emission).

On the other hand, from a series of abser-

vations of Ca II H and K lines in ct Ori, Linsky

et al. (1977) claim that the emission-line velocity

with respect to the "photosphere" ranges from

-12 to + 10 km/s. If we adopt the averaged

absorption-line velocity over the Ca II region

of 23.8 km/s from Boesgaard (1979) since the

authors do not give one, these measurements

allow one to interpret the Ca II emission lines

as either infalling or rising material. (The Fe

II measurements in September 1976 by Van der

Hucht et al. (1979) put the Fe II lines in rising

layers.) If the period of observation of Linsky

et al. is supposed to straddle the observations

by Boesgaard and by Van der Hucht et al., a

change in the dynamical structure of the star

is to be taken into account.

Ca II Infrared Triplet Emission Lines. The Ca

II infrared lines at 8497.7, 8541.7, and 8661.7

A have been reported as being strong in emis-

sion in Mira stars at maximum and post-maxi-

mum phases. All lines are mutilated by TiO ab-

sorption in M stars and by CN features in car-

bon stars, except for the line at 8662 _. In R

Cyg, Tsuji (1971) notes that, for each emission
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oftheCaII triplet,thereisashallow absorption

feature toward the red that is a leftover part

of the wing of the broad Ca II absorption; it

is also clearly visible at 8662/_, in X Cygni (for

example, Maehara, 1968). For S Car, Shinkawa

(1973) remarks that asymmetries in the absorp-

tion-line profiles are present, sometimes when

emission is not, and that, in some cases, emis-

sion is only observed in one of the three lines

of the multiplet, with asymmetries occurring in

the other lines. (Her Figure 10 shows how, in

S Car near maximum, the Ca II triplet line pro-

files, with their deep absorption core, differ

from the profiles in x Cygni.) An unidentified

emission is also seen in the red wing of the 8662

/_ Ca II line (reminiscent of the H-K wing emis-

sion lines) in nearly all of the spectra of S Car

that exhibit the blue-shifted Ca II emission.

However, this never happens in the larger wings

of the other Ca II triplet lines (Shinkawa, 1973).

Emission in the Ca II triplet has been ob-

served in the Mira C stars, U Cyg and RZ Peg,

just after maximum light (Richer, 1971). Note
that the Ca II infrared lines are in emission at

maximum light, while the Ca II H and K lines

are still in absorption, becoming later in emis-

sion (Contadakis and Solf, 1981). This recalls

the differing lifetimes of the hydrogen lines in

the visible and the infrared regions: the con-

tinuum intensity would decrease with phase in

the visible faster than the line intensity.

In the supergiant, u Ori, Goldberg (1979)

observed no emission in the Ca II triplet lines;

rather, a strongly asymmetric absorption core

was detected (see Figure 2-17).

Mg II h and k Emission Lines. In M semi-

regular giants and supergiants, the Mg II

resonance doublet lines with the k component

at 2795.5 ,_ and the h component at 2802.7 ,_,

are observed at high resolution as two strong

emission lines with a deep central self-reversal

(e.g., Wing, 1978; Basri and Linsky, 1979). The

reversals are displaced slightly shortward from

the centers of the emission components; they

are circumstellar absorption features, indicating

a cool outer shell expanding at a moderate rate.

All the observations of several stars--the M
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giants such as B And, 3' Eri,/_ Gem, and 7 Cru

and the M supergiants such as c_ Sco and ct

Her--particularly the numerous observations

of the supergiant, ot Ori (Kondo et al., 1972;

Kondo et al., 1975; Modisette et al., 1973; Bet-

nat and Lambert, 1976a; Wing, 1978; Carpen-

ter and Wing, 1979; Basri and Linsky, 1979;

Weiler and Oegerle, 1979; Van der Hucht et al.,

1979; Dupree et al., 1984), display k line asym-

metries, always observed on the shortward

wavelength side of the intrinsic emission,

whereas the h line is reasonably symmetric.

Theoretically, the k line is expected to be twice

as strong as the h line (Modisette et al., 1973).

The k line asymmetry has been attributed to a

selective absorption by Fe I UV3 (2795.006/_)

resonance transition, occurring in the cool shell

surrounding the M star (de Jager et al., 1979,

and references therein; also Kondo et al., 1977;

Figure 2-9).

The M supergiants have much broader Mg

II emission profiles than the M giants. From

the survey of Weiler and Oegerle (1979), it ap-

pears that the Mg IIk line shapes are not unique

to a given spectral class. The width-luminosity

correlation (the famous Wilson-Bappu effect)

analogous to the Ca II one is seen in the Mg

II h and k emission cores (e.g., Ayres, 1979).

A comparison of IUE flux obtained in Aug-

ust 1978 for o_Ori with previous measurements

obtained with the OAO-2 (Orbiting Astronom-

ical Observatory; Doherty, 1972), BUSS (Bal-

loon-borne Ultraviolet Stellar Spectrometer;

Kondo et al., 1976), and Copernicus (Bernat

and Lambert, 1976; Weiler and Oegerle, 1979)

satellites shows that the Mg II flux in ot Ori is

fairly variable with time (Basri and Linsky,

1979), as also noted by Dupree et al. (1984)

from Mg II fluxes measured from 1978 to 1984.

Van der Hucht et al. (1979) find the Mg II h

emission line (observed on September 16, 1976)

to be indicative of an outflow velocity (--3

km/s with respect to the systemic velocity), as

also indicated by the violet Fe II lines they

observe at the same epoch. Apparently, a

special event occurred in ot Ori about 1976, as

already mentioned from the Ca II H and K and

UV Fe II lines.
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Figure 2-9. Synthetic spectra of the M supergiant, ct Ori, in the vicinity of
the Mg H h and k lines. The crosses represent the observations of Kondo
et aL (1972) (from Modisette et ai., 1973).

Figure 2-10 presents Mg II h and k lines

from an IUE high-resolution spectrum of the

S Mira, X Cygni, at _ = 0.22 (Cassatella et al.,

1980). The h and k lines are asymmetric with
a sharp red edge. The profiles recall the Ca II

H and K profiles from the Miras; the red part

of the lines is hidden by the overlying cir-

cumstellar absorption, giving apparent blue-
shifted emission lines. The k line is more blue-

shifted than the h line due to the further mutila-

tion on the red edge by the circumstellar Fe I

resonance line at 2795/_. As a result, only the

h line is saturated. As noted by Stencel et al.
(1980), the wings of the Mg II lines are fre-

quently underexposed because of the limited

dynamic range of the IUE detectors. In fact,

the absorption core is not recorded in X Cygni
as it is for the Ca II H and K lines.

In addition, for the first time, Mg II h and
k high-resolution profiles have been observed
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Figure 2-10. Mg H h and k lines from an IUE

high-resolution spectrum of the S Mira, X

CygnL at phase 0.22 (from Cassatella et al.,
1980).

for the bright irregular N-type carbon star, TX

Psc, suggesting an expanding chromosphere

(Eriksson et al., 1985). Let us note that low-

resolution profiles for N, R, and S stars have

been published (Johnson and O'Brien, 1983;

Eaton et al., 1985; Johnson and Ake, 1984;

Johnson et al., 1985a; Johnson et al., 1985b;

Querci and Querci, 1985a).

Other Emission Lines. Besides the classical

emission lines just reviewed, other lines are

valuable as additional indicators of the at-

mospheric structure.

The C H (UV 0.01) intercombination lines

near 2325 ,_ have been observed with the IUE

satellite at high resolution in several red giants

and supergiants. Stencel et al. (1981) and Sten-

cel and Carpenter (1982) showed that the rela-

tive intensities of emission lines within the mul-

tiplet are sensitive to electron density in the 107

to 109 cm -3 range, which is appropriate for

measuring densities in the low-gravity cool

stars. Carpenter (1984) applies the method to

ct Ori. He finds a mean density of 3.2 x 107

electrons cm -3. A rough estimate of the geo-
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metric extent of the C II line-forming region

may be predicted on the basis of the electron

density, the total multiplet flux, and the temper-

ature in the C II emitting region (Carpenter et

al., 1985). So, with a temperature of the C II

region set at 8300 K (obtained independently
from the ratio of the total flux in the 2325/_

multiplet to that in the 1335 A resonance-line

multiplet by Brown and Carpenter, 1984), the

thickness of the C II layer--perhaps close to

o_Ori chromospheric extent (see the section A t-

mospheric Kinematics--Other Giants and Su-

pergiants)--is estimated to be 7.4 x 1013 cm

(i.e., 1.5 R.). Higher quality spectra and atomic

data are needed to improve this conclusion

(Carpenter, 1984; Carpenter et al., 1985).

The He 110830 _t line has been observed in

a sample of M, S, and C stars by Zirin (1976,

1982). The line is found in emission in Mira

stars. In R Hya, the emission is seen at max-

imum (_o = 0.93), but not on the rise at 9 =

0.77; in R And, it is a strong emission feature

at _ = 0.77. However, in X Cyg, no feature is

detected either at a premaximum at _ = 0.8

or at the postmaximum at 9 = 0.16 of the same

cycle, or on the rise to the next maximum at

_o = 0.6. Surprisingly, in R Gem, the emission

is observed at minimum light. The He I emis-

sion is always accompanied by P_ in emission,

even in R Gem.

The helium line has also been detected in a

few supergiants. The 10830/_ emission was ob-

served in ctI Her (on October 29, 1978) by

O'Brien and Lambert (1979); its strength does

not appear to vary over 8-month observations.

The He I absorption line was detected in ot Ori

by Zirin (1982) in September 1965 and February

1973, but no detection is reported in February

1966 and December 1979 by this author, nor

in November 1978 by O'Brien and Lambert

(1979), nor in December 1974 by Sherbakov

(1979). In the supergiant, # Cep, He I absorp-

tion is seen in August 1965 (Zirin, 1982). Let

us add the observation of a P Cygni profile in

the helium line in the RCB carbon-rich star, R

CrB, on January 18, 1978, on rise to maximum

(Querci and Querci, 1978).



TheHeI 10830._emissiondemandsden-
sitiesof about1012electronscm-3. If the den-

sity is less, an absorption line may appear.

However, an emission, as well as an absorption,

He I line is excited only for temperatures of at

least 20000 K (Vaughan and Zirin, 1968). In the

solar-type stars, the He I line is excited by cor-

onal X rays. Such an explanation is not valid

in the cool stars, where there is an apparent lack

of plasma hotter than, say, 20000 K and there-

fore no corona. Simon et al. (1982) suggest that

the line in giants and supergiants is formed in

the extended cool chromosphere at low den-

sities by a scattering process. In the Miras,

M0830 emission is probably excited in the

shock front progressing in the photosphere. We

exclude the term chromosphere in discussing

Miras; cf. the discussion in the section At-

mospheric Kinematics, explaining the
exclusion.

The emission lines from neutral atoms short-

ward of 4000 _ must be mentioned. In the M

supergiant, RW Cep, numerous narrow emis-

sion lines, mainly from Fe I + Ti I, are super-

posed on the weak continuous spectrum (Mer-

rill and Willson, 1956i. Such emission lines

from Ti I, V I, and Zr I in the 3900 ,_, region

are also reported for the irregular carbon stars,

UU Aur and Y CVn (Gilra, 1976). They are pri-

marily zero-volt lines, assumed to be formed

in an extended outer circumstellar shell, where

the gas is neutral because the far-UV radiation

is insufficient to ionize it (Querci et al., 1982).

Similar emission from an extended region may

also be responsible for filling in the Mg I ab-

sorption line in carbon stars (Johnson and

O'Brien, 1983).

Finally, we noted in the section Changes in
Emission-Line Radial Velocities with Phase that

in the Miras some visual (blue) atomic lines first

appear with blue-shifted emission (i.e., with in-

verse P Cygni profiles (P Cygni type profiles

are defined in the section Circumsteilar Lines)).

A good example is o Cet (Joy, 1954). Also,

Hinkle and Barnes (1979b) observe such Ti I,

Sc I, V I line profiles in the 2-ttm region of R

Leo at premaximum phases, which they explain

in the following way. The atomic absorption
cores come from lower excitation levels of be-

tween 1.5 and 2.5 eV and behave with phase

as the Av = 3 infrared CO lines (as in Figure

2-1), showing an S-shaped curve. They are

formed over an extended region of the atmo-

sphere (in comparison to weak atomic lines

coming from excitation levels of 4 eV or

greater, such as Fe I lines and being therefore

excited only in the deepest, hottest photospheric

layers). At the phase at which the P Cygni type

profiles appear (-0.6 to 0.8), the absorption

cores are in infalling cool layers (Figure 2-1, up-

per panel), in agreement with their red shift

with respect to the center-of-mass velocity. Like

the IR CO absorption lines observed at such

phases, they are produced by the inward-

moving gas left over by the preceding rising

shock wave. As for the excitation of the emis-

sion peak, we are dealing with an extended

outer region, all the more as the phase is nearest

to the minimum light where the photosphere is

at its highest extension. Moreover, Hinkle and

Barnes note that there is a large apparent veloc-

ity difference between the "stellar" disk (this

part limited by the continuum optical depth

unity) and off the edge of the disk; such condi-

tions favor emission by scattered light from the

stellar radiation field, giving its full meaning

to the observed P Cygni type profile.

Ti I inverse P Cygni profiles at 1 /zm have

also been observed in o Cet (Ferlet and Gillet,

1984). The lower excitation level of the lines is

1.9 to 2.1 eV, which is roughly in the same

range as the 2-/_m metallic lines previously
discussed. The difference with R Leo comes

from the phase of observation which is just

after the maximum (_o = + 0.04). At maximum

light, there corresponds a minimum radius of

the pulsating photosphere. Consequently, the

Ti I line-forming region above the continuum

optical depth unity (in other words, the Ti I

emitting region) is still sufficiently extended at

maximum light in o Cet so that scattering ef-

fects are still possible. Ferlet and Gillet claim

that the Ti I emission might be formed through

the ballistic motion of the infalling material.
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However, this seems unlikely because the emis-

sion peak is at the o Cet center-of-mass veloci-

ty, which is quite normal when dealing with

scattered emission in an extended zone.

In conclusion, it can be found for atomic

lines of similar strength from the blue to the

IR range, which are formed throughout an ex-

tended atmospheric layer.

Atmospheric Kinematics

The Mira Stars: The Shock-Wave Model

Resulting from Pulsation Plus Matter Infall.

From the above survey of observations of

emission-line variability, we are now able to

complete the qualitative description of the

shock-wave model developed earlier (mainly

from the behavior of the infrared molecular

lines in the Mira, X Cygni, following Hinkle et

al., 1982). We assume that the emission lines

arise as a consequence of the formation of an

upward-moving shock by the collision of the

outward-moving pulsation wave and the infall-

ing matter from the preceding pulsation cycle,

and are thus formed under post-shock condi-

tions (Willson, 1976). The observations of

Figure 2-6 place the emission-lines in rising mat-

ter. But we consider that the fluorescent lines

require different physical conditions for their

formation.

Unfortunately, there is not yet a set of data

that covers all the spectral range from the UV

to the IR wavelengths for a given star. Let us

summarize the main data at hand on temporal

changes in the emission lines as well as in the

absorption lines:

. We know the behavior of the CO in-

frared absorption lines and of the blue-

violet atomic absorption lines (Figure

2-1) from X Cygnl and that of the CO

(and OH) infrared lines and of the

hydrogen emission lines from R Leo

(Figure 2-6c). The behavior of the

hydrogen emission lines, neutral and

ionized metallic emission lines, and

fluorescent lines from o Ceti (Figure

2-6a, b) is also known. Furthermore,
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data from other stars give additional in-

formation (e.g., that from S Car, Figure

2-11).

. Comparisons between radial-velocity

curves give meaningful information on

the relative location of the absorption

and emission lines. As discussed in the

section Changes in Emission-Line Radial

Velocities with Phase and displayed in

Figure 2-6c, the hydrogen radial-velocity

curve for R Leo has a shape similar to

the IR CO and OH rising component

curves, but particularly near maximum

light, it lags in phase by 0.2. A wave

moving outward from the deepest layers

of the star will first disturb the spectral

features arising at great optical depths,

and their radial velocity will be ahead in

phase compared with the radial velocity

of features situated at smaller optical

depths. Near maximum, the hydrogen

emission line-forming region is situated

higher in the atmosphere than the CO

and OH absorption line layers.

Let us assume a hypothetical Mira star for

which all the previous observational informa-

tion is available, with the radial velocities from

the hydrogen and IR lines behaving with phase

in o Ceti as in R Leo. First, the observations

at maximum light could be interpreted in the

60.
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Figure 2-11. Velocities of Ca H infrared triplet
emission lines and Ha emission as a function

of phase in the M Mira, S Car (adapted from

Shinkawa, 1973).



following manner. Hydrogen emission origi-

nates in a shock which precedes the layers (kept

moving outward due to the outward momen-

tum given by the shock wave), giving rise to the

shortward component of the CO (and OH) line-

doubling. The Si I emission-line velocity is

similar to the hydrogen velocity (i.e., about -10

km/s with respect to the stellar velocity in o

Ceti), and thus one should expect that both Si I

and H lines are excited by the same shock.

Similarly, the Ca II IR emission lines which

have nearly the same velocity as the Hot lines

(from S Car, Figure 2-11; see also Contadakis

and Solf, 1981) are also likely to originate from

the same shock front. Secondly, the propaga-

tion of the shock with phase in such a model

would be depicted as follows by implementing

the emission-line information into the scheme

that describes the absorption lines in the sec-

tion Photospheric Kinematics--The Shock-

Wave Model. From the IR absorption lines, the

emergence of the shock into the photosphere

is at phase -0.3 when the total CO (Av = 3)

column density begins to decrease. It progresses

outward, and at phase -0.2, the emission in H_/,

H6, Si I, and Ca II lines is detectable. (Note

that Hot emission is seen in S Car as soon as

phase -0.3 in Figure 2-11.) From phase -0.10

to 0.15, the CO second overtone becomes

double-lined, and the hydrogen emission is at

its maximum strength. The shock must have

traveled through most of the photosphere

because, at phase -0.2, the hydrogen lines are

strongly mutilated by overlying absorption (as

Ti O in M Miras), while at maximum, they are

quite sharp. By means of the emission lines, the

rising shock can be followed until minimum

light (HT, H6, and the Si I (2) line at 4102/_

are in emission in o Ceti up to ¢ = 0.65, 0.57,

and 0.60, respectively, from Table 7 in Joy,

1954), and its passage must also account for the

CO column density variation.

The ionic emission lines and the fluorescent

lines fit the foregoing explanation. Among the

first, in o Cet at maximum light, the Fe II lines,

especially the chief line of multiplet 28 at 4178

/_ (that appears in emission and lasts as the hy-

drogen lines do), have a mean velocity clearly

lower by about -3 km/s than the H and Si I

lines (v - -10 km/s; Figure 2-6b). We suggest

two possible interpretations: a second shock

located higher in the atmosphere and structure

within the shock front itself.

The Two-Shock Model. As described in the sec-

tion Analysis of Absorption-Line Velocity

Histograms in Miras, Willson et al. (1982, and

papers cited therein) favor the coexistence of

two shocks, particularly at maximum light, at

different altitudes in the stellar atmosphere. An

example taken from these authors and involv-

ing emission lines is given by the histogram of

the velocity distribution in the blue spectrum

of RT Cygni 4 days before maximum (_ =

-0.02; Figure 2-12). Emission lines of Si I (v

- -14.5 km/s) and hydrogen (v - -8.5 km/s)

are likely to be assigned to the lower shock (in

A), while emission lines of Fe I, V I, and Cr I

and of ionized metals (v - -3.5 km/s) are

assigned to the upper shock (in C; see also

Figure 2-4a).

Similarly, in o Cet, the hydrogen and Si I

emission lines, together with the blue-shifted IR

molecular absorption lines, should again arise

from the lower shock, while the Fe II emission

lines, with v = -3 km/s at maximum light,

would be produced by the upper shock. The

aperiodic Fe II velocity curve with phase also

supports the idea of an upper shock. The Ti II

(13) and Sr II (1) lines (which appear in emis-

sion in o Cet at _p = 0.03 and ,p = 0.13, are

at their maximum strength at _ = 0.24, and

last up to _ - 0.5 and 0.6, respectively) also

show rather small aperiodic velocities and could

be related to the upper shock, though their

mean velocity (o - -7 km/s and -9 km/s, re-

spectively) is larger than that inferred from Fe

II (v - -3 km/s). The upper shock is "obser-

vationally" lost from phase 0.6 to phase 0.8.

In fact, the Ti II and Sr II lines are reminiscent

of the ionic emission lines that appear in the

RT Cygni histogram (Figure 2-12) between the

lower and upper postshock components (A and

C) at v - -6 km/s). As noted by Willson et

al. (1982), it is generally rather difficult to

separate these postshock components.
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Figure 2-12. Histogram of velocity distribution

in the blue spectrum of the M Mira, RT Cygni,

just before maximum light (_ = -0.02). Lines

of "'high excitation ""(arbitrarily chosen as Xe x

>1 eV) are plotted above the horizontal line;

lines of low excitation (<1 eV) are plotted be-
low. Emission lines are indicated by the sym-

bol for the element above the line; ion lines are
shown as "'II, "" and emission from ions as

"'Eli. ""Doubled lines are shown as a pair of

dots at the appropriate velocities above or be-

low the line, depending on their excitation class.

A "+ "sign indicates "'very high excitation"

( > 3 eV) lines (from Wiilson et al., 1982).

Structure of Shock-Front in Single-Shock In-

terpretation. When describing the absorption

lines in the carbon star, RT Cygni (in the sec-

tion Further Probes of the Pulsating Photo-

sphere), we presented the two-shock model of

Willson et aL (1982) and concluded that a

single-shock model need not be ruled out. Ar-

guments by Wood (1981, 1982) also sustain this
conclusion. From the variations with phase of

the Balmer emission-line profile and flux in a

sample of nine M Miras, it appears that a sim-

ple shock model can account for the velocities

and temperatures of the Balmer line-emitting

region (Fox et al., 1984).

How can one account for the velocity varia-

tions in the various emission lines, such as those
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observed in o Cet, with a single rising shock?

The velocity of the emission lines is an indicator

of the postshock velocity, and their variability

is related to changes in the postshock velocity

with phase. Furthermore, the various emission

lines might be indicative of the velocity gradient

within the shock front.

In the front structure, ionization and excita-

tion processes occur in the relaxation zone

behind the outward propagating shock face (for

example, Slutz, 1976; Whitney and Skalafuris,

1963), specifically in the zone called "internal"

by Whitney and Skalafuris. While Slutz in-

vestigates the postshock propagation in the con-

ditions prevailing in a Mira atmosphere, Whit-

ney and Skalafuris detailed the shock-front

structure in a long-period Cepheid, W Vir. Both

authors recognize that their investigations of

shock variation with temperature, density, and

velocity as a function of the distance, x, to the

shock face or as a function of the face velocity,

V, is based on simplified assumptions.
However, their results provide at least a guide

for a qualitative interpretation of the observa-

tions. In Whitney and Skalafuris's cepheid "in-

ternal" relaxation zone, for a given tempera-

ture, density, and velocity at the shock face,

and also in Slutz's Mira relaxation zone, the run

of the temperature and velocity as a function

of x shows that both variables decrease signifi-

cantly in value as x grows, all the more so

because V is higher. When traveling down
$

density gradients as in a Mira atmosphere, the

shock wave is expected to accelerate. Whitney

and Skalafuris find that, for increasing V
$

(A V = 40 km/s) in W Vir, the temperature
increases very rapidly at the front of the "in-

ternal" zone called "1" (AT] - 92000 K) and
increases gradually at the rear of this zone,

called "2" (AT 2 - 19000 K). The velocity is

rapidly increasing at "1" (AV l - 9 km/s),

while rather gradually increasing at "2" (A V2

= 3.8 km/s); for the lowest V, it is nearly
constant.

In o Ceti, as the shock propagates through

the atmosphere (i.e., as it increases in velocity

with phase), the Fe II lines are kept at a nearly



constantvelocity,indicatingthattheirregion
of formationmightbein therelaxationzone
neartherearof the"internal" zone(region
"2"), whereasthehydrogenlineswouldbeat
thefrontofthiszone(region"1"), inparticular
at ¢ = 0and0.2.

AsstressedbyWood(1979),adirectinter-
pretationof emission-linevelocitiesin termsof
postshockvelocitiesare,inpractice,subjectto
complicatingfactorsbecauseof theunknown
opticalthicknessoftheemittingregionandgeo-
metricandlimb-darkeningeffects.(Seethesec-
tionPreliminary Remarks.) Reliable velocities

for the postshock region require a model that

simulates the emission process, as well as in-

formation about the detailed thermal structure

of the relaxation zone and the shock-wave

kinematics in a Mira atmosphere that lies over

several density-scale heights. An encouraging

result is given by Wood (1979), who computes

a long series of isothermal models covering 92

pulsation periods: the postshock velocity fol-

lows the same variation with phase as that of

the observational hydrogen emission-line veloc-

ities, with a steep rise at maximum followed by

a decline. A favorable feature of Wood's mod-

els is the inclusion of periodic shock injections

into the Mira atmosphere rather than the prop-

agation of an isolated large-amplitude shock,

which neglects the periodic nature of the shock,

as in Slutz's (1976) model. (See de la Reza, this

volume, for details on shock-wave gas dynam-

ics.)

Finally, we conclude by looking at the fluo-

rescent lines. They are selectively excited; for

example, the Fe I (42) line at 4307/_, is excited

by the Mg II k line. Incidentally, as the Mg II

lines are mutilated by overlying circumstellar

absorption, they must arise at the upper shock

in the two-shock model frame. In the single-

shock model, it seems likely that the shock has

to be high in the atmosphere when the Mg II

lines first appear in emission (_ = 0.18 (i.e., at

+ 73 days) in X Cygni from the section General

Behavior of Emission Lines with Phase). It

would be interesting to know if the fluorescent

lines are really in emission at the same phases

as those of the exciter.

Clearly, the fluorescent lines are located in

cool tenuous layers. Their velocities imply that

they arise from outwardly moving matter and

therefore considerably ahead of the shock itself.

(Just above the shock, matter is infalling.)

These lines must come from an expanding outer

shell, in layers in which the expansion velocity

is not yet constant. From the Fe I line at 4307

/_ in o Ceti, the velocity changes by about 14

km/s from phase 0.14 to phase 0.40 and then

stays constant up to phase 0.56 where no more

velocity measurements are available, although

the line is visible up to phase 0.78. The layers

that produce such a line might be between the

low-excitation 800 K CO first-overtone line

shell with stationary velocity at the center of

mass and the low-excitation 300 K CO funda-

mental line shell expanding at a constant veloc-

ity, as seen in X Cygni. (See the section Changes

in Absorption Line Radial Velocities with

Phase.)

It is worth noting that the Mira shock-wave

model described in this section is related to the

most probable phase behavior of the features

as generally observed in the life of a Mira.

However, we noted on the o Cet example that

cycle-to-cycle variations happen (e.g., more in-

tense hydrogen emission is known to be linked

to the brighter light maxima (m v - 2.5)). This
is indisputably confirmed by the absence of Hot

emission at _ = 0.04, just after the June 1983

maximum of o Cet (Ferlet and Gillet, 1984) that

appears to be a faint one (m° - 4). A weak
(i.e., a low shock amplitude) or an overdamped

shock wave, preventing sufficient hydrogen to

be ionized, could be the explanation. (Such

shocks are discussed below in the C star, TW

Hor.)

Atmospheric KinematicsmOther Giants and

Supergiants. For illustration, we select the most

thoroughly documented cases among the red

stars: the M supergiants, tt Cep and a Ori, and

the C giant, TW Hor, for which cross checks
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between features in emission and/or in absorp-

tion might give an insight into their mechanism

of origin.

Examples of a Mira-like shock wave pro-

gressing in the photosphere of irregular vari-
ables come from the H I Balmer emission in

the supergiant,/_ Cep, and in some C stars that

show the same phase dependence seen for the

Miras. (See the section Selected Emission-Line

Profiles.) Also, S-shaped velocity curves typical

to the presence of photospheric shock waves are

observed from absorption lines in semiregulars.

(See the section Further Probes of the Pulsating

Photosphere.)

In # Cep, a striking feature is the lack of

detectable emission in the Ca II H and K lines,

while the Fe II and Mg II lines appear strongly

in emission. Hagen et al. (1983) assign Mg II

emission to a Bowen fluorescence with Lyman

/_ emission. Boesgaard and Boesgaard (1976)

conclude that the Fe II emission in # Cep comes

from an outer region with respect to the pho-

tosphere, by analogy with o_ Ori (see below).

Quite simply, from rough considerations on

their ionization potential, their oscillator

strengths, and the (supposed solar) atomic

abundances, it may be expected that the Mg II

and Fe II cores are formed above the Ca II ones

(e.g., Basri et al., 1981). Therefore, they can-

not be formed by the shock invoked for the Bal-

mer emission because, if so, the Ca II H and K

lines should have an emission component. We

could imagine that some cycles see a Mira-like

phenomenon, while in other cycles, a rising

shock develops only in high layers of the at-

mosphere such as in TW Hor (discussed below)

or in/3 Peg, in which the Fe II emission lines

are seen to be blue-shifted with respect to the

systemic velocities. Mira itself suffers excep-

tions such as at its June 1983 maximum

(discussed in the previous section). However,

whatever the mechanism, it will stay speculative

as long as temporal correlations between the

various features, as well as their radial velocities

with respect to the systemic velocity, are not

known. It is remarkable that the Mira-like

shock-wave phenomenon can be detected in

/_ Cep thanks to a series of observations by

McLaughin (1946). To our knowledge, no fur-

ther observations over several other light phases

have been done since then.

As for a Ori, the first observations to be

regularly spread in time (from 1970 to 1975)

concern the Fe II emission lines that are seen

in infalling matter with respect to the systemic

velocity over the observing period (Boesgaard

and Magnan, 1975; Boesgaard, 1979). First,

Boesgaard and Magnan show that a model with

an extended envelope and a fluid velocity nearly

equal to the Doppler velocity is well suited.

Then, Boesgaard and Boesgaard (1976) confirm

that the Fe II intensities are primary indicators

of shell extent. Therefore, Boesgaard models

the Fe II lines by adapting the method

developed by Kunasz and Hummer (1974) for

a spherical moving envelope in which the radial

velocity is not more than a few times the Dop-

pler velocity. However, Boesgaard does not

specifically solve for the line source function,

but parameterizes it to simulate a chrom-

ospheric rise in temperature, followed by a

subsequent decline due to radiation losses in an

extended envelope subject to velocity gradients.

The best fit of the model parameters to the

observed strong self-reversed Fe II line at 3228

,_ in a Ori is obtained for the values shown in

Table 2-1. Such values have been verified to fit

profiles of other weak and strong Fe II emis-

sion lines in the star, with a change in the op-

tical depth only. In brief, Fe H emission lines

are produced in an outer region relative to the

a Ori photosphere, called the chromosphere,

that is extended up to about 1.8 R.. Let us

recall that the UV C II line-forming region ex-

tends up to 1.5 R. above the photosphere with

a mean excitation temperature of 8300 K.

It appears that, to account for the large line

breadths in Fe II (FWHM - 85 km/s for the

3228 _ line), high velocities are required; the

Doppler velocity (microturbulence) is about 9

km/s throughout the Fe II shell, and the large-

scale motions (macroturbulence) are about 8

km/s. These velocities are marginally subsonic

as the sonic velocity is about 9 km/s at the sur-

face of _ Ori. Boesgaard (1979) also recalls how

large the breadths are in the Ca II K 2 feature
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Table 2-1

Shell Model Parameters* to Match the

Fe II X3228 Line in _ Orionis

(from Boesgaard, 1979)

Size of Fe II region 1.8

Optical depth T 500

Fluid velocity near star (km/s) + 60

Fluid velocity, outer edge + 18

(km/s)

Doppler velocity near star 9
(km/s)

Doppler velocity, outer edge 9

(km/s)
Macroturbulence (kin/s) 8

Core brightness 0.3

Density distribution exponent 2

Sit 0.25

R_

*The density distribution within the shell is 0- r-2.

tS 1 is such that S 1T represents the optical depth at
which the line source function reaches its maximum

value.

(186 km/s) and in the Mg IIk emission line (410

km/s at the base) in tx Ori. Such broad features

are suggested to reflect high nonthermal ran-

dom motions. Note that no homogeneous

chromosphere could reproduce the Mg IIk line

profile (Basri et al., 1981). Furthermore, to fit

the red shifts in the emission and in the central

reversal, a gradient in the fluid velocity is re-

quired; the material is accelerating inward from

15 to 20 km/s at 1.8 R, (the outer shell edge)

to 60 km/s at the stellar surface. Because the

free-fall velocity is 61 km/s, the matter is ac-

celerated by the gravitational field. In addition,

the material is infalling at supersonic speeds and

wouM produce a shock front. In fact, such a
shock front would have the conditions

necessary to excite the emission lines. Let us

recall that infalling gas in ot Ori is also seen

from Ca II H and K and UV Fe II emission

cores.

On the other hand, outfalling material from

the Fe II, as well as from the other

chromospheric indicators, Mg II, and Ca II H

and K emission lines (particularly in September

1976) is observed in a Ori. Another example

of fluid velocities indicative of expanding mat-

ter from the Fe II emission comes from

available data on the giant,/3 Peg (Boesgaard,

1981). There the material expands from 0 to 25

km/s within the Fe II region, which is 2.0 R.

in size. The Fe II line widths are also very

broad, implying a microturbulence of 10 km/s

within the Fe II region. However, from the Ca

II K 4 circumstellar absorption feature ob-

served in/3 Peg, also formed over a velocity gra-

dient of 0 to 25 km/s, the turbulence beyond

about 2 R. averages _<4 km/s.

The extreme broadness of the features and

the corresponding high Doppler velocities prob-

ably caused by nonthermal motions are ex-

plained by Boesgaard (1981) by a turbulent ex-

change of material between the photosphere

and the chromosphere. This author presumes

that the chaotic mass motions are attributed to

large-scale convective cells which Schwarzschild

(1975) assumed to arise in the photosphere of

red giants and supergiants.

In this view, how should the emission lines

be excited? Boesgaard (1979) stipulates that the

matter might be driven upward by photospheric

convective overshoot into the chromosphere

from the large-scale convective cells, and some

of it may then return toward the star at high

velocity. These convective cells are often put

forward in the literature to explain unexpected

observations (for example, Hayes, 1982;

Goldberg et al., 1981; Goldberg, 1984; Antia

et al., 1984). However, we do not really under-

stand how they could be responsible for driving

mass up to 2 R.. Also, arguments by Karov-

ska (1984) about polarization observations,

which will be presented in the section Inter-

pretations of the Polarization Observations,

question the suggestion by Goldberg et al. that

these authors might have observed such a struc-

ture in ct Ori.

To clarify the atmospheric dynamics of this

star, let us highlight the striking features among

the relevant available observations from 1970

to 1978--a period during which ot Ori has been

rather well monitored.

The data on absorption lines are displayed

in Goldberg's (1984) Figure 5. First, let us recall
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that in the Miras the radial velocities permit one

to distinguish beyond objection the phase

behavior of the low-excitation-potential absorp-

tion lines (X -< 1 eV) with no CS component

(see the section Circumstellar Lines) from that

of the high-excitation-potential absorption fines

(X - 2.5 eV; e.g., Figure 2-1, middle panel).

The low-excitation lines (from the 4000 A re-

gion) which are observed in infalling matter (an

artificial effect as explained in the section

Source of the Visible Spectrum) do not present

a significant change in radial velocities with the

light cycle, in any case not so striking that the

changes shown by the high-excitation lines with

their S-shaped discontinuous radial-velocity

curve (consequence of the run of a shock wave).

Noting that, in the cool star photosphere, the

higher the excitation potential of a line, the

deeper its layer of formation (see the section

Dependence of Absorption-Line Radial Veloci-

ties on the Excitation Potential), there are the

deep photospheric layers which are therefore

the most disturbed by the radial pulsation of

the star. We propose to define the stellar "'pho-

tosphere" as the part of the extended atmo-

sphere in which the high-excitation absorption

lines form (i.e., the fully pulsating part). The

lines of weak or moderate potentials belong to

layers just above the photosphere (i.e., layers

not as much mechanically coupled with the

deep pulsation), we call intermediate layers to

chromospheric layers. By analogy with the

Miras, let us adopt this picture for the super-

giant, a Ori. In fact, IR atomic absorption lines

of excitation potentials about 2 eV (Goldberg,

1979), reported from October 1975 to 1981 on

Figure 5 in Goldberg (1984), clearly show a pul-

sational motion around the systemic velocity of

19.1 + 1 km/s (also see Figure 12 in Goldberg,

1979); they define what we call the photosphere

of a Ori. On the other hand, the absorption

lines from the blue (Fe II and Ca II H and K)

spectral region reported on the Figure from

November 1970 to October 1975 (seen infalling

over the observational period; see discussion in

the sections Violet Fe H Emission Lines and Ca

H H and K Lines) apparently designate the in-

termediate layers to the chromosphere.
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Now, let us add that the fully pulsational at-

mospheric part may not be as easy to

distinguish in the semiregulars for which the

total pulsation amplitude is around 10 km/s,

as noted in the section Further Probe of the

Pulsating Photosphere--it is about 6 km/s in

a Ori--as in the Miras for which the pulsation

is about 20 to 30 km/s amplitude. Accurate

Fourier transform spectroscopy measurements

in IR are desirable, as is the case for the IR

atomic lines quoted above for a Ori.

Rather suddenly, between October 1975 and

September 1976, the a Ori chromosphere

stopped its infall revealed by observations of

Fe II and Ca II H and K emission lines since

November 1970, and matter outfalls (from the

observations by Van der Hucht et al. (1979) of

the Fe II and Mg II h and k cores). This out-

falling motion apparently lasts to at least March

25, 1978, when we note the absorption Ha core

(Goldberg's (1979) observation), which is also

a chromospheric indicator, blue-shifted with

respect to the systemic velocity (see discussion

in the section Examples of Time Variation in

Various CS Line Profiles). Finally, on April 22,

1978, the Fe II emission cores are seen again

infalling, as well as on August 16, 1978, when

the Mg II h and k cores are also in infall

(Carpenter's (1984) observations).

In consequence, it might be that an event has

perturbed the chromosphere at the end of 1975

or in 1976. Specifically, the Fe II and Mg II h

and k emission core-forming regions, as well

as the Ha absorption core region, are changing

their motion with respect to the center-of-mass

velocity, while the "blue" absorption lines and

the Ha wings remain infalling, suggesting that

they are formed in lower chromospheric layers

that are not affected by the event. On the other

hand, the self-reversed Mg II h and k lines (Van

der Hucht et al. (1979) and Carpenter's (1984)

observations), together with the )_X 8542 and

8662 Ca II IR cores (Goldberg, 1979, and

discussion again in the section Examples of

Time Variations in Various CS Line Profiles),

are always seen to be outfalling, suggesting that

their formation in outer atmospheric layers is

also undisturbed. Finally, the self-reversed Ca



II H and K lines (observed only from Septem-

ber 1974 to October 1975) distribute around the

center-of-mass velocity, perhaps illustrating a

quasi-stationary shell. (A complete diagram of

the available observations extended to other

periods is in preparation by Querci and Querci

(1985b).)

What we have just described might be

caused by the tidal effect of the close binary

companion discovered by Karovska (1984),

located specifically at 2.5 R. (i.e., at 0."05) from
the t_ Ori center in Welter and Worden's

reconstructed image observed in January 1976.

(See the section Geometrical Shell Expansion.)

In fact, recent characteristics of the companion

orbit give T = 1980.4 + 0.1 and P = 2.08 +

0.05 years (see Figure 2-35); this means that the

presence of the companion might be observed,

in 1976, from January or from April or from

June, considering the error bars in the T and

P data. Once the companion has no more effect

on the observed part of the chromosphere, the

matter would stop and fall down toward the

star as described above through the Fe II lines;

it would recover a uniform motion as observed

from the Fe II high layers and the "blue" ab-

sorption region, which share a common motion

(Boesgaard and Magnan, 1975) in the 1970 to

1975 period. Also, at the time when the chro-

mosphere might undergo the influence of the

companion, no special effect is detected in the

photospheric radial-velocity curve.

Finally, we discuss the C star, TW Hor,

which might give a clue to the questions raised

above. In this star, no hydrogen is detected

either in emission or in absorption, nor Ca II

H and K reemission in spectra with 12 ,_/mm

dispersion covering about 3 years (1979-1981;

Bouchet et al., 1983). However, violet Fe II
lines around 3200 ,_ are seen in emission at

times by spectroscopic observations over this

period and by the IUE satellite up to 1983,

together with the Mg II h and k emission. (See

Figure 2-5 and the section UVRange in Emis-

sion Lines.) Photospheric Mira-like shock

wayes (as defined in the Summary on

Photospheric Absorption Lines) seem unlikely

in such a star because the shock appears to have

a velocity amplitude in the photosphere too low

to ionize a significant fraction of hydrogen and

to give Balmer emission. (Incidentally, hydro-

gen absorption lines might be not seen because

the H continuum opacity is larger than the hy-

drogen line center opacity (Avrett and Johnson,

1984).) On the other hand, a "chromosphere"

that excites the emission lines is more plausible.

Such a chromosphere needs a heating mecha-

nism that is inefficient in the Ca II and hydro-

gen line-forming regions; in other words, the

temperature minimum would be so flat that the

chromospheric flux would be too small for ex-

citing an identifiable Ca II or H emission, but

the heating must be sufficient in higher layers

to excite the Mg II and Fe II lines. This could

agree with the model chromosphere by Schmitz

and Ulmschneider (1981) of low-gravity stars,

linked to the short-period acoustic heating

theory (see also Bohn, 1984). In short, acoustic

waves are generated by turbulence at the top

of the hydrogen convective zone, and they

propagate outward into the photospheric layers

of decreasing density, becoming shock waves

around the temperature minimum where they

dissipate their energy and heat the chromo-

spheric layers. In some cooler stars, the

radiative damping is so extensive that the

position of the temperature minimum is shifted

to a greater height compared to the shock for-

mation; the models show a flat temperature

minimum and a gradual chromospheric temper-

ature rise. Querci and Querci (1985a) attempted

to test such a heating theory for TW Hor in es-

timating the acoustic flux and the chromo-

spheric radiative losses. The total integrated

emission-line flux at the Earth from image

LWR 7774 in Figure 2-5 (where emission lines

Fe II, Mg II, C II, and V II are at their max-

imum intensity), normalized to the total

radiative flux of the star measured at the Earth,

isf(lines)/f(bol) = 48 x 10 -7. The main con-

tributor lines to the radiative cooling are the Fe

II V1 + VII V71ines with a flux of 36 x

10 -7, while the Mg II flux is 45 x 10 -8. Table

2-2 gives Mg II emission-line fluxes in several

N and M stars. However, from a single high-

resolution long-wavelength IUE spectrum of
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Table 2-2

Magnesium II Emission-Line Fluxes*

Spectral 10 s f(Mg)/

Star Type f(bol)

"I-W Hor_ N 45

TX Psc N 10

T Ind N 22

BL Ori N 5

HD 37212 R8 <140

HD 52432 R5 <210

Her M5 II 130

72 Leo M3 III 670

fl Peg M2 I1-111 360
Ori M2 lab 320

*From O'Brien and Johnson (1982), except TW Hor
from Querci and Querci (1985a).

tFrom image LWR 7774 in Figure 2-5.

the N star, TX Psc, recently obtained (Eriksson

et al., 1985), it appears that the Mg II are heavi-

ly absorbed by overlying matter and the low

values of Table 2-2 may not give a true picture

of the strength of the chromosphere in these ob-

jects. In spite of uncertainties in the radiative

damping rate supported by the waves as they

travel through the photospheric layers (up to

99 percent of energy lost by radiative damping

(Leibacher and Stein, 1981)) and in the H-

radiative loss rate (no direct measure available),

the heating acoustic waves, which are in fact

shock waves dissipating their energy high in the

outer atmosphere, may account for the emis-

sion lines in the cool low-gravity semiregular

carbon star. In fact, equivalent acoustic slow

magnetic waves should be better suited because

they should account for the time variability in

the lines in TW Hor, thanks to a variable mag-

netic field creating plages in the outer chromo-

spheric layers, particularly influencing the Fe
II lines. It remains to be verified whether such

a mechanism is able to support the full chromo-

sphere of supergiants that might be rather ex-

tended, as suspected from the observation of

the M0830 He line in absorption. As suggested

by Hartmann and Avrett (1984), Alfven waves

might be called for (see de la Reza, this

volume).

Atmospheric Kinematics--Summary. What do
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we learn from the emission lines in addition to

the absorption lines?

For the Miras, we were able to give further

arguments in favor of a photospheric shock-

wave model, previously revealed from the IR

absorption lines. We fully discuss it by follow-

ing the shock progression in the photosphere

thanks to the appearence and disappearance of

the various emission lines and their radial-

velocity variations with phase. The single-shock

interpretation (only one shock propagating in

the photosphere at any time in the period) is

strengthened.

Unlike SR or L giants and supergiants, we

never mention the notion of chromosphere

when discussing Miras. Naively, as the emission

lines can be excited in shock fronts as well when

the waves cross through the photosphere as

when they reach higher atmospheric layers, the

term "chromosphere" appears here ques-

tionable in its "solar" meaning. For theoretical

grounds, we refer the reader to a recent paper

by Willson and Bowen (1985) that explains why

these authors entirely avoid using the term

"chromosphere" and that defines the conve-

nient zones to distinguish in pulsating stars such

as the large amplitude Mira variables. These

zones are determined primarily by the dynamics

behavior of the star and its atmosphere; in fact,

the extent of the atmosphere is linked to its

dynamics, not to its temperature structure.

The fluorescent emission lines depict the

presence of an outer layer in Miras, as already

noted from a few absorption lines. Further data

summarized in the next paragraph on cir-

cumstellar lines will help to clarify the shell

structure finally discussed in the section Sum-

mary: Structure of Expanding Gaseous

Envelope.

For the semiregular giants and supergiants,

we attempt to draw general conclusions from
the selected cases we have discussed. On one

hand, the supergiant, c_ Ori, shows evidence of

an extended chromosphere up to 1.8 R. (i.e.,

up to 1014 cm, with R. = 900 R o from

Weymann, 1962) clearly depicted by the clas-

sical chromospheric indicators such as the Fe

II, Ca II, Mg II, and C II emission lines. There,



thetemperatureisabout8300K fromtheCII
emissionlinesandevento 20000K wherethe
M0830HeI absorptionlineisseen.Themean
electrondensityis 3.2 x 107cm-3,asmea-
suredthroughtheUVC II lines.Thestarisa
veryattractiveobjectbecauseit mightallowus
to observetheinfluenceof abinarycompanion
on its high chromosphericlayers,mainly
throughtheemissionlines.Also,thefewobser-
vationaldatawehavein handletusbeginto
guesshowthestructureof suchanextendedat-
mosphere(thephotosphereasdefinedabove,
theintermediatelayers,andthelowandhigh
chromosphere)mightbe,withoutspeakingof
theoutercircumstellarshells.

Theothersupergiant,# Cep,mightbea
more"classical"star(notapriorisuspectedto
beabinary).FromthebehavioroftheBalmer
emissionlines,it teachesusthatshockfronts
canindeedformin thestellarphotospherein
thesamemannerasin thephotospheresof
Miras.Inversely,TW Hor mightprovethat
shockwavesarereallyableto dissipatetheir
energyonlyat thechromosphericlevel.De-
pendingon thephysicalparameters(mainly
temperatureandgravity)introducedin the
modeling,amoreorlessflattemperaturemini-
mumfollowedbyamoreor lessgradualtem-
peratureriseisobtained.Suchshocks,issuing
fromshort-periodacousticwaves,aredrastical-
lydampedinthephotosphericlayers.Notethat
thelongerthewaveperiod,thehigherin the
atmospherethewavesdissipate.

Asageneralsynopticconclusion,theobser-
vationalresultshinttousthatabasiccommon
heatingmechanismmightbeatworkin theat-
mosphere(atthisstepwedonotlookafterthe
CSshells)of thevarious"redgiants,"Miras,
orsemiregulargiantsandsupergiants.Infact,
it appearsthattheefficiencyin thelineexcita-
tion isa questionof theabilityof theshock
acousticwavestoheatthelayersthroughwhich
theypropagate;highefficiencyoccursatadif-
ferentatmosphericlevel from one star to
anotherandchangeswithtimeinagivenstar.
In theMiras,thewavesturnintoshocksgen-
erallybeforeemergingin the photosphere.
However,it mayhappen,asin theMirapro-

totype,o Cet, that the wave crosses over the

photosphere without dissipating energy. In the

semiregulars, the waves may also turn into

shocks in the photosphere as in the carbon

stars, RR Her and V Hya, or in the M super-

giant, # Cep (from Ha emission-line behavior).

However, there are several examples in which

the waves dissipate high in the atmosphere of

the semiregular giants or supergiants, creating

a stellar chromosphere (e.g.,/_ Cep at times,/3

Peg where outfalling Fe II emission lines are

observed, and TW Hor). We put the super-

giant, oLOri, in this category. However, it is a

case in which emission lines are seen not only

in outfalling matter, but also in infalling mat-

ter. This star is not the prototype we took be-

cause it is a star with companions. It might be

that, because of suffering the influence of a

close companion, the matter is able to fall down

with supersonic velocities.

Finally, we reemphasize the importance of

simultaneously monitoring temporal variations

in selected lines, such as Fe II and _2335 C II

violet lines, Mg II h and k, Balmer, Ca II H

and K, M0830 He lines, Ca II IR triplet lines,

and molecular IR absorption lines, along the

stellar period to progress in understanding the

dynamical structure of a particular star and in

atmospheric/chromospheric modeling. Until

now, the interpretations are by far intuitive and

qualitative.

Editorial Comment: In discussing the He I

M0830 line, as well as in the above summary

on Atmospheric Kinematics, the author re-

marks that she does not use the term chromo-

sphere in Miras, deferring to the suggestions by

Willson and Bowen (1985) that, for pulsating

stars, other atmospheric regions than those used

for quasi-thermal stars are more appropriate.

It is useful to abstract their suggestions, detailed

in the cited references, here. The first reference

discusses a number of regions; the second amal-

gamates them to four. The lower two focus on

what replace photosphere and subphotosphere;

the outer two, the exophotosphere. The lowest

region, termed undulosphere, represents the

locus of quasi-standing pulsation waves becom-

ing progressive waves and steepening into
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shocks. Its upper boundary is where the shock

amplitude takes a value (assumed to be) fixed

by the condition of periodicity. In the agito-

sphere, an (assumed) isothermal and radiative-

equilibrium shock, with an amplitude limited

and decreasing outward, still distends the at-

mosphere over any hydrostatic-equilibrium

value. Emission coming from mechanical dis-

sipation may vary, but its emission-measure <<

volume of the region. Phenomena of a nonra-

diative energy dissipation significantly perturb-

ing its thermal state lie in the calorisphere,

which embraces the solar-type chromosphere-

corona, they not being strictly applicable here.

The densities are too low to permit rapid cool-

ing. This region ends at the (conventional) sonic

point. All the atmosphere above the thermal

point is simply called wind. The authors em-

phasize that any given star may have all or only

some of these regions, depending on the par-

ticular circumstances. The wind may be hot or

cold. They suggest that, for rapidly rotating

stars such as the Be, there may be a hot polar

wind and a cool equatorial one. They stress the

need for many more detailed observations to

test their suggestions, which are based on their

long-time efforts on numerical modeling. Cer-

tainiy, these suggestions go beyond a preoc-

cupation with solar-type, and even broader

quasi-thermal, variable-mass-loss, stars. One

continues to be impressed by the need for--or

depressed by the lack ofnfar-ultraviolet data

on the higher energy-shock phenomena and far-

infrared and radio data on the coolest outer at-

mosphere. One also remains bemused by the

search for hot polar and cold equatorial regions

in rapidly rotating stars in the face of little

evidence for their existence--which lack, of

course, may again simply reflect insufficient

observations.

CIRCUMSTELLAR LINES--

PROPERTIES OF GASEOUS SHELLS

Appearance of Circumstellar Lines

and Their Implication

The circumstellar (CS) absorption lines are

characterized either by a P Cygni line profile
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defined as a line with a deep absorption core

displaced toward the violet and bordered on its

red wing by an emission component, or by a

simple blue-shifted absorption line with one or

more components. In the main, CS lines have

excitation potentials less than 1 volt--often

resonance lines--implying a shell excitation

temperature of less than 1000 K (Goldberg,

1979). Known for some years in the blue spec-

tral region, P Cygni lines have been detected

in recent years in UV spectra through satellite

observations (Van der Hucht et al., 1979) and

in the infrared by Fourier transform spec-

troscopy at high resolution (Bernat et al., 1979;

Bernat, 1981). Figure 2-13 gives examples of

such line profiles.

Certain CS profiles, such as the CS H and

K components of Ca II, can be seen in the spec-

tra of all giants and supergiants later than M0

(Deutsch, 1960). Other lines, such as Na D, Sr

II 4078, Ca 1 4226, etc. appear in the M5 giants

and are easily seen in all supergiants (Reimers,

1975). The best-studied star is the supergiant,

ot Ori, observed since about 1935 to the present

with increasingly higher resolution; we will refer

constantly to this star in the following para-

graphs. For example, striking CS features,

mainly in the blue range, are noted by Adams

(1956) and Weymann (1962). Note that today,

the interpretation of Adams' observations is in

the recognition of P Cygni line profiles, where-

as Adams himself mentioned line doubling, see-

ing violet and red-shifted absorption features.

This comment pertains to all papers on CS lines

before, say, 1960. Because dispersions of at

least 10 A/mm are required to detect the CS

components, prohibitively long exposures have

been necessary for most red-giant stars. Only

one C star, TX Psc, is reported to show such

absorption cores in the blue atomic resonance

lines (Deutsch, 1956). However, astronomical

sites with good violet transparency and large

telescopes raise hopes for obtaining sufficient-

ly exposed spectra for these stars with

reasonable exposures.

As early as 1935, Adams and McCormack

(1935)--the first to discover absorption-line
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coresfromatoms and ions in zero-volt levels

invariably displaced blueward from the lines of

the photosphere in the spectrum of M stars

(or Ori, _t Sco, ct I Her, and o Cet)--attributed

them to an extended expanding atmosphere.

Today, it is well known (Rottenberg, 1952;

Mihalas, 1978, p. 472) that a blue-shifted ab-

sorption line originating in an idealized spheri-

cal symmetric expanding envelope will be bor-

dered on the red by an emission component,

representing scattered radiation reemitted by

the shell. In fact, as Reimers (1978) remarks:

(a) owing to a sufficiently low density in the

envelope, line scattering dominates over true

absorption, and (b) because the scattering shells

are dimensionally large in relation to the star,

the P Cygni prof'des end up being superimposed

on the photospheric absorption lines.

Figure 2-13a shows clearly that the emission

component is a blend of shell emission and the

broad underlying photospheric absorption line

(Bernat and Lambert, 1976a). Moreover, San-

ner (1977) found that the circumstellar emission

component in the Miras, X Cyg and R Leo, is

shifted longward of the "stellar" emission

lines, thereby denying any common origin with

these lines. The strongest CS features take the

form of a "pure" P Cygni profile, especially

when they lie in the cores of relatively narrow

photospheric lines (Sanner, 1976).

The envelopes extend several stellar radii

above the region in which the local continuum

(and usually the photospheric absorption lines

as well) is formed. We shall return to this topic

later. Here, we simply note that the extent of

the circumstellar shells was first suspected

around 1956. Deutsch (1956, 1960) reported on

the o_Herculis system, a visual binary composed

of an M supergiant star and of a giant G star

which is a spectroscopic binary. He found that

the strongest of the shifted absorption CS lines

in ot_Her were also present in the spectrum of

its companion, ct2 Her. Because a G-type star

never shows such zero-volt lines, he concluded

that the extended envelope of the M star incor-

porates the G star. Furthermore, the deep ab-

sorption CS component Ca II K 4 visible in the

spectrum of the companion is the only motion-
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less feature, while all other components of the

Ca II K line display normal orbital Doppler

shifts. The Ca II K 4 line does not share the or-
bital motion and therefore obviously originates

in the CS gas that extends outside the orbit of

the G star. The angular separation of the visual

pair is 4'.'7, about 360 times the radius of the

M star (Reimers, 1975). Similar observations

of CS absorption lines in the spectra of other

visual near companions and stationary CS lines

in spectroscopic binaries among red giants, im-

plying that the shell is decoupled from the pho-

tosphere, prove that the CS gas is in fact lost

to the interstellar medium. The CS lines are the

spectroscopic signature of mass loss. The mass
loss itself--its rate and its mechanisms--is re-

viewed by Goldberg (this volume).

Temporal Changes in CS Line Profiles

General Behavior. Generally speaking, these
variations must be discussed in relation to the

photospheric radial velocity. As an example,

the general behavior of CS features in optical

spectra of o_Ori shows (Adams, 1956) that: (1)

numerous lines have a variable violet asym-

metry, (2) well-marked emission in the P Cygni

profiles becomes ill-defined with time, and (3)

a wing may emerge on the violet edge of the

blue-shifted strong absorption lines and disap-

pear in about 2 years, Its appearance and its

behavior are associated with that of the red-

emission peaks; when the latter is faintest, it

is strongest and widest. Clearly, it appears that

the intensity of the emission component is cor-

related to the photospheric velocity (Bernat and

Lambert, 1976a). When the photosphere-enve-

lope velocity difference is at its greatest, the

emission component is at its strongest.

Sanner (1976) indicates from a sample of 11

M late giants and supergiants that several P

Cygni profiles vary on a time scale of a few

months or less. In Mira stars, P Cygni profiles

are pointed out in the K I and Na D resonance

lines at maximum and postmaximum phases (X

Cygni: Bretz, 1966; Sanner, 1977--R Leo:

Lambert and Vanden Bout, 1978). Neverthe-

less, the strong variations in radial velocity with



phase for the circumstellar optical lines as

shown for o Ceti in Figure 5 of Joy (1954),

which are normally expected to be found at a

constant velocity (see the section Physical Con-

ditions in Gaseous Shells), are caused by the

relatively strong variations in radial velocities

of the photospheric spectrum during a cycle.

Circumstellar line-strength variations may

have causes other than the photospheric var-

iations-perhaps a time-dependent ionizing UV

radiation field, which, one suspects, could ex-

plain the variations of the Ca II H and K lines

in early M giants (Figure 2-14) or discrete shell

ejections, giving rise to multiple shell com-

ponents.

Examples of Temporal Variations in Various

CS Line Profiles. Goldberg et al. (1975) and

Goldberg (1976, 1979) observed the K I res-

onance line at 7699 :[ in a Ori at high resolu-

tion, as shown in Figure 2-15. The component

labeled "Xph" that denotes the position of the
photospheric line center is determined relative

to the position of photospheric lines with ex-

citation potential _>2 eV. It is clear that the

smaller the radial velocity of the photosphere

(V), the deeper the absorption profile and the
fainter the red emission. These effects are cor-

related to the photospheric line, which is strong-

ly displaced to the violet at low radial velocity.

Sanner (1977) notes also that the emission com-

50ph MO tll
Ca II H+K

?.t._

Figure 2-14. Variable circumstellar Ca H H and

K lines in the early M giant, _ Oph (from

Reimers, 1981).

ponent was absent on April 9, 1976, corre-

sponding to a low value of V. Besides a Ori,

the emission component in the CS K I line is

also variable in the supergiants 119 Tau and ot1

Her (Sanner, 1976). Figure 2-15 also shows that

two absorption components are present in the

K I profile. We shall report on such line-profile

features in the section Evidence of Multiple Ab-

sorption Components in CS Lines.

Sanner (1976) emphasizes the variability of

the Ca H infrared line profile at 8542 ._ in spec-

tra observed with a resolution of 4 km/s. In ot

Ori, the line profile over 3 years shows net

blueward absorption of up to 70 m/_ and, for

several scans, a net redward absorption. Once

again, these variations, occurring over a time

scale of several months or less, might be caused

by variations in the radial velocity of the

underlying photospheric line. Sanner notes
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Figure 2-15. K I line profiles in the M super-

giant, c_ Ori, on two different dates when the

photospheric radial velocity was V = 16.0 and

22.2 km/s, respectively. _, _ denotes the posi-
• Y.

tion of the photospheric line center (from Gold-

berg, 1979).
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similar variations for the semiregular giant

stars, R Lyr and/_ Peg. The Ca II line profile

is also given for a few supergiants by Bernat

(1977): the line appears to be definitely asym-

metric in o_ Sco at 0.12/_ resolution (Figure

2-16).

In _ Ori, Goldberg (1979) recorded the three

IR triplet lines simultaneously (for example,

Figure 2-17) from October 1975 to February

1979. The radial velocities averaged for the 8542

and 8662/_ cores are outfalling relative to the

c_Ori systemic velocity of 19.1 ± 1 km/s (Hug-

gins, 1984). As for the line wings, the bulk of

the data suggests that they belong to infalling

matter because their radial velocity remains

above 19.1 km/s. However, the red shifts are

scattered from 0 (-5 values over 20) to + 3

km/s. Is the infall artificial, due to difficulties

in the measurements (though the observations

are accurate Fourier transform spectrometer

ones)? Is the forming layer to be considered

rather stationary at the center-of-mass veloci-

ty, as claimed by Goldberg (1979).* (In fact, this

author presumes the systemic velocity to be at

21 to 22 km/s.) More data are necessary to

judge.

Goldberg (1976, 1979) reports observations

of the Na D lines in ot Ori, using the same

techniques as for the K I line at 7699/_. These

lines are heavily saturated. In Figure 2-18,

showing the Na D profiles on different dates,

it appears that about the top third of each pro-

file follows the motion of the photosphere,

whereas the lower portion is static. From obser-

vations of the Mira, X Cygni, on July 10, 1976,

Sanner (1977) remarks that the emission feature

is more pronounced in the D l line at 5896/_

than in the D 2 line at 5890 /_, while the

photospheric absorption D 2 line is known to

be deeper than the D_ line; he explains this in-
version in line strength by the fact that the

amount of radiation scattered by the envelope

depends partly on the intensity of the underly-

ing photospheric line.

Finally, concerning the Balmer lines, we

hesitated to range them in a section dealing with
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Figure 2-16. Ca H)_8542 line profile in the M supergiant, c_ Sco, illustrating the asym-

metry of the core (better displayed in the inseO. Broken line shows estimated

photospheric line profile by a reflection about the line center (from Bernat, 1977).
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Figure 2-17. Ca H triplet line profiles in the M

supergiant, a Ori. The loci of the bisectors are

plotted. The vertical dashed line marks the

phototospheric radial velocity (from Goidberg,

1979).

CS lines• In fact, because of the excitation con-

ditions they need, these lines are rather chro-

mospheric indicators• However, because they

are asymmetric absorption lines in numerous

giants and supergiants, we present them in this

section• In a Ori, the core in the Balmer line

Ha and/or H/3 (e.g., Figure 2-13c) appears to

be asymmetric (Weymann, 1962; Goldberg,

1979, 1981; Dupree et al., 1984). We note

that they may be either blue- or red-shifted

relative to the systemic velocity• For example,

Goldberg's Ha core velocities recorded on

March 25, October 23, and December 15, 1978,

give a blue shift of -3.7 + 1.1 km/s and then

no shift at all, respectively. On the other hand,

we find the following red shifts: + 1.5, + 8.9,

and + 10.2 km/s from the three measurements

of Dupree et al. on August 26, 1983, and

January 23 and February 26, 1984, respective-

ly. It is obvious that the Ho_ core region

changed velocity relative to the center-of-mass

velocity between 1978 and 1984. The same

sources of data provide evidence of an infalling

forming region from the Ha wings•

Asymmetric Ha lines and violet-displaced

or, in some cases, red-displaced emission com-

ponents have been observed in 16 red super-

giants of the I Per association, some of which

show time variations in the Ha line (Gahm and

Hultquist, 1971)• For example, on August 19,

1969, the Ha line in the supergiant, BD +

56 °595, is broad with a central reversal (Figure

2-19), and the violet absorption component is

displaced by about 20 km/s. On September 24,

1969, the Ha line is narrower; a reverse P Cygni

profile with a strong violet-shifted emission is

observed, but no obvious change is seen on the

red side of the absorption line. The authors

note that the mean radial velocity of the photo-

spheric lines is similar during both observa-

tions. The light curve of the star for the period

of observation is not known•

Variation of CS Lines with Spectral

Types and Luminosity Classes

Particularly well studied in M stars are the

CS components of the Ca H resonance lines at

3934 and 3968 A--henceforth called K4 and

H 4 (Boesgaard and Hagen, 1979). The appella-

tion H 3 and K 3 is reserved for the chromo-

spheric absorption, particularly important in

the G and K giants. (See the section Selected

Emisson-Line Profiles.) In the M giant stars,

the K 4 component superimposed on the chro-

mospheric K 2 emission dominates K 3 com-
pletely. In early M giants, it is narrow and deep

with very steep sides, reaching zero at the blue-

shifted central intensity (see Figure I in

Vaughan and Skumanich, 1970). In fact, the

contribution of the H3-K 3 components might
not be significant because it appears to be very

weak in those M0 giants in which no CS com-

ponent is to be seen. (Note that only certain M0

III stars, such as/_ And, show a CS compo-

nent.) In the coolest giants and most of the su-

pergiants, the K 4 absorption is much broader

(see Figure 2-8). The H and K lines are the most
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Figure 2-19. Hot profile in the M supergiant,

BD + 56°595 (MO.5 Iab) on August 19 (solid

line) and September 24 (dashed line), 1969. The

radial velocity in abscissa is given with respect

to the mean velocity of the photospheric lines

(from Gahm and Hulquist, 1971).

obvious CS feature in giants and supergiants

(Deutsch, 1960; Reimers, 1975; Boesgaard and

Hagen, 1979; Hagen et al., 1983). At disper-

sion of 4.5 _/mm, the CS H and K lines can

be seen in the spectra of all giants of types later

than M0.

In spite of their diversity, the CS H and K

line profiles correlate with spectral type. The

following correlations have been established in

the M giants by Boesgaard and Hagen (1979)

through about 60 spectrograms intentionally

heavily exposed to reveal the deep CS cores:

o A correlation exists between the spectral

type and line strength. The Ca II K 4
feature shows a marked regular increase

in strength toward late spectral type due

to a widening of the feature. (The violet

edge of the profiles remains fairly sta-

tionary, while the red edge moves red-

ward toward later spectral types.) The

average line width of the K 4 line (a good

indicator of the line strength) varies from
about 120 _+ 70 m/_ at M1 to 600 rn_

at M7. Modeled K 4 line profiles in M

giants reveal that the changes in width of

the profiles are produced by an increase

in the turbulence velocity and/or line for-

mation over a velocity gradient (Boes-

gaard and Hagen, 1979; see also the sec-

tion Physical Conditions in Gaseous

Shells). In the supergiants, the strength
of the CS H and K lines also increases

with advancing spectral type and aug-

ments rapidly with greater luminosity

(Reimers, 1975). The width of the ab-

sorption H and K cores in later giants

and in supergiants might be caused by

large velocity gradients combined with a

double ionization of Ca in the inner parts

of the shell.

. A correlation exists between the expan-

sion velocity (given by the displacement

from line center in km/s) and the spec-

tral type (or line strength). The later the

spectral class, the lower the velocity. The

average K 4 line displacement varies from
about -20 km/s at early M to about -10

km/s by M6. Moreover, there is con-

siderable scatter in the velocities for a

given spectral type, perhaps revealing in-
trinsic variations in the CS shells from

star to star (Boesgaard and Hagen,

1979).

The correlation between the spectral type

and the expansion velocity shows much more

scatter for the supergiants than for the giants

(Reimers, 1975). The CS Ca II H and K cores,

strong in supergiants and late M giants, do not

show reemission (Reimers, 1978). The scattered

photons are captured by CS dust at these short

wavelengths and at these great line optical

depths.

Sanner (1976) shows the behavior of the

strong resonance lines of Na I at 5890 and 5896

/_ for four early M giants and five supergiants

(M2-M5) at resolutions of 2 and 4 km/s. From

this sample, he notes the strengthening of the

CS asymmetry with later spectral type and in-

creasing luminosity, and the marked breadth

of the lines in the supergiants. Boesgaard and
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Hagen(1979)studyasampleof 61Mgiantstars
(M0-M7)withadispersionof 8or6.7/_,/mm.
Theyconfirmthat the asymmetrybecomes
moreapparenttowardlatertypes(Figure2-20,
left).Noneof theirM0-M1giantsshows CS

cores, but the M0-type super#ant, tr CMa, does

(complementing the sample of Sanner for

supergiants of early types). The increase in

strength and velocity is minimal toward cooler

M giant stars (i.e., the core displacement from

the photospheric line center varies around -7

km/s at M2 to -11 km/s at M6). Boesgaard and

Hagen (1979) also indicate an average equiv-

alent width of 230 _+ 75 rn_ for the CS Na I

components. They propose that the low veloc-
ities could result from the formation of these

lines of moderate optical depth in an envelope

involving a gradient velocity.

The Hot line appears to be asymmetric in

about one-half the stars of the sample of

Boesgaard and Hagen (1979; Figure 2-20,

right), including stars of all M subtypes. Their

cores are blue-shifted with respect to the photo-

spheric velocity determined from a sample of

photospheric lines. In no way does this allow

one to speak of a shell expansion beginning

within the chromosphere of these stars because

the radial velocities are not related to the

systemic velocity. The equivalent width of the

Hot core and its displacement from line center

does not vary much with spectral type. The

authors note an average equivalent width of the

CS component of 27 __.10 m/_ and an average

displacement of -3.8 _+ 1.6 km/s. The average

concerns the stars of the same spectral type.

From a larger sample of M0-M4 stars, in-

cluding some supergiants listed by Merchant

(1967), Boesgaard and Hagen (1979) point out

that Hot is asymmetric whenever CS cores are

visible in the Na D line. On the spectrum of ot

Ori, Weymann (1962) notes that the hydrogen

lines are abnormally strong with equivalent

widths of about 1/_ for Hot and H/3. Hot shows

a marked asymmetry (Figure 2-13c).

Besides the Na I D lines already mentioned,

Sanner (1976) studies several atomic lines (i.e.,

Sr II Lk 4078 and 4216, Ba II )0_ 4554 and 4934,

K I ),7699, and the lines of the Ca II infrared
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tative M giants, Na I X5890 line (left), Hot fine

(right). The dotted lines outline the "'effective

continuum" (from Boesgaard and Hagen,

1979).

triplet CA), 8498, 8542, and 8662) in about 10

giant and supergiant stars. The line K I )`7665

was observed exclusively in the supergiant, #

Cep, because of severe 0 2 telluric interference
there. We quote Sanner:

Sr H lines: "The strengthening of the CS

asymmetry with later spectral type and

increasing luminosity can be seen in both

lines, in spite of severe blending in

)`4078." (See Figure 1 in Sanner, 1976.)

Ba II, K I lines: "The lines of both Ba

II and K I are symmetric in the giants,

CS components not appearing in stars

with M° fainter than about -2."



Ca H lines: "The CS Ca II triplet

features are generally comparable in

strength to those in the Ba II line. In the

giants, the asymmetries in these lines

weaken progressively along the sequence

X), 8542, 8662, 8498; _8498 is generally

symmetric. In the supergiants, the asym-

metries in k8542 and 8662 are compar-

able, while that in X8498 is weaker ....

The triplet lines do not show marked CS

emission, in contrast to the profiles of

the metal [Sr II and Ba II] and trace [Na

I D and K I] lines."

Evidence of Multiple Absorption

Components in CS Lines

At high resolution (>2 km/s), the CS cores

of some lines are resolved into multiple com-

ponents. As noted by Sanner (1976), in the Na

and K lines, these components appear either as

fine structure in the absorption lobe of the P

Cygni profile or as sharp isolated lines blueward

of it. The optical components are named by ve-

locities obtained by simple measurements of the

absorption minima with respect to the photo-

spheric velocity generally known from lines

with no shell contribution (e.g., from lines with

excitation potentials of 2 eV or more (Gold-

berg, 1976)). For the lines of the fundamental

(1-0) vibration/rotation band of CO around

4.6 #m, note that Bernat (1981) gives minima

relative to the center-of-mass velocity, which

he assumes to be equal to the time average of

the photospheric radial velocities as taken from

Abt and Biggs (1972). The determination of the

expansion velocities of the shells will be dis-

cussed in the following paragraph. Tempera-

tures are sometimes assigned to the compo-

nents; these will be explained in more detail

below.

Figure 2-15 shows the presence of two ab-

sorption components in the K I X7699 line pro-

file of ot Ori. Goldberg (1979) plots the

heliocentric velocities of the deeper component

recorded from about 1974 to 1979, which are

remarkably constant around a mean value of

10.9 + 0.3 km/s. The blue component of the

K I line, likewise plotted on Figure 2-15, shows

an apparent increase from 4.2 + 0.2 to 5.0 _+

0.2 km/s, beginning in March 1977. The author

wonders if this increase is real or not. The K

I line observations of Sanner (I 976) emphasize

the importance of a sufficiently high resolution

for the detection of the components; the blue

component is not seen at low resolution (4

km/s) in Sanner's Figure 1 li, while a strong and

wide component, together with a weak and nar-

row one, is clearly identified at 2 km/s resolu-

tion (cf. same figure).

Another example of double components is

given by the Na D lines at X5890 and X5896 in

ot Sco, where they are at the same heliocentric

velocities (Table 3 in Sanner, 1976).

The fine structure of the Na D lines in ct Ori

observed by Goldberg (1976, 1979) shows four

absorption features (Figure 2-18). Multiple

components are striking in the X7699 K I line

in ot Sco (Figure 2-21) and also in # Cep, an ex-

treme case in which up to six components are

detected (Sanner, 1976; see also Figure 1 in Ber-

nat, 1981).

High-resolution spectra in the infrared also

show multiple components in the low-excitation

lines of the fundamental CO band near 4.6 ttm.

For example, line profiles in o Cet (Hall, 1980)

display a complex structure (Figure 2-22) with

three clearly resolved circumstellar compo-

nents: one, the reddest, at a heliocentric veloc-

ity of 62.7 km/s, possibly similar to the center-

of-mass velocity, and two others expanding at

7.5 km/s, corresponding to the velocities of the

OH, H20, and SiO masers. The rotational
temperatures are 200 and 70 K, respectively.

The number of components in a CO line of the

fundamental band depends on the luminosity;

the most luminous star _ Cep) has five com-

ponents, intermediate stars such as a Ori or ot

Her show two, and class III stars show only one

(Bernat, 1981). Note that objects such as IRC

+ 10216 show two components in the CO fun-

damental lines (Ridgway and Hall, 1980; Keady

et al., 1984), components which are also recog-

nized in the CO first overtone (2.3 ttm), along

with a further component at 2.5 km/s. In tx Ori

(Bernat et al., 1979), the two components are
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Figure 2-22. Selected CO (1-0) vibration�rota-

tion lines from a 0.6-km/s resolution spectrum

of the M Mira star, o Ceti. Components (SO,
$1, $2) due to three CS shells and telluric ab-

sorption are noted (from Hail, 1980).

S 1 at - 11 km/s (T - 200 K + 50, -10) and S2
at -4.8 km/s (T - 70 _+ l0 K) relative to the

center-of-mass velocity, assumed equal to a

mean photospheric radial velocity from Abt

and Biggs (1972). S2 corresponds to the veloc-

ity of the blue component distinguished in the

K I line (5.0 km/s; Goldberg, 1979) and also

in the CO (2-1) radio emission line (Huggins,

1984).

Table 2-3 summarizes such multiple veloc-

ity structure from infrared CO lines in some

typical stars. Goldberg (1976) and Hagen et al.

(1983) note that, besides the K I line, doubling

of the CS absorption features has been ob-

served only in Na D, Ca II, and CO lines.

Concerning the origin of the components,

the weak blue component in the K I X7699 line

in ot Ori is unambiguously circumstellar since
it is associated with the radio CO emission line.

As for the Na D lines in the same star (Figure

2-18), the minima at 6 or 7 and 13 or 14 km/s

might correspond to the two different shells ex-

pected for the K I line; they have higher values

than the K I line because they are not as much

affected by the redward emission. The origin
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Table 2-3

Multiple Shall Components from Infrared Vibration/Rotation CO Observations in Selected Stars*

<xOria o Cetb x Cygc IRC + 10216 d

T (K) v D T (K) v T (K) v D T (K) v D
km/s R. km/s km/s R. km/s R.

70

200

4.8 e 2000 70 12.2 60 ± 20 10 450-200 14 15-30 f

(-55") (0"35-0"7)

11 150 200 7.5 300±200 7.8 100 1000-500 11 4-11
(-4") (0"09-0"3)

(800) 0 800 0 10 1800-1200 2.5 1-3
(0"02-0"07)

1500 Infall

*All the velocitiesrefer to outfallingmatter, otherwise noted.

Notes:
aFrom Bernat et al (1979).
bFrom Hall (1980); componentsalsodetected in mm-wave CO spectra (Knapp et al., 1982).
CFromHinkle et al. (1982).
dFrom Keadyet al. (1984).
eAIso detected in K I X7699 line and in mm-wave CO spectra (Knapp et al., 1980; Huggins, 1984).
fAIso measuredby Dyck et al. (1983); see Table 2-5.

of the apparent components at about 23 and

32 or 35 km/s is not fully understood. Goldberg

(1979) suggests that they must be the emission

counterpart of P Cygni profiles, having their

absorption part at 6 or 7 and 13 or 14 km/s,

respectively. On the other hand, Goldberg

(1976) points out that "the structure could be

accounted for if there were a single-peaked

emission combined with interstellar absorption

near the center of the photospheric compo-

nent." Bernat and Lambert (1975) account for

one of the multiple components in the scan of

the K I line in ot Sco (Figure 2-21) as having a

possible interstellar origin. An irrefutable ex-

ample of interstellar origin is given by one of

the double components in the Na D lines in the

carbon star, T Lyr (Utsumi, 1971).

As for the fundamental lines of CO in _ Ori,

Bernat et al. (1979) were able to detect lines aris-

ing from transitions of 13CO. The 12C/13C

ratios they derive prove that the two com-

ponents observed in the CO lines arise in mat-

ter ejected from the photosphere and confirm

their circumstellar origin, particularly for the

cooler component (-70 K) that could be

suspected to be interstellar. Bernat (1981)

assumes that all absorption features seen in the

fundamental CO lines in his sample of nine M

giants and supergiants are CS, although 13C

lines are not technically observable. However,

arguments described by Bernat (1981), such as

the nondetection of 4.6-_m CO lines in the in-

terstellar medium, the inconsistency of the CO

velocities with velocities derived for nearby

stars from optical lines, and the temperatures

of some components which are too excessive to

be alloted an interstellar origin, render the

assumption justifiable.

Double absorption components are not seen

exclusively in late giants and supergiants. In

some early M giants, such as/_ And, the Ca II

H and K lines show two distinct components.

In other early giants such as _ Vul and ot Lyn,

Reimers (1978) notes that the CS Ca II H and
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K linesmayconsistof weakmultiplevelocity
components.

Quantitative Analysis of CS Lines:

Shell Characteristics

Methods. As Bernat (1977) successfully shows,

difficulties for an accurate interpretation of the

CS features come from unknown quantities,

particularly the shell geometry and the veloc-

ity field. Some evidence that the flows in ot Ori

are not spherically symmetric is presented, and

multiple absorption features in the line could

be caused by episodic ejections that negate the

steadiness of the flows. However, to make the

transfer of radiation tractable, constant expan-

sion velocity and spherical symmetry are as-

sumed. A notable advance in the interpretation

of CS line profiles for these highly idealized

spherical atmospheres came with the applica-
tion of the observer's frame method of Kunasz

and Hummer (1974); that is, the formal solu-

tion of the transfer equation in an expanding

extended spherical atmosphere in the low-

velocity regime (comprehensively explained by

Kunasz (1974) and Mihalas (1978, p. 459) as

well). It was first adopted by Bernat (1977) and

Hagen (1978) for the fitting of the theoretical

line profiles to high-resolution data in M stars.

Later, the method was often used in the various

studies on the circumstellar envelopes (e.g.,

Boesgaard and Hagen, 1979; Boesgaard, 1979,

1981; Bernat, 1981). However, Keady et al.

(1984) favor the comoving frame formalism of

Mihalas et al. (1975; see also Mihalas, 1978, p.

503) to calculate the line radiative transfer in

the flow, whereas Sahai and Wannier (1985) use

the Sobolev escape probability method.

To determine the effect of shell parameters

on the line profiles, Hagen (1978) calculated a

series of line profiles, varying the optical depth

(around unity), the expansion velocity (around

10 km/s), and the turbulent velocity (from 3

to 10 km/s; cf. her Figure 3), which are the only

variables that significantly affect the resultant

line profile. For this theoretical test, the author

determines the underlying photospheric line by

a gaussian fit to the A1 I X3944 line of tt Cep.
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As the optical depth increases, the P Cygni pro-

file becomes progressively clearer: the absorp-

tion core becomes sharper and the red emission

comes more into focus. The greater the value

of the expansion velocity, the greater the violet

shift of the CS absorption core. As the tur-

bulent velocity mounts, the P Cygni profile

disappears to give an asymmetric profile with

a broader, shallower, and less blue-shifted ab-

sorption core. However, the turbulence has a

negligible effect on the equivalent width of the

absorption core and hence on the column den-

sities. Hagen (1978) emphasizes that:

. The profile is sensitive to the amount of

matter in the shell rather than to its

distribution within the shell.

. The outer shell radius has no more in-

fluence on the emergent prof'des than the

inner radius, as long as both are signifi-

cantly larger than the stellar radius.

. The change of the power in the power-

law density distribution has only a small

effect on the emergent line profile.

Another difficulty in the analysis of line pro-

files comes from a lack of knowledge about the

profile of the underlying photospheric line. A

common method for inferring this profile

(Weymann, 1962; Hagen, 1978; Bernat, 1977;

Figure 2-23) assumes equal emission and ab-

sorption, so that a symmetric underlying pro-

file can be hand-drawn. Bernat notes the

uniqueness of this profile. Generally, the posi-

tion of the line center of the photospheric com-

ponent is inferred from nearby photospheric

lines with high excitation potential. This empiri-

cal method gives the basic quantities for the ab-

sorption component of the CS line, displayed

in the resultant shell line prof'de of Figure 2-23:

the expansion velocity, ve, the line center

depth, and the width at half-maximium

(WHM). The method is excellent for the strong

lines. For the lines with a sharp CS core (i.e.,

lines with sufficient optical depths as shown by
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Figure 2-23. The determination of the shell line

profile: (a) the original profile; (b) the flip

assuming that both line wings are purely photo-

spheric; (c) the drawn-in smooth photospheric

profile; (d) the resultant shell line profile (from

Bernat, 1977).

the theoretical line modeling), the radiative-

transfer calculations show that the position of

line minimum is determined by the expansion

velocity, and vice versa. Note the remark made

by Hagen (1978) and Bernat (1977) that the

shell optical depths or the derived column den-

sities are not very sensitive to the photospheric

line prof'de. However insufficient knowledge of

the photospheric radiation field lamentably

prevents the modeling of the shell line profile

(Bernat, 1981).

Another important quantity, in addition to

the expansion velocities, is the gas-column den-

sity, which is related to the optical depth (San-

ner, 1976; Hagen, 1978) and which influences

the mass-loss rate (Goldberg, this volume). The

method for obtaining them is clearly described

by Hagen (1978). Briefly, the equivalent width

of the absorption core in the resultant line pro-

file of Figure 2-23 is measured. Then, given the

expansion velocity (as easily determined from

sharp CS cores), a series of theoretical line pro-

files are calculated with different shell optical

depths. Theoretical equivalent widths are plot-

ted against corresponding optical depths, and

observed equivalent widths are converted to

line-center optical depths. Finally, column den-

sities along the line of sight are calculated. In

order to relate them to the total abundances,

the relative abundances in the different ioniza-

tion stages must be determined. A linear fit in

a plot of the derived column densities versus

the excitation potential of the line level implies

that the populations may be described by a

single excitation temperature (Bernat, 1981).

Physical Conditions in Gaseous Shells. In what

follows, we mainly refer to studies by Bernat

(1977), Hagen (1978), or Sanner (1976), giving

a summary of the results of the column densi-

ties, the shell temperatures, and the velocities.

Other details can be found in Goldberg (this

volume), in particular, a discussion on the shell

inner radius which is so vital for determining
the mass-loss rate. The section ends on shell dis-

tances inferred through the CS line profiles.

The observed column densities derived by

Hagen (1978) from visual lines in some M

giants, supergiants, and Miras are given in

Table 2-4 as an example. In these gaseous

envelopes, lying over warmer layers, the domi-

nant ionization state of most metals is probably

the singly ionized state. This is the case with

Ca II, Sr II, and Ba II. However, most of the

resonance lines arise from neutral metals (i.e.,

from a trace ionization state). As Bernat (1977)

and Hagen (1978) show, the ionization balance

within the CS shells is uncertain, and total

abundances are better determined by using lines

arising from the dominant stage of ionization.

The Sr II resonance lines, unsaturated in these

stars, are often chosen (Sanner, 1976; Hagen

et al., 1983). The amount of CS matter in the

line of sight assumes cosmic abundances, a

point that could be open to criticism (Hagen

et al., 1983). A scheme of determination of the

hydrogen column density is given by Tanab6

and Kamijo (1981). Inferred column densities

of hydrogen atoms in the shell of some

supergiants (in cm -2) are: o_ Ori, 1.3 x 1022; o_
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Table 2-4
Observed Gas Column Densities (cm-2) *

Ion # Cep _ Ori o_Sco o_Her X Her RX Boo HD 207076 W Hya R Leo

Fel ...... 1.3 (15) 9.1 (14) 7.5 (14) 4.9 (14) 2.5 (14) 2.2 (15) 1.0 (15) 6.6 (14) <2.5 (14)

All ...... 3.4 (13) 1.7 (13) 1.4 (13) 2.6 (13) ...............
Mn I...... 1.5 (13) 1.3 (13) 3.2 (12) 1.0 (13) 1.8 (13) 1.3 (14) 4.0 (13) 2.8 (14) 1.8 (14)

Srll ...... 1.9 (12) 3.7 (12) 9.7 (11) 1.1 (12) 1.6 (11) 1.9 (11) 2.7 (11) <1.6 (11) 3.4 (11)
Ball ..... 7.2 (11) 2.1 (11) 4.7 (11) ..................

Scll ...... 2.3 (13) 1.9 (12) 9.7 (12) 4.4 (12) ...............
Crl ...... 8.3 (12) 2.2 (13) 9.2 (12) 9.3 (12) 4.0 (12) 2.0 (13) 8.7 (12) 1.0 (12) <1.0 (12)
Til ...... 2.2 (13) 8.5 (14) 8.4 (12) 1.6 (13) 4.0 (13) 3.0 (13) 3.1 (13) 1.3 (13) <8.4 (12)

*From Hagen (1978).

Sco, 1.9 x 1022; Ot Her, 6.6 × 1021; and /z

Cep, 7.3 x l0 21 (Bernat, 1977).
From observations of the fundamental

4.6-/zm CO band in nine red giants and

supergiants, Bernat (198 l) derives column den-
sities and demonstrates that there is no correla-

tion of total CO column density with total gas

(hydrogen) column density. We will discuss

later what this result might imply for the shell

structure.

Bernat (1977) indicates that radiative rates

are orders of magnitude larger than collisional

ones for the atomic species in the circumstellar

envelope of ct Ori. Consequently, the derived

excitation temperatures do not give the kinetic

temperatures in the shells. In the case of lines

of the fundamental CO band, however, Bernat

et al. (1979) show that collisional processes

dominate and, therefore, the excitation temper-

atures are indeed electron temperatures, such

as the temperatures of 200 and 70 K derived for

the observed shells in ot Ori (see also Ridgway,

1981a).

As shown earlier, the expansion velocity of

the shells (otherwise known as the stellar wind

velocity) is inferred from the blue shift of the

CS lines, generally related in the literature to

a mean photospheric velocity. Again, we em-

phasize that the expansion velocity must be

finally related to the systemic velocity to be

meaningful. In et Ori, through the Mn I and

Cr I CS lines observed over 25 years, Weymann

(1962) finds that the heliocentric radial veloc-

ity of the absorption-line cores varies over a

range of only 2 km/s around an average value

of + 10.4 km/s. This near-perfect constant

radial velocity is also confirmed by Goldberg

(1979) from measurements of the K I deepest
component at 7699 _ (see the section Evidence

of Multiple Absorption Components in CS

Lines) and by Linsky et al. 0977) on various

optical CS lines. Hall (1980) reports that, at

spectral resolutions of the order of 10 km/s,

the observed 4.6-#m spectra of M supergiants

and Miras show sharp CO lines with expansion

velocities of about 10 km/s, which are totally

consistent with the visible atomic resonance-line

values. A constant expansion velocity is ex-

pected if the CS lines are produced in a quasi-

steadily expanding envelope, many times larger

than the star itself and well separated from it.

From a survey of the expansion velocities

drawn from the core shift of metal lines, Reim-

ers (1977) finds a continuous transition, on the

average, of stellar wind velocities from lum-

inous M supergiants (10 km/s), to late M giants

(15 km/s), to medium M giants (20 km/s), and

to early giants (25 km/s). As pointed out by

Goldberg (1979), the direct measurement of the

line shift gives a smaller velocity than the true

velocity because the red side of the absorption

profile is filled in with emission. Goldberg

quotes the model calculations by Bernat (1977)

and Sanner (1976) that predict errors of about

25 percent. For example, the corrected helio-

centric velocity of the inner shell of ot Ori (from
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the K I deepestcomponent)is 13.5 km/s

(Goldberg, 1981) instead of the apparent value

of about 10. Bernat (1977) remarks that the ex-

pansion velocities show no dependence on op-

tical depth, excitation potential, or ionization

state, further proof of a constant outflow ve-

locity for the matter. (The Ca II H and K lines

that show a variable expansion velocity are ex-

ceptional, coming from perturbations by chro-

mospheric effects.)

The expansion velocities are always much

lower than the surface escape velocity vese =
(2 MG/R) 1/2 (for example, Deutsch, 1960).

Reimers (1977) notes that there seems to be a

shaky correlation between stellar wind velocities

and velocities of escape at the stellar surface.

At any rate, the expansion velocity of the mat-

ter at several hundred stellar radii is greater

than the escape velocity there, further dem-

onstrating that the matter is really lost to the

interstellar medium.

Shell expansion velocities are also inferred

from the half-line width of thermal CS, S]O, or

CO emission. A measurement such as this in

CO J = 2-1 line in ot Ori by Huggins (1984)

gives a velocity of 14.1 + 1 km/s. Is a previous-

ly detected shell implied? The question is open.

For a sample of red giants, supergiants, and

Miras, there is no relation between expansion

velocity and radius (as measured by the tem-

perature), such as larger radii correlated with

higher expansion velocities (Bernat, 1981). The

supergiant, ot Ori, is another example (Table

2-3).

It could be expected that velocity gradients

in the envelope produce a difference in radial

velocity among the CS lines of the various

neutral and ionized elements. Weymann (1962)

emphasizes that, owing to the greater optical

depth in H 4 and K 4 cores in relation to the
other lines, velocity gradients could affect the

CS H and K lines. In fact, these lines give con-

vincing evidence for velocity gradients in the

wind acceleration region (very inner shells) of

M giants, depending on the stellar type, as we

have discussed in the section Variation of CS

Lines with Spectral Types and Luminosity

Classes. According to Reimers (1975) and con-

firmed by Boesgaard and Hagen (1979), at

spectral type M1, the expansion velocity given

by the H 4 and K 4 lines is larger by 15 km/s
than the velocity of the other line elements. This

difference then decreases to zero at M5 and,

with the later types, shows lower expansion

velocities of about 5 km/s than the CS lines of

other elements. This velocity gradient is the
cause of the wider Ca II H and K lines and less

blue-shifted core as the spectral type advances.

From modeling of the K 4 feature,
Boesgaard and Hagen (1979) find that, in the

earliest M giants, the narrow entirely blue-

shifted core cannot have been formed over a

great velocity gradient. Moreover, as these

authors find no evidence for a Ca II K 4 feature
at zero velocity (their Figure 4), they infer that

the acceleration to a terminal velocity occurs

very rapidly. They show that the broadening of

the K 4 feature with the simultaneous advance-
ment of the type is indicative of a large turbu-

lence and/or velocity gradients in the shell. In

fact, in modeling the K 4 profile, these authors
find that a minimum velocity (inner shell veloc-

ity) affects the red edge of the profile only,

whereas a maximum velocity (outer shell veloc-

ity) affects the blue edge. This confirms the

conclusion of Reimers (1975, 1981) that the in-

ner radius of the observed shell decreases with

later types in the wind acceleration region. It

is interesting to note Reimers' (1975) observa-

tions that some individual stars having CS Ca

II lines which are variable in time (Figure 2-14)

map the line-strength/velocity relation of Ca

II K, intrinsically showing the various regimes

of the wind acceleration. Reimers (1975) sup-

ports Deutsch's (1960) model in which the line-

strength/velocity relation among the various

classes of the M giants would be due to a Ca

ionization structure.

As for the M supergiants, in c_ Ori,

Weymann (1962) detects no significant veloc-

ity gradients among the CS lines over 25 years

of observation, except for a small average

deviation of about 1.7 km/s noted for the Ca

II H and K lines; we recall that, from Sep-

tember 1974 to October 1975, these lines dis-

tribute around the systemic velocity (+ 2, -1
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km/s).A generalobservationisthat,inall M
supergiants,onlytheCS Na D and the strong

Ca II H and K cores (up to 1/_) have very low

expansion velocities (2 to 5 km/s). From IR CO

observations in o_ Ori, o_ Her, and _ Sco,

Brooke et al. (1974) notice occasional large

velocity gradients.

Finally, there is observational evidence of

shell turbulent velocities (i.e., microturbulence

defined as nonthermal velocities with an as-

sumed gaussian distribution (Reimers, 1981)).

From measurements quoted by Reimers (1981)

for the supergiants et Her, ot Sco, and o_Ori,

this author states that, on the average, the mi-

croturbulence is found to be one half the ex-

pansion velocity. Boesgaard and Hagen (1979)

derive limits on the turbulent velocities in M

giant stars; they increase from the order of 2

km/s or less for M0 giants to 4 km/s or more

for M6 giants. Reimers (1981) notes that "if the

microturbulence is caused mainly by wind ve-

locity variations on a time scale short compared

to typical flow times in the observed shell (10

to 103 years), the relative amplitudes of these

variations are then similar to those in the solar

wind. ' '

A direct approach to the shell extension in-

volves the detection of CS line emission off the

star. We recall that the emission results from

resonance-line scattering of photospheric radia-

tion by neutral atoms in the shell. The ),7699

K I line is most often used for this purpose, with

a Ori as the favorite star once again. However,

let us mention an attempt on the supergiant,

tt Cep, by Munch et al. (1979), using the Na I

D 2 line.
The first such direct mapping of the ot Ori

shell was obtained by detecting the presence of

K I emission out to 4-8" from the disk center

by Bernat and Lambert (1975). In further series

of observations, Bernat and Lambert (1976b)

and Lynds et al. (1977) observe the K I emis-

sion out to 5" (i.e., 200 R.) at numerous posi-

tion angles around the star. The northwest

quadrant shows more intense K I emission.

Bernat et al. (1978) spatially extended the obser-

vations up to 30" (600 R.) by using a two-

dimension television detector, which was ade-
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quate to explore regions of the shell at large

radius which were too faint to be detected by

the single-channel scanner of the previous ex-

periments. Honeycutt et al. (1980), using the

same system with a narrowband f'dter, detected

the gas shell surrounding o_Ori out to a radius

of 50". They confirm that the northwest quad-

rant is brighter by a factor of about 2. They

suggest that this might be due either to an asym-

metrical mass ejection giving a denser shell or

to an asymmetrical stellar surface intensity giv-

ing more K I photons to be scattered. The au-

thors state that the 50" radius corresponds to

9500 AU or 55 light days, if a distance of 190

pc is accepted for a Ori (Weymann, 1962).

With a constant expansion velocity of 10 km/s,

the outermost potassium would have been eject-

ed 4500 years ago. In March 1981, Mauron et

al. (1984) mapped the a Ori shell at the K I line

up to 63", using a Fabry-Pdrot etalon and a

CCD camera. They found a slight asymmetry

of the brightness distribution but not in the

same direction as Honeycutt et al. (1980), who

observed in March 1977: it is the southwest

quadrant that appears to be brighter, while the

southeast quadrant is fainter than the average.

Usually, the physical mean distances of the

various shells to the photosphere are deter-

mined on the assumption that the dust and the

gas are in equilibrium in the shell. The relation

between the excitation temperature and the ra-

dins for the gas is directly obtained from a dust-

shell model (for example, Tsuji's (1979) ot Ori

dust model; also see Lefevre, this volume).

Such distances are shown in Table 2-3. The

equilibrium hypothesis appears to be badly in

error. Bernat (1981) comments on the micro-

wave CO emission from o_ Ori observed by

Knapp et al. (1980), which leads to the cooler

(70 K) shell detected through the CO funda-

mental; the mm-wave spectra give a shell

distance five times smaller than the classical

equilibrium assumption applied to the fun-

damental CO lines (see also a discussion by

Goldreich, 1980). We shall not elaborate fur-

ther on this highly difficult question: the cor-

rect interpretation of excitation temperatures

in terms of physical distances needs detailed



theoreticalmodels, themselves linked to a bet-

ter understanding of the mass-loss mechanism,

as Bernat (1981) emphasizes. This author also

hints that CO may certainly be present in the

entire velocity space between the multiple com-

ponents, but at low densities, high

temperatures, or both, and is unobservable.

Direct measures of stellar diameters by dif-

ferent techniques (lunar occultation, inter-

ferometry, speckle, etc.) will be discussed

elsewhere.(See the section Geometrical Shell

Expansion.)

Summary: Structure of Expanding

Gaseous Envelope

Discrete velocity components in the cir-

cumstellar material are commonly observed in

M giants, supergiants, and Miras. Table 2-3

summarizes such velocity structures from in-

frared CO observations in some typical stars.

A component at 200 K is common both to

the supergiant, _ Ori, and to the Mira stars and

even to the dust enshrouded carbon star, IRC

+ 10216. This component characterizes the

classical expanding shell detected in the optical

range of the unobscured stars (e.g., in the K

I line of c_ Ori). Assuming that decreasing

temperature corresponds to increasing distance

from the photosphere, a more extreme outer

shell (T - 70 K) is clearly resolved at high spec-

tral resolution (i.e., at 0.6 km/s, Hall, 1980).

The Mira stars (not only x Cygni and R Leo,

but 10 other Miras observed by Hinkle et al.,

1982) show another component around 800 K

which is stationary at the center-of-mass veloc-

ity. (See the section Changes in Absorption-

Line Radial Velocities with Phase.) At present,

such a CO component is not observed in giants

and supergiants. Is it unique to Miras? As noted

by Hall (1980), such circumstellar features are

difficult to separate from their photospheric

counterparts because the photospheric motions

are far too small in the late-type supergiants.

Nevertheless, this author states that, in

supergiants, some fundamental CO lines of low

rotational number have a line strength corre-

sponding to a radiation (brightness) tempera-

ture of 61000 K. However, in the case of the

CO fundamental lines, there can be marked de-

partures from local thermodynamic equilibrium

(LTE) in the vibrational levels though not in

the rotational levels (Carbon et al., 1976;

Heasley et al., 1978), which leaves open to ques-

tion the relation between the radiation and the

electron temperature. Bernat (1981) notes that

such a component may be present at too high

a temperature, too low a density, or too large

a turbulent velocity to be observable. As Clegg

(1980) points out, if such a layer exists around

the M supergiants, "this observation will be of

extreme importance for mass-loss theories, be-

cause a cool, almost stationary layer of gas out-
side the star but interior to the CS flow would

be incompatible with any theory predicting a

flow sonic point in the stellar chromosphere

(e.g., Mullan, 1978)."

In the Mira, X Cyg, it is interesting to men-

tion that the 800 K stationary layer was rapid-

ly built up late in 1975, as described by Hinkle

et al. (1982). Bearing in mind that the shock-

wave model works well in the Mira stars (see

part Atmospheric Kinematics in the section

Emission Lines), it is quite feasible that the 800

K layer represents gas ejected from the star,

either by a particularly violent oscillation or by

the pulsation degenerating into a relaxation os-

cillation during which mass loss occurs (for ex-

ample, see discussions by Wood, 1981; and

Willson and Hill, 1979). Thus, it could provide

a reservoir for any out flowing material driven

possibly by radiation pressure on dust grains

formed there (Tielens, 1983). Hinkle et al.

(1982) find support for this point of view in the

temperature of 800 K suitable for dust conden-

sation and in the total mass they estimate for

the layer ( >10 -5M o ), which is large enough

to explain the classical 10 -6 Mo/yr mass-loss

rate in these stars. Moreover, in X Cyg, the sta-

tionary layer is observed to weaken steadily

over the three cycles following its creation. It

appears to provide a source for material infall-

ing to the photosphere, particularly the source

of the visible spectrum, as previously discuss-

ed in the section Photospheric Absorption

Lines. The authors add that the 800 K shell
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mightbethesourceof SiOmaseremissionob-
servedinx Cygni, a hypothesis which could be

confirmed by correlating long-term variations

in SiO maser characteristics with the formation

and dissipation of the 800 K shell.

In the outermost CS shells, the multiple

layers in many semiregular M variables present

no correlation between expansion velocity, hy-

drogen column density, CO column density, or

dust column density (Bernat, 1981). The ab-

sence of correlations favors multiple episodic

ejections, according to Bernat, giving rise to in-

dividual shells formed under different physical

conditions at various times. However, such a

component structure does not necessarily imply

the ejection of discrete shells. A continuous

distribution of matter may produce it; the con-

dition is that the flow velocity changes relatively

slowly with distance (Mihalas, 1979). This con-

dition is fulfilled if several distinct dust conden-

sation events occur in the envelope, producing

regimes of rapid acceleration by radiation

pressure on grains, separated by regions of

quasi-constant velocity in the gas flow, as em-

phasized by Keady et al. (1984). These authors

apply such a distribution to the dusty C star,

IRC + 10216 (Table 2-3). Because the obser-

vations indicate the presence of gas and dust,

they assume that various grain species (de-

scribed in the section Circumsteilar Dust) may

condense at different places in the envelope due

to different physical characteristics, and they

present the following scenario. First, SiC con-

denses close to the photosphere, and it results

in the gas being accelerated to -2 kin/s; then

carbon soot condensation meets favorable con-

ditions to begin at 3 R,, resulting in a gas ac-

celeration to - 11 km/s; finally another con-

densation event, possibly from Mg S, occurs at

11 R. and accelerates the gas to -14 km/s.

Jura (1984) also comes to the conclusion of

a hybrid model for the mass loss, in connection

with the spectral appearance of the CS lines;

although very dusty stars (such as IRC +

10216) with multiple CS components as broad

troughs experience continuous outflow of mat-

ter, stars (such as a Ori and o Cet) with distinct

sharp CS components experience impulsive dis-
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continuous mass loss. In fact, for o_Ori, multi-

ple episodic ejections seem best adapted to the

presence of companion objects. (See the section

Geometrical Shell Expansion.)

Finally, it is worth noting that shells of cool

stars have characteristics similar to planetary

nebula envelopes (Table 1 in Ridgway, 1981a),

suggesting the possibility of a common mecha-

nism of origin.

CIRCUMSTELLAR DUST

Detection of Circumstellar Dust

In some infrared wavelength intervals, late-

type stars radiate an excess above the blackbody

radiation expected for the assumed effective

temperature or measured color temperature of

the star. Such infrared excesses can be at-

tributed to circumstellar dust: grains absorb-
ing starlight are heated and then reradiate in

the infrared, causing the excess. For example,

the excess observed between 8 and 14/_m in the

M stars was found to be identical to the energy

distribution expected from an optically thin

cloud of silicate grains. Additional evidence

comes from these color temperatures, which are

less than 1000 K in stars in which most of the

energy longward of 3 #m is due to infrared ex-

cess (e.g., Forrest et al., 1975). Because this

temperature is less than the effective tempera-

ture of the star, longward radiation has to come

from a cooler additional source. Moreover,

these stars show that, shortward of 3/_m, the
radiation is consistent with radiation weakened

by dust absorption. In fact, a weakening of

photospheric absorption bands due to a veil-

ing by thermal emission from a circumstellar

dust shell is currently observed. In carbon stars,

the strength of the CO band at 2.2 #m is seen

to vary with the infrared color; the thicker the

shell, the redder the colors and the weaker the

bands. Note that the systematic weakening of

the CO band in Mira variables is normal at

maximum light where the photospheric

temperature is higher. (See the section Survey

of Changes in Absorption-Line Strengths with

Phase.) Another example of thermal emission



actingto fill in the absorption bands and giving

an increasingly featureless spectrum as the

shell's thickness grows concerns the carbon

star, V Cyg, with its smooth spectrum longward

of the 4.6-#m CO band (Puetter et al., 1977).

The circumstellar nature of the excess emission

longward of 8 #m has been confirmed by

spatially resolving the shells from the stars. (See

the section Geometrical Shell Expansion.)

Finally, the reality of dust shells is proved

through linear polarization due partly to the

scattering and absorption of the stellar radia-

tion by small grains. These grains need not be

the same grains responsible for the infrared ex-

cesses; nevertheless, this may be the case in

favorable envelope geometry and optical depth.

Infrared Excesses

The shape of the infrared excess depends on

whether the cool star is oxygen-rich (M star) or

carbon-rich (C star). Silicates are expected in

the first case (e.g., bands at 9.7 and 18 #m);

silicon carbide, which exhibits a distinctive res-

onance at 11.2 /_m, and graphite, which

presents a featureless spectrum and is thought

to be responsible for the extinction encountered

from the optical to the far-infrared, are ex-

pected in the C stars. Infrared excesses are

recognized from infrared spectrophotometry or

infrared photometry.

Let us remark that the quoted observations

do not include the data from 8 to 22 ttm col-

lected by the Infrared Astronomical Satellite

(IRAS), launched in January 1983, and not yet

available at this time. Preliminary results

should be found in the Proceedings of the

Meeting on "Mass Loss from Red Giants" held

in June 1984 at California State University, Los

Angeles.

Spectral Energy Distribution of Excess Emis-

sion. Reviews of the infrared excesses shown

through moderate spectral resolution infrared

spectrophotometry for M and C giants and

supergiants have been given by Merrill (1977).

Some examples of energy distributions from

2 to 14 #m are reproduced in Figure 2-24. The

signature of silicate grains in the M stars is

clearly visible through the emission feature at

9.7/Lm. It is stronger in supergiants in class Ia

than in class Ib. In the M giants with very thick

dust shells, the feature is seen in absorption.

In several M-type Mira stars, the spectral energy

distribution over the 8- to 14-/zm wavelength

range observed by Forrest et al. (1975) is clear-

ly seen to be different: "Some appear to show

a somewhat more sharply increasing distribu-

tion in the 8-9.5/zm range and a more slowly

decreasing distribution at wavelengths larger

than 11/_m (e.g.R. Leo)." In carbon stars, SiC

emission at 11.2 #m appears in all the stars

shown in Figure 2-24, being strong in the semi-

regular late C star, UU Aur, and in the Mira,

R Lep. Forrest et al. (1975) note that the

amount of blackbody excess is much stronger

from carbon Miras than from semiregular vari-

ables. Among a sample of 25 irregular carbon

stars, none appear to have infrared excess at

wavelengths shorter than 3.4 /_m (Walker,

1980).

Forrest et al. (1979) observe the 16- to 39-#m

spectra of many M stars (supergiants and Mi-

ras) known to have a 10-#m excess; they con-

firm the presence of an excess emission due to

a silicate material in this region (first detected

around 20/tm by Treffers and Cohen (1974) in

a Ori) "in the form of a broad hump peaking

near 18 #m and falling smoothly to longer

wavelength" as a blackbody continuum. That

no sharp structure is observed in the spectra is

indicative of a silicate in an amorphous disor-

dered form. Hagen et al. (1975) report on a pos-

sible silicate emission band at 33/tm in some

M stars, although this is not confirmed by For-

rest et al. (1979) in tt Cep. However, Hagen

(1982), by broadband photometry, concludes

that there are infrared excesses not only at 33

/zm, but also at 20 and 25 #m for stars that show

a 10-#m silicate emission feature; such excesses

are explained by radiation from silicate dust.

Epchtein et al. (1980) also detect 30-ttm emis-

sion in Mira M stars. Incidentally, they show

that the 35-gm emission is strong enough to

pump the OH circumstellar masers in the thin

envelope of Mira variables. Hagen (1982) also
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Figure 2-24. Spectral energy distribution of IR excess emission. Top left: in representative luminous

M supergiants as examples of optically thin shell emission (a 3300 K blackbody and a free-free slope

are included for comparison). Bottom left: in M stars and top right, in C stars, to illustrate the observed

range in total optical depth in dusty CS shells (from Merrill, 1977). Bottom right: in several M-type

Miras (the "'relative flux" represents the actual flux normalized by an arbitrary constant for conve-

nient display); Bx - { Fx (total) -F x (continuum)} Fx-1 (continuum), calculated with appropriate
blackbody temperatures (from Forrest et al., 1975).
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shows that there is sufficient 35-/_m flux to

pump the 1612-MHz OH masers for all the

stars she observes--Miras, giants, and supergi-

ants--except for the Mira, R Aql. An emission

feature beginning at 24/zm and extending to at

least 37/_m is identified in dusty carbon-star

spectra, including IRC + 10216 (Forrest et al.,

1981; Herter et al., 1982). It is interpreted as

resulting from a solid-state resonance in the

dust grains which have condensed around this

star. The grain material causing this feature is

MgS (Goebel and Mosely, 1985; Nuth et al.,

1985).

The N-type carbon star, Y CVn, deserves

special attention. It has been observed over a

complete IR wavelength coverage from 1.2 to

30/_m by spectrophotometry at high resolution

by Goebel et al. (1980). The particulate emis-

sion band of SiC at 11.2/_m, well known in

several carbon stars, is also present in Y CVn.

By superposing the emission of an optically thin

shell with the dust temperature, T = 1600 K,

on a blackbody spectrum of T = 2750 K, the

authors show that a mixture of SiC crystalline

forms fits the 11.5-#m band better than amor-

phous SiC, in agreement with the conclusion

by Friedemann et al. (1981). The latter estimate

that the column density of SiC grains is 7.0 x

10 -5 g cm -2 and the total mass of SiC grains in

the shell is 1024 g (if the star's photospheric

radius and the radius of the envelope are

evaluated according to Cohen, 1979).

As for graphite, its lack of distinct spectral
features in the infrared makes its identification

difficult. However, the photospheric C 3
molecule, the main vaporization product of

graphite, is observed and is particularly strong

at 5.2 #m. Its strength constrains the degree of

veiling present (i.e., the amount of graphite in

the circumstellar shell). It appears that there is

little or no graphite in the CS shell about Y
CVn.

Generally speaking, apart from the 11.5-#m

SiC band, the photosphere in Y CVn is domi-

nant over circumstellar emission to 30/tm. The

conclusion is also valid for the violet range, in

which the cause of the opacity in carbon stars

has been debated at length for years (e.g., Gilra,

1973; Hartmann and Dolan, 1974; Bregman

and Bregman, 1978; Walker, 1980). For Y

CVn, Goebel et al. (1978) show that reradia-

tion by circumstellar SiC is inadequate and that

the violet opacity is primarily due to photo-

spheric C 3, as was also concluded by Bregman

and Bregman (1978). The dominance of the

photospheric light might imply a limit to the

amount of graphite ejected through the mass-

loss process by such early N-type stars as Y

CVn.

In contrast with Y CVn, the bright infrared

object, IRC + 10216, a late-type carbon star,

shows a substantial infrared excess emission.

The overall flux distribution is similar to a

blackbody, indicative of gray grains. This star

is one of those extreme carbon stars, embedded

in thick dusty CS shells that efficiently convert

starlight into thermal emission. The overall fea-

tureless infrared excess is assumed to be pre-

dominantly due to graphite grains (soot) by

Cohen (1979), who also discusses 16 other car-

bon stars (AFGL infrared sources from 10-#m

sky surveys, Price and Walker, 1976). Mitchell

and Robinson (1980) ascribe the infrared excess

mainly to an optically thick extended graphite

shell that contains 1 to 2 percent per number

of SiC particles. Nevertheless, due to the inverse

greenhouse effect, SiC is expected to condense

close to the star, while graphite condenses much

farther out, as developed by McCabe (1982; see

also Lef6vre, this volume).

A feature similar to the MgS emission fea-

ture at about 30/zm appears in the spectra of

the planetary nebulae, NGC 6572 and IC 418

(Forrest et al., 1981); the presence of the same

type of dust indicates a possible evolutionary

link between carbon stars and some planetary

nebulae. Remember that gaseous shells of cool

stars and planetary nebulae also have common

properties (Ridgway, 1981a). Zuckerman et al.

(1976) have previously described a sequence

leading from extreme carbon stars to planetary

nebulae. However, about the l l.2-#m SiC

feature observed in NGC 6572 and IC 418,

Kwok (1981) asks if the SiC grains are left over

from the preceding red-giant phase or not. In
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fact,it appearsthatsomeproperties of plane-

tary nebulae may be explained if their progeni-

tors are red giants with extensive circumstellar

envelopes, but the transition from red giants to

planetary nebulae is not yet completely re-

solved.

It is worth noting the observation of an

unexpected high peak in the flux energy

distribution at 1.5 mm in the Mira carbon star,

V Cyg (Querci et al., 1979). This star is known

to be so dusty that emission in the dust shell

provides more than 90 percent of the total flux

for )_> 5.5 #m (Puetter et al., 1977). The flux

at 1.5 mm is about four times larger than the

flux measured at 1 mm by Campbell et al.

(1976) from IRC + 10216. A flare-like event

is suggested. Let us note that a radio flare at

2.8 cm has also been observed on the M Mira,

R Aql (Woodsworth and Hughes, 1973, 1977).

For the M supergiant, o_ Ori, Oster (1971)

reports a flux variation at 10 tLm from night to

night supporting a flare-type origin.

An interesting point in carbon stars concerns

the relationship between SiC dust and the SiC 2
molecules that are a vaporization product of

solid SiC: the strength of the SiC 2 molecular
bands investigated from the Merrill-Sanford

bands observed in the visible part of carbon-

star spectra should be correlated with the

strength of the ultraviolet absorption feature

(Walker, 1976) and the infrared SiC emission

feature (e.g., Mitchell and Robinson, 1980).

An additional contribution to the infrared

excess might arise from chromospheric free-free

emission. A modeling of the observed infrared

flux in some cool stars, including free-free emis-

sion, has been attempted by Gilman (1974) and

Lambert and Snell (1975). Nevertheless, further

observations by Fawley (1977) and Hagen

(1982) of stars common with Gilman favor an

additional grain species rather than free-free

emission.

Time Variability of Infrared Excesses. Forrest

et al. (1975) investigate the possibility of a tem-

poral variation of the excess infrared radiation

by observing M stars with broadband photom-

etry at effective wavelengths of 3.5, 4.9, 8.4,
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and 11 ttm. As stressed by Gehrz and Woolf

(1971), at 3.5/tm the optical depth of the silicate

envelope is minimal for both its absorption and

emission effects; at 11 #m, silicates have their

peak emissivity, but are often optically thick,

whereas at 8.4 #m, the emission has a low op-

tical depth but is rarely saturated. Therefore,

designating [ha] as the observed magnitude of

the wavelength )_n' the color [8.4 ttm]-[3.5 ttm]

measures silicate emission, and the color [11

_m1-[8.4 #m] is indicative of the optical depth

of the envelope of the excess dust emission. An

example of such a color-color diagram as a

function of phase is given for R Cas (Figure

2-25). Although visual light and light at 3.5 ttm

vary by a large amount, the infrared colors ap-

pear to show no significant changes throughout

the cycle. This conclusion applies to the 25 pro-

gram stars of all kinds of variability types (in-

cluding Miras), except for R Gem (S Mira star),

in which the [11 /zm]-[3.5 _m] color changes

significantly. Considering the large number of

stars observed, the authors conclude that the

total abundance of grains surrounding these

stars does not change by a large amount with

time.

The same authors also show spectra of o

Cet, R Cas, and # Cep obtained at several times

(Figure 2-26). Very little change is seen in the

spectral energy distribution from 8 to 14 #m

over 4 years for the Mira, R Cas, and over 6

years for the supergiant, tt Cep. In o Cet, a large

change is observed in the excess emission

strength at 9.7 #m between 1967 and 1973, with

a slow decrease from 1971 to 1973. For the

authors, this would represent a secular decrease

by about a factor 1.5 to 2 in the amount of dust

around o Cet from 1967 to 1971. Infrared

observations are also reported for o Cet by

McCarthy et al. (1978) at various wavelengths

around the December 18, 1977, maximum light.

Between phases 0.76 and 0.92, the 10.2-/zm flux

density increased by a factor of 1.7. At the same

time, both the [10.5 #m]-[3.5 #m] and [8.4

#m]-[3.5/_m] color indices increase by 0.50 mag

relative to those observed between _ = 0.25

and _ = 0.8 by Forrest et al. (1975). During

the light cycle (from _ = 0.76 to ,p = 0.28),
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Figure 2-25• Color-color diagram as a function

of phase for the M Mira, R Cas (from Forrest

et al., 1975).

the 10.2-/_m flux varies by a factor >_3•5 ( - 1.4

times more than the bolometric flux), the

change in 20-/zm flux is 2.5 times (like the

change in bolometric flux), and the 3.5-#m flux

varies by less than a factor of 2. The excess

emission at 10 #m is strongly phase-dependent:

from _p = 0.6 to _p = 1.0, the ratio of photo-

spheric to excess emission at 10 #m changes

from 0.50 to 0.26. The authors suspect that ex-

isting circumstellar dust must be cyclically

heated by periodic changes in stellar luminos-

ity; changes in stellar temperature may produce

changes in the contrast of silicate dust emission

relative to the stellar continuum, as previously

suggested by Forrest et al. (1975). Large con-

trast changes do occur at 10 #m, as proved by

the observations. These probably begin at _ =

I00
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Figure 2-26• Spectral energy distribution as a

function of time from o Cet, R Cas, and # Cep.

The blackbody curves are typical assumed stel-

lar continua referring to the spectrum just

above. For o Cet: (a) October 17, 1967 (UT),

= 0.96; (b)December 13, 1971, _ = 0.45;

(c) January 10, 1972, _ = 0.54; (d) November
4, 1972, _ = 0.42; (e) December 4, 1972, _ =

0.50; (f) December 18, 1973, _ = 0.64. For R

Cas: (a) November 22, 1969 (UT), _ = 0.86;

(b) November 13, 1970, _ = O.71; (c) December
17, 1971, _ = 0.64; (d) November 4, 1972,

= 0.39; (e) September 21, 1973, _ = O. 14. For

# Cep: October 17, 1967, and June 17, 1973

(UT) (from Forrest et al., 1975)•

0.8 in conjunction with increases in the

bolometric and visual energy• The possible

origin of these temperature changes might be

flare-like events as developed in the section In-

terpretations of the Polarization Observations.
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Relationships Between Gas and Dust in Cir-

cumstellar Envelopes. The amount of CS ma-

terial from observations of CS dust has been

estimated by Gehrz and Woolf (1971), by Dyck

and Simon (1975), by Hagen (1978), by Hagen

et al. (1983), and by Knapp (1985), who studies

not only M stars but also S and C stars. Because

the last three authors combine a study on CS

gas and dust shells in a sample of stars, the bulk

of the results given below is from these sources.

(See also Goldberg and Glassgold and Huggins,

this volume.)

Hagen et al. (1983) estimate the quantity of

dust from the contrast in the 10-#m silicate

emission feature through a dust-shell model

described in Hagen (1978, 1982). This model

calculates the emergent radiation from an op-

tically thin circumstellar dust shell following the

code of Dyck and Simon (1975), modified to

include the effects of self-absorption by dust.

It is shown that the shell parameters that have

a strong effect on the appearance of the 10-/zm

feature (specifically, its height) are: (1) the dust

temperature determined by assuming that the

grains emit thermally at the same rate at which

they absorb starlight (i.e., by the absorption ef-

ficiency of the grains shortward of 5 #m where

the photosphere emits strongly); (2) the inner

radius of the dust shell; and (3) the optical

depth of the dust. In Hagen et al. (1983), the

inner radius is (somewhat arbitrarily) set to 10

R., the grain mixture is "dirty" silicates, and

the power-law density distribution, N (r), is pro-

portional to radius r -_ with et = 1.5. (See Le-

f_vre, this volume, for a discussion of such a

model.) An equal fractional condensation of

the elements is assumed (crudely justified by a

roughly constant relative abundance of the ele-

ments from star to star); therefore, the ratio of

the amount of metal in the gaseous state to that

condensed on grains is the ratio of the total col-

umn density determined from gas to that deter-

mined by dust. (See the section Quantitative

Analysis of CS Lines for the method for deter-

mining the column density.)

Knapp (1985) also finds the dust content of

the envelopes from the 10-ttm feature, but uses
the models of Rowan-Robinson and Harris

(1982, 1983a, 1983b; see also Lef6vre, this

volume). Although the amount of circumstellar

gas is estimated through the optical CS line, Sr

II X4077, in Hagen et al. (1983), Knapp uses

the CO (1-0) line. The main difference between

the two works is that the observations by Hagen

et al. cover a small range in mass-loss rate

(10 -6 to 10 -8 Mo/yr) and thus any relation-

ship between gas and dust abundances may be

altered by uncertainties in the data, as Knapp

remarks. In fact, uncertainties are numerous in

such approaches (see Goldberg, this volume),

and the suggestion by Hagen et al. that the dust-

to-gas ratio in the circumstellar envelopes is not

constant is dismissed by the results of Knapp,

who observes stars over a very wide range in

mass-loss rate (10 -7 to a few x 10-4 M o/yr).

Clearly, the gas-loss rate is proportional to the

dust-loss rate for M, S, and C variables (giants

and OH/IR supergiants; Mira or not Mira vari-

ables). Consequently, the dust-to-gas ratio is

roughly constant over almost 4.5 decades in

mass-loss rate, with mean values of - 160 by

mass for M and S stars and -400 by mass for

carbon-rich stars. This constancy is expected

when the mass-loss mechanism is radiation

pressure on grains (Deguchi, 1980). Knapp

notes that the value found for the oxygen stars

is very close to the value found for the in-

terstellar medium (-150), suggesting that, in

all the studied envelopes with silicate grains, all

the available heavy elements condense out as

grains.

Hagen et al. (1983) argue that the CS en-

velopes have clumpy regions of greater density

in which the grain formation may be essential-

ly complete, whereas there is little or no grain

formation in less dense regions. The possibil-

ity of high-density condensations present in the

envelope and moving in the line of sight had

been raised by Reimers (1978), for example, to

explain the weak multiple velocity components

present in the CS Ca II H and K lines of early

M giants. (See the section Evidence of Multi-

ple Absorption Components in CS Lines.)
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Intrinsic Polarization of Starlight

As noted in the section Detection of Cir-

cumstellar Dust, the presence of dust has also

been detected from optical polarization obser-

vations. The linear intrinsic polarization in red

variables is distinguished from the interstellar

polarization by its variability with time, by its

wavelength dependence, which differs from

that of the interstellar polarization, and/or by

the rotation of the position angle of polariza-

tion with wavelength. At the origin, these prop-

erties have been measured over broad spectral

ranges; the reviews by Serkowski (1971) and by

Shawl (1974) report on these results. On the

other hand, the relatively recent review given

by Coyne and McLean (1979) emphasizes the

results from high spectral resolution. Let us also

note King's (1983) didactic article on polarized

light in astronomy, intended for the general

reader.

First, we shall summarize general results;

then we shall study details from high spectral

resolution, particularly from well-documented

specific stars--Miras and giant and supergiant

semiregulars. Finally, we shall resume the in-

terpretations suggested at the present moment
for these observations.

Overall Results on Polarization. All the super-

giants studied by Dyck and Jennings (1971), as

well as the giants later than M2, show intrinsic

linear polarization. These authors remark that,

among the giants, "the frequency of the phe-

nomenon increases rather abruptly at M4 and

remains high in later spectral type." The

percentage of polarization may be high, with

P > 2 percent, especially higher than 2 percent

in the blue spectral region, as high as 10 per-

cent for extreme red objects (Figure 2-27), and

up to 20 percent at 1 /_m in IRC + 10216

(Shawl and Zellner, 1970; Cohen and Schmidt,

1982).

In short, quoting Magalhaes (1981) about

polarization in red late-type stars: "its amount,

position angle and spectral behavior generally

vary with time for a given object, as does the

polarization wavelength dependence from one

star to another." In the Mira variables, these

changes are not necessarily in phase with light

variations. Temporal variability on short time

scales (months) has been detected in the majori-

ty of stars and indicates that considerable

anisotropy exists near the star.

Although the wavelength dependence of

polarization changes its shape with time, there

is a general trend toward an increase in the

amount of polarization with decreasing wave-

length. The increase toward the ultraviolet

often follows the Rayleigh X-4 law; an excep-

tion is the supergiant, # Cep, which departs

completely from this rule (Figure 2-27). Fur-

thermore, a maximum toward 1 /zm is not so

rare, such as that for L2 Pup, showing a peak

around 1.6/zm (Shawl, 1975). Secondary ups

and downs in the wavelength dependence of po-

larization appear at times, with their strengths

also varying with time (for example, R CrB,

Figure 3 in Coyne and Shawl, 1973).

Correlations between the polarization and

other parameters have been sought because they

should be useful in interpreting the obser-

vations.

It appears that there is no general relation-

ship between changes in the polarization and

light changes with time. In Mira stars, a de-

creasing polarization in the yellow, blue, and

ultraviolet spectral regions is seen as the visual

light increases, with the largest polarization

observed halfway between the minimum and

maximum light (as we shall detail for o Cet
below), whereas for the semiregular, V CVn,

the largest polarization in the yellow and blue

spectral regions is observed at minimum light

(Serkowski, 1971). In the case of this latter star,

the polarization in the B filter suddenly in-

creases by more than a factor of 1.5 between

phases 0.6 and 0.8 (Shawl, 1974).

Shawl (1974) notes that the presence of in-

trinsic polarization is always associated with

emission lines in the stellar spectrum. He quotes

that a spectrogram of V CVn at phase 0.68

shows no emission and a low polarization,

while another one at phase 0.84 shows strong

emission and a high polarization. In fact, H_

emission increases as the polarization increases.
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Figure 2-27. Wavelength dependence of polarization for a representative

sample of red variables. The observed values were normalized by setting

the average polarization through the green and blue filters equal to 100

percent. The actual value of this average is marked to the right side of

each curve (from Kruszewski et al., 1969).

In o Cet, the polarization begins to increase as

soon as the hydrogen lines appear. However,

Shawl (1975) reports on L 2 Pup, which

presented a very high polarization when the hy-

drogen emission was barely visible. This is in

agreement with Dyck and Jennings (1971), who

noted that the existence of intrinsic polariza-

tion does not necessarily imply concurrent Bal-

met emission lines, although it is likely to be

found in stars having shown Balmer emission

lines.

Dyck et al. (1971) demonstrate a linear re-

lationship between the observed average degree

of polarization in the blue and yellow spectral

ranges and the amount of excess infrared emis-

sion-the latter attributed to reradiation from

circumstellar grains (see the section Infrared

Excesses)--also verified in the near infrared at

1.21 #m (McCall and Hough, 1980). They find

that, if the presence of intrinsic polarization is

always linked to an infrared excess, the reverse

is not necessarily verified, particularly for

Miras. In the data of Dyck et al. (1971), some

of the Miras show a low mean polarization and
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a largeinfraredexcesssimultaneously(Land-
streetandAngel,1977).Shawl(1974)discusses
thatdetailsin thegeometricalaspectsin the
envelope(e.g.,clumpyregionsof dust)might
bethecauseof highandlowpolarizationfor
agiveninfraredexcessinvariousstars.Thisis
alsothe opinionof Landstreetand Angel
(1977).

Thecorrelationbetweentheintrinsicpolar-
izationandtheinfraredexcess(Dycket al.,
1971)issimilarfor M starsandcarbonstars,
implyingthatthepolarizationmechanismisin-
dependentof the chemicalcompositionof
grains(Reimers,1975).

KruszweskiandCoyne(1976)andMcCall
andHough(1980)showaclearcorrelationbe-
tweenthelevelof polarizationandthesepara-
tion of the 18-cmemissionlinesin theOH
maserstars(i.e.,betweentheexpansionvelocity
andthescatteringopticaldepthof theshell).

Forrestetal. (1975)concludethatthereis
noevidencethatthevariationsinpolarization
arecausedbyachangein thetotalamountof
circumstellardust.No timevariationof in-
fraredflux is observedin starsin whichthe
polarizationvariesgreatly,suggestinga local
ratherthanaglobalpolarizationeffect(McCall
andHough,1980).In fact,theinfraredexcess
is interpretedin termsof large-scaleemission
of grainsfararoundthestar,andthevariable
polarizationintermsofmorelocalizedscatter-
ingandabsorptioneffectsin transientregions
of gasanddust.However,circumstellardust
at largedistancesfromthestarhasbeenbril-
liantlydetectedby the discoveryof linearly
polarizedbluecontinuumlightfrom15to90"
aroundthesupergiant,c_ Ori (that is, from 550

to 3300 R. in the frame of reference of Table

2-3), by McMillan and Tapia (1978). Indeed,

these authors attribute the polarization to star-

light scattered by the dust shell around the cen-

tral star. The polarization structure is centro-

symmetric--except that the polarization map is

rather asymmetrical at 15 and 30" from the

star--and is detectable as far as 90" in the

north-east direction. The apparent polarization

decreases slowly with angular distance; its direc-

tions are generally perpendicular to the radius

vectors of the star. Similar, preliminary obser-

vations around o Cet reported by Coyne and

McLean (1979) show that polarized light ex-

tends to at least 30" (i.e., 1650 R.) from the

central star.

The possibility of observing the circular

polarization produced by the scattering of lin-

early polarized light by circumstellar grains in

red supergiants is discussed by Shafter and Jura

(1980).

Specific Stars

The Mira, o Ceti. Broadband observations

showed that the polarization in the ultraviolet

increases abruptly at phase 0.8--coinciding

with the first appearance of the hydrogen emis-

sion lines (see the section Emission Lines)-

and then reaches a maximum value at phase 0.9

(Shawl, 1974).

Narrowband observations were obtained

around maximum light, from about 3600 to

6200/_, with additional wavelength regions in

the near infrared. They showed small-scale

polarimetric structure, detailing a complex

dependence of the polarization with wave-

length.

McLean and Coyne (1978) studied the

phases from 0.94 to 0.97 near the 1977 max-

imum, with a resolution of about 50/_,. We

quote the summary of the most notable features

in the polarization spectrum from Coyne and

McLean (1979): "(i) virtually no wavelength
dependence of O [less than 10 °, but at an

unusually high value of 107 °]; (ii) increases in

the degree of polarization across the Balmer

lines, Ha to H6 [indicating the presence of

polarized Balmer-line flux]; (iii) decreases in P

across TiO bands, e.g. 4955/_, 5847/_, and

7054/_; and (iv) a general )_-4 increase in P in-

to the blue as far as 4500/_; (v) a wide polariza-

tion minimum in the UV at 3775/_ [also called

the UV dip] having a sharp rise on the violet

side [with no obvious relationship to absorp-

tion features in the flux spectrum]" (Figure

2-28, upper panel). Figure 2-29 illustrates the

polarization profile at H_ measured at a spec-

tral resolution of about 0.5.8,; the increase in
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P is up to 6.8 percent, four times the continuum

value, although there is no significant change

in the position angle across the emission. Figure

2-29 also reports measurements using the 2.3

,_ filter that obviously demonstrate the need

for very high resolution. With respect to the

flux profile, the polarization profile at H_ is

wider and more asymmetric, with its maximum

displaced about 0.5 ._ to the blue.

At _o = 0.90, 1 month before the 1977 max-

imum, Tomaszewski et al. (1980) note that they

observe a polarization peak at Ca I X4226

(Figure 2-28, lower panel). No evidence of this

peak is seen about 1 month later at _o = 0.97

on McLean and Coyne's (1978) scan, also

drawn on Figure 2-29. An earlier phase (around

0.85) reported by Coyne and McLean (1979)

showed that the polarization was generally

4850 4860 4870
WAVELENGTH (A)

Figure 2-29. Relative flux (I), percentage of

linear polarization P, and position angle 0

across the HI3 region in the M Mira, o Ceti, on

November 24, 1977 (from McLean and Coyne,

1978).

much weaker and that changes across H/3 were

not significant. The location of the UV dip

varied with respect to its location at phase

around 0.95, indicating that the UV dip changes

its location with time in the same star.

Around the 1978 maximum (a faint one with

m - 5.0), observations at 20 ._ resolution are

reported by Tomaszewski et al. (1980; Figure

2-30). The conspicuous result is a striking

change in the wavelength dependence of the

polarization during the rise to maximum. At _o

= 0.92, in addition to the general polarization

features described by McLean and Coyne

(1978) at the 1977 maximum, Tomaszewski et

al. again find a peak in the degree of polariza-

tion corresponding to the Ca I 4226 /_ res-

onance line, but they do not detect H/3 in either

the flux or the polarization spectra. At _o =

1.09 (nearly 1 month after maximum), the

sharp polarization peak at Ca I 4226 _ is no

longer visible. The peak at H6 is still visible but

reduced. The position angle of polarization is

about 45 o smaller during the 1978 maximum

than during the 1977 one. Shawl (1974) noted

from Serkowski's observations that the posi-

tion angle for o Cet, as well as for R Hya and

R Lep, may show alternate high and low values

in each cycle, recalling the behavior of the posi-

tion angle with the light phase in the RV Tauri

star, U Mon. However, Landstreet and Angel

(1977) comment that most Mira variables show

long-term stability of mean position angle, as

would be expected if the asymmetries (see the

section Interpretations of the Polarization Ob-

servations) were coupled to a rotation axis.

Around the 1979 maximum, Magalhaes

(1980) observes a polarization peak at the Ca I

wavelength approximately at phase 0.93 and

also at phases 0.08 to 0.09. The striking feature

is that the position angle at this wavelength

changes dramatically, varying from near 5 ° at

_o - 0.93 to about 170 ° at _o = 0.08 to 0.09,

while staying around 25 o in the other wave-

lengths.

As concerns other Mira variables observed

around maximum light, we cite the observa-

tions of Landstreet and Angel (1977) about R

Boo, RU Her, U Her, and R And; they detect
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Figure 2-30. Wavelength dependence of the degree of linear polarization P and of

the position angle Ofor the M Mira, o Ceti, around the 1978faint maximum. The

first section is a flux spectrum in which the positions of the strongest spectral features

are indicated by vertical lines. The remaining sections are divided into three panels

according to phase--Panel 1: _o = 0.70, 0.80, 0.88; Panel 2: _ = 0.92 (IDS data)

and 0.94 (ROE data); Panel 3: _ = 1.09 (from Tomaszewski et al., 1980).
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a significantvariationin the percentageof
polarizationpeakscoincidingwithmolecular
andatomicabsorptionfeatures.Thisbehavior
hasalsobeenstudiedin theotherMira vari-
ables,RCarandRCen,byCodina-Landaberry

and Magalhaes (1980); they see changes across

the TiO X6159 band in R Car and R Cen that

are decreases in percentage of polarization not

accompanied by significant position angle

changes. In contrast, in R Boo and U Her,

Landstreet and Angel (1977) observe clear

variations of about 20 to 30 ° in position angle

across the strongest absorption features

longward of 5500/_. Coyne and McLean (1979)

notice that the location of the UV dip varies

from star to star.

Because the carbon stars have rarely been

subject to polarization measurements, the ob-

servation of R Lep, a carbon Mira, is of special

interest. This star was observed by Landstreet

and Angel (1977) at minimum light (_ = 0.49).

The polarization spectrum is nearly featureless,

but a sharp change of position angle is observed

at the Na I D lines.

The Semiregular Variable, V CVn. Important

clues for the interpretation of the observed po-

larization have been extracted from V CVn, es-

pecially through two sets of observations by

Coyne and Magalhaes (1977, 1979). In this star,

the wavelength dependence of the polarization,

P(X), in the blue-violet range strongly varies

with time from 2 to 8 percent. The last re-

markably large percentage often, but not al-

ways, coincides with minimum light. Relevant

features of the P(X) curve are: (1) an increase

of the polarization near H_ with a shift of the

polarization peak to shorter wavelengths as the

polarization in the visual increases from about

2 to 8 percent; (2) a rising of the continuum po-

larization in the UV at the high-polarization

phases, following a wide minimum at about

3800/_, or UV dip (also noted in o Cet, see

above; Figure 2-31); (3) a change with time of
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Figure 2-31. Temporal changes in the wavelength dependence of the polarization in the semiregular

M star, V CVn, in 1976: (a) February 19-23, (b) February 25-26, (c) April 8-11, (d) April 22-28,

(e) May 7-8, (f) May 14-18, (g) June 5, (h) June 13-14, (i) June 23 (from Coyne and Magalhaes, 1977).
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theratioof thepolarization in the H3 region

to that in the adjoining continuum; it is less

than one at the high-polarization phases and

about one at the lower polarization phases; and

(4) across the TiO bands, a clear dependence

of the change in polarization across the 4955

._, band for which increases at times occur (see

Figure 1 in Coyne and Magalhaes, 1979) and

are seen with smaller amplitude across the 5167

,_ band; otherwise, there is no observed change

in the polarization greater than + 0.1 percent

across any of the other TiO bands. There is vir-

tually no change in the polarization angle with

time.

Other semiregulars, such as S Lep and L 2

Pup observed by Codina-Landaberry and Mag-

alhaes (1980), are also known to show changes

at the time of observation (i.e., decreases)

across at least one of the two TiO bands

studied. S Lep shows changes across the TiO

band at 4761/_; L 2 Pup shows changes across
the TiO bands at 4761 and 6159/_ and across

the Ca I 4227 /_ line for which the position

angle at this wavelength also strongly differs

from the one expected from the small gradual

rotation position angle with wavelength. On the

other hand, there is no significant position

angle rotation at the TiO bands.

The Supergiant Semiregular Variables, # Cep

and t_ Ori. For # Cep, unlike the previous stars,

the wavelength dependence of polarization

shows variations in both degree and position

angle across each of the observed TiO bands

(McLean, 1979; Coyne and Magalhaes, 1979).

This makes us expect a different origin of

polarization from that found in V CVn, all the

more since a )-4 curve never occurs for/t Cep,

as already noted in the section Overall Results

on Polarization. A UV dip is also present in this

star (Coyne and McLean, 1979).

Time variation of the change in polarization

has proved to be remarkably large in recent

years. Prior to 1980, this star was not known

to present large-scale polarization. The mea-

surements in wide bands by Coyne and Krus-

zewski (1968) showed a polarization varying

from about 0.2 to 2.5 percent. Narrowband
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observations in October 1976 (McLean, 1979)

also reported an increase in percentage from red

to blue of about 0.7 to 1 percent. Furthermore,

in June 1979, the polarization measured by

Coyne and Magalhaes (1979) belonged to this

range of variation. However, from August to

December 1980, wideband polarization mea-

surements showed a surprisingly high per-

centage--around 4 percent (Arsenijevic et al.,

1980; Hayes, 1981a). Then, measurements from

August (P - 2.47 percent) to December (P -

1.85 percent) 1981 indicate that a remarkable

decrease occurred in the course of about 1 year

(Hayes, 1982). The polarization angle did not

change significantly in 1980 and in 1981. We

are not aware of spectroscopic observations

during that time; however, if such observations

exist, it would be interesting for the interpreta-

tion of such an event to determine whether the

hydrogen emission (Balmer alpha is observed

near maximum light in/_ Cep; see the section

Hydrogen Emission Lines) was barely visible

when the polarization was high at 4 percent, as

is the case in L 2 Pup.
For ct Off, we choose to present two sets of

data, each being quasi-continuous over several

years: (1) multicolor observations from 4250 to

8250 _ during seven observing periods from

December 1973 to February 1975 (Tinbergen et

al., 1981); (2) wideband (B filter) measurements

over four consecutive observing seasons dur-

ing 1979-1983 (Hayes, 1980, 1981b, 1984); as

an example, the 1979-1980 and 1980-1981

observations are reported in Figure 2-32 (up-

per panel) as plots of the degree and angle

polarization against time (Schwarz and Clarke,

1984). Figure 2-32 (lower panel) reports the po-

larization data as a function of wavelength

from 4500 to 8000 _, by Tinbergen et al.

(1981), at various dates, in a presentation again

due to Schwarz and Clarke: the degree of polar-

ization shows a monotonous increase with de-

creasing wavelength from 6600 to 5000 _, cor-

responding well to a X-4 law. Furthermore, for

a given observing time, when the polarization
in the various filters from 6600 to 5000/_, is

plotted in the Stokes vector diagram, it falls on

a straight line. All these facts suggest that a
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singlephysicalprocessis responsiblefor the
polarizationin thequotedwavelengthrange.

Theobservationsdisplayedin Figure2-32
emphasizetimevariations.Fromtheupper
panel,the importantpointsnotedby Hayes
(1980,1981b)are:(1)changesin theposition
angle;(2)analmostcompletereversalof the
directionof polarizationthathappenedbetween
OctoberandDecember1979;and(3)theoccur-
renceof twodistincteventssuggestedbydif-
ferencesin themorphologyof the1979-1980
and 1980-1981observations.Significant
changestakeplaceontimescalesof aboutone
to severalmonths.Also,changesin thestellar
brightnessdistributionovertimescalescor-
relatedwithchangesin theHayespolarization
measurementsarereportedbyGoldbergetal.
(1981).

Finally,it isworthnotingthatCoyne and

McLean (1979) do not find clear evidence of

polarization structure in high-resolution H_

data and 50 ,_ scans of the yellow TiO bands

in o_ Ori. In fact, Clarke and Schwarz (1984)

obtain a variation of the degree of polarization

in the TiO absorption features on 50 _ resolu-

tion spectra; the polarization is less than 1

percent.

In addition, we recall that polarization up

to 90" from the central star has been observed

by McMillan and Tapia (1978). (See the section

Overall Results on Polarization.)

Interpretations of the Polarization Observa-

tions. The wavelength dependence, as well as

the time variations of the position angle and of

the percentage, are characteristics of the intrin-

sic polarization. It is now admitted that their

interpretation may require the combination of

several mechanisms in the same star; for exam-

ple, the fact that the observed variations in

polarization across absorption features some-

times occur primarily in P and sometimes in O

suggests that in some cases two different polari-

zation mechanisms (having different principal

axes) are competing to produce the observed

polarization (Landstreet and Angel, 1977).

Also, besides the mechanisms of the polariza-

tion, intrinsic polarization can be expected only
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if there is a concomitant asymmetric atmo-

sphere. In brief, even if the physical processes

underlying the observations are not yet under-

stood in detail, theoretical models put forward

to explain the origin of polarization are linked

to "the scattering properties of either asym-

metrically distributed circumstellar grains

and/or the photospheric gas," as concisely for-

mulated by Magalhaes (1981). The merit of the

higher wavelength resolution observations with

regard to the large-band data was to show that

dust alone is not accountable for the intrinsic

polarization, but that a contribution from the

photospheric gas may be required.

The various sources of asymmetries for a

nonuniform brightness distribution over the

photosphere may be: (1) geometrical effects of

nonradial pulsation; (2) pole-to-equator tem-

perature gradients or small variations of tem-

perature over the stellar surface; for example,

coming from cooler regions of grain formation

or from hotter spots at the surface (the excess

brightness near the limb breaks the azimuthal

symmetry and results in net residual linear

polarization); (3) giant convective cells accord-

ing to the Schwarzschild (1975) hypothesis; and

(4) active regions on the stellar surface. As for

the envelope, its likely clumpiness would make

it appear asymmetric when viewed from any

angle. Finally, asymmetries produced by the

dynamical effects of a binary system may exist

(as is probable for o_ Ori as discussed below).

McCall and Hough (1980) point out that such

nonuniformities not only provide highly asym-

metric scattering geometries, but also cause

anisotropic illumination of the dust envelope.

Details on the origin of the continuum po-

larization, as well as on the UV dip--probably

due to absorption by the numerous lines around

4000/_--have been thoroughly developed in the

Coyne and McLean (1979) review. In the

following, we discuss the up-to-date theoretical

models favored for explaining some specific

observations described above. (It would thus

be most interesting to have polarization

measurements in the corresponding region in

N-type carbon stars which exhibit a more dras-

tic decrease in flux shortward of 4000/_.)



Causes of Polarization Variations Across

Molecular Absorption Bands or A tomic Lines.

On the basis of the observations in V CVn,

Coyne and Magalhaes (1979) suggested that the

time variations in the polarization across TiO

absorption bands (with no change in the polar-

ization angle) support the model of Harrington

(1969). In this model, the radiation emitted in-

to the line of sight from near the stellar limb

of the pulsating atmosphere is polarized by

Rayleigh scattering. (The polarization is largest

near the maximum expansion.) According to

Magalhaes (1981), who combines Tsuji's

(1978a) model atmosphere computations for M

stars with Harrington's model, it is indeed

relatively small changes in the ratio of absorp-

tion to scattering due to variations with time

in the photospheric optical depth that produce

the observed polarization changes, particularly
verified across the 4955 /_ band in V CVn.

Thus, as emphasized by Coyne and Magalhaes

(1979): "the time dependence of the polariza-

tion in V CVn is fundamentally connected to

the pulsation cycle and to photospheric parame-

ters which vary with the pulsation cycle...name-

ly: temperature, extent, ratio of absorption to

scattering, variation of source function, mo-

lecular constituents and their energy states etc."

Increase (such as in V CVn) or decrease (such

as in S Lep, L 2 Pup, or o Cet) in the bands is

related to the optical depths at which the

Rayleigh scattering (mainly by atomic and mo-

lecular hydrogen) dominates over the absorp-

tion (mainly by TiO and H-). Magalhaes

(1981) writes: "In certain cases, this region is

situated too deep in the atmosphere [as when

later spectral types are considered], in which

situation only decreases should be expected. In

others, the relevant region may be found nearer

to the surface so that either decreases or in-

creases may be expected." Incidentally,

Codina-Landaberry and Magalhaes (1980) re-

mark that small solid particles could well exist

in the very outer atmospheric layers and partly

contribute to scattering in the visible region.

For Coyne and Magalhaes (1979), the more

likely source of the asymmetry required to give

a net polarization integrated over the disk

necessitates the consideration of the star as a

rotating one: the asymmetry is produced by

systematic pole-to-equator temperature differ-

ences due to pole-to-equator gravity differ-

ences. An equatorial rotational velocity of

about 11 km/s (rotational period -7 years),

which is a reasonable value for red giants

(Allen, 1973), is implied.

The high polarization across the Ca I ab-

sorption line at 4227 A in L 2 Pup or o Cet
would also come in support of the photospheric

mechanism as suggested by Codina-Landaberry

and Magalhaes (1980). Furthermore, remember

that the position angle at this wavelength is very

different from the value for the continuum po-

larization and even from that in the TiO bands.

The authors just quoted imagine that the nec-

essary remarkable asymmetry at this wave-

length might be caused by an unevenly distrib-

uted Ca I across the stellar surface.

An alternative application of Harrington's

(1969) model is made to o Cet by Tomaszewski

et al. (1980). These authors interpret the ob-

served polarization as effects of Rayleigh scat-

tering in an atmosphere which is not uniformly

bright, owing to one large-spot region near the

limb which is hotter and brighter than the rest

of the photosphere. They explain local de-

creases through the strongest TiO absorption

bands and polarization increases in the weakest

bands as follows: "At wavelengths where ab-

sorption is strong, photons are likely to have

last interacted with photospheric material by

absorption and reemission (which usually re-

sults in no polarization) rather than by scatter-

ing. Thus, since local emission is largely unpo-

larized, the integrated radiation will be as

well."

In the supergiant, /z Cep, the polarization

varies in both degree and position angle across

each of the TiO bands. McLean (1979) suggests

two competing polarization mechanisms: a

photospheric Rayleigh scattering and Mie scat-

tering from circumstellar grains, the former be-

ing suppressed at wavelengths at which strong

molecular absorption dominates. However,

Coyne and Magalhaes (1979) attribute the po-

larization only to Mie scattering from grains in
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anextendedasymmetric envelope; the smaller

polarization observed in the continuum with re-

spect to the TiO bands might be due to a depo-

larization of the light undergoing a larger path

length. The authors propose the following

model: in the TiO bands are mainly seen the

outer regions of an extended asymmetric dust-

scattering envelope in which dust and gas are

well mixed and which is characterized by given

mean grain size and scattering geometry; in the

continuum are seen deeper regions of the enve-

lope characterized by different grain sizes and

another scattering geometry. In fact, if there

is a systematic increase of mean grain size with

distance to the star, Mie scattering calculations

show that the plane of polarization rotates by

90 ° beyond a certain grain size for a given

wavelength. Moreover, the systematic change

in scattering geometry of the envelope with dis-

tance might be caused by changes in the align-

ment of elongated grains.

The drastic rapid change in continuum po-

larization observed in 1980 in/_ Cep helps to

specify the source of the polarization. Accord-

ing to Hayes (1982), the observed time scales

of variability give evidence that the polarization

changes were not linked to a mass-loss event
as it traversed the extended circumstellar enve-

lope (1.8 years might be necessary for matter

to traverse one stellar radius in # Cep). Rather,

they are consistent with a continuum polariza-

tion originating in the lower atmosphere where

the survival of grains might be probable

(Draine, 1981; Schmid-Burgk and Scholz,

1981). In addition, the polarization variations

might be indirectly produced through photo-

spheric processes that control time changes in

the anisotropic illumination of the polarizing

circumstellar material (e.g., the waxing and

waning of one or, at most, a few large-scale

convective cells on the stellar surface).

The case of o_ Ori will be discussed in the

following section.

In o Cet, as well as in other Mira variables,

the flux is polarized in the Balmer emission

lines. These lines originate in the ionization

front of the shock wave traveling through the

stellar atmosphere. (See the section Atmo-
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spheric Kinematics.) According to Feofilov

(1961), this ionization zone also produces

Lyman photons which are the polarizing agents

of the Balmer line flux (McLean and Coyne,

1979; Svatos and Solc, 1981). However, the

emitting region must not be spherically sym-

metric about the star. To circumvent this dif-

ficulty, Svatos and Solc argue for a magnetic

field transverse to the line of sight as a more

probable agent of the high polarization degree

in the Balmer lines.

The _ Ori Case: Is a Binary Nature Accoun-

table for Its Polarization Changes? Ordered (as

opposed to stochastic) polarization changes ap-

pear over the course of each of four consecutive

observing seasons in o_ Ori (Hayes, 1984). As

Hayes already proposed for # Cep, the time

scales of the changes suggest that the latter are

a manifestation of the waxing and waning of

large-scale convective cells at or near the pho-

tospheric surface. Tinbergen et al. (1981) also

adopt such an explanation. Schwarz and Clarke

(1984) and Clarke and Schwarz (1984) model

photospheric Schwarzschild's convection ceils

(hotspots) to give account for the observations

of Hayes and Tinbergen et al. Goldberg et al.

(1981), reconstructing the image of a Ori

observed by speckle interferometry in 6500/_,

continuum radiation on February 3, 1981, find

an asymmetry due to an unresolved bright fea-

ture near the southwest limb at position angle

208 °; they lend support to the Hayes model,

assuming the bright feature to be a convective

photospheric cell. Since the polarization re-

sumed its variation in October 1980 (see Figure

2-32, upper panel), these authors conjecture

that a bright feature developed in September-

October 1980 on or near the stellar limb at posi-

tion angle 208 o and grew in luminosity until

around the end of December 1980 when the in-

tegrated visual light curve begins a steady

decline. They support their conjecture that the

asymmetry needed for a net polarization is due

to a convective cell by the fact that on February

1, 1981, the angle of the plane of polarization

was within 5 o of being at right angles to the

direction of the bright spot. They interpret the



evolutionof thecellin relationtotheobserved
polarizationdegreein thefollowingmanner:
"Theprogressiveincreasein theangleof the
planeofpolarizationbeforeandafterFebruary
3implieseitherthatthebrightfeaturewasmov-
ingaroundthelimb,whichseemsunlikely,or
thatlightfromthesurfacefeaturewasbeing
scatteredbymaterialinmotionabovethelimb
andchangingitsorientationwithrespecttothe
activeregion."However,Karovska(1984)con-
teststhesetwo interpretations.Sheremarks
that,duetotheincreaseobservedinthepolar-
izationanglefrom,say,November17,1980,
to April 28,1981(i.e.,A0 -- 52°), the bright

feature ought to have a proper motion on the

stellar disk characterized by a too high veloc-

ity. Karovska also applies the remark to an

eventual scattering matter in motion above the

stationary cell. She suggests that the unresolved

bright feature observed by Goldberg et al.

(1981) is a companion star near o_Ori (see the

section Geometrical Shell Expansion) that

might account for the observed changes in po-

larization. The Hayes data show that the polar-

ization degree strongly increases from the end

of 1980 to the beginning of 1981. During this

period, the companion might be embedded in

the dusty patch observed by Roddier and Rod-

dier (1983; see the section Geometrical Shell Ex-

pansion). The scattering dust, together with the

companion position, might favor the increase

in polarization. We suggest that phase-locked

polarization variations in the Stokes parameters

(Q, U) frame should help to decide on the a

Ori binarity. However, the problem might be

confused by the presence of another, farther

companion.

The Magnetic Field Hypothesis Applied to Mira

Stars. Svatos and Solc (1981) recognize that

grains--dirty silicates--exposed to short-wave-

length radiation might be responsible for the

polarization in o Cet. These authors conclude

that Mie scattering in an asymmetric envelope

cannot explain the observed high degree of con-

tinuum polarization because, in particular, only

low departures from spherical symmetry (less

than 15 percent) have been found by Speckle

interferometry by Labeyrie et al. (1977). Thus,

just as for explaining the polarized Balmer flux,

they call on a magnetic field. Its global value

(about 150 gauss) is chosen to be sufficient for

obtaining the particle orientation. The transfer

of the signal that triggers the polarization is by

radiation because it seems more reasonable to

the authors that "the location of dust is far

from the place where storming processes due

to stellar pulsation occur." The source of the

grain irradiation energy is surface magnetic

flares (or magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) shock

waves). The grains irradiated continuously due

to flares are responsible for the polarization

observed over the entire cycle.

The cyclic variability of the degree of po-

larization is due to changes in irradiation of the

amorphous silicate grains due to changes in

their optical properties, linked to chaotic flare-

like events (Svatos, 1980). Particularly, en-

hanced polarization degree is caused by the in-

crease of the imaginary part of the refractive

index.

On the other hand, UV emission in the con-

tinuum and in lines in o Cet is observed from

the IUE satellite before the maximum visual

light, showing that UV radiation also lies in the

ionization front of the shock wave, according

to the model of Hinkle and Barnes (1979a). So,

this further irradiation acts at phase 0.8 where

the shock wave rises in the photosphere, ex-

plaining the observed UV sudden enhanced

continuum polarization at that time. Inciden-

tally, the temperature of irradiated grains in-

creases, causing the enhanced 10-#m flux at this

phase. (See the section Time Variability of In-

frared Excesses.)

Finally, Svatos and Solc (1981) distinguish

three types of polarizing silicate grains by look-

ing to Shawl's (1975) observations in various

filters; some particles scatter in N and U col-

ors, others in B, G, and O, and the last ones

in R and I colors. Consequently, they propose

the model envelope for Miras, shown in Figure

2-33, that completes the model by Hinkle and

coworkers from the molecular gas. (See the sec-

tion Photospheric Kinematics.) Three regions
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< 1700 K

III.
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oriented,¢ = 0.5

Figure 2-33. Schematic representation of dust
in the extended atmosphere of Mira variables

submitted to a magnetic dipole field assumed

to be perpendicular to the plane of drawing.
The various T reported on the figure repre-

gas

sent the CO, OH, and H20 gaseous regions
described in Hinkle and Barnes's (1979(I) shock-

wave model applied to R Leo (also see the sec-

tion, Further Probes of the Pulsating Photo-

sphere). R ° is the measured diameter in the
blue color and the TiO bands by Labeyrie et

al. (1977); _o is the grain radius in #m (from

Svatos and Solc, 1981).

are defined. Region I is the region of gas; re-

gions II and III (which have a cloudy structure,

lowering the value of the global magnetic field

by enhancing it locally in the dust clouds)

mainly contain the silicate grains which become

bigger and bigger--by impurities sticking on

them as they move away from the star (Draine,

1981)--i.e., more and more efficient from UV

to near IR to reproduce the P(X) behavior. In

region II, where the 800 K quasi-stationary gas

layer (which is at the origin of grain formation

with a resulting outward acceleration) is located

(see the section Summary: Structure of Expand-

ing Gaseous Envelope), there are "perfectly"

oriented elongated grains due to paramagnetic

relaxation (Dolginov and Mitrofanov, 1977);

these grains are responsible for the relatively

large continuum polarization (1 to 4 percent)

in the visible. (They polarize at B, G, and O

wavelengths mainly with a X-4 law.) In region

III, which is far from the star, the grains are

partly oriented as they suffer both field and

radial orientation and produce less polariza-

tion. (They polarize in R and I wavelengths with

a nearly k -1 law.)

The systematic change in alignment of elon-

gated grains with distance from the star (i.e.,

change in scattering geometry) has already been

evoked by Coyne and Magalhaes (1979) as a

likely cause of the interaction of stellar winds

on magnetic fields. Dolginov and Mitrofanov

(1977) study the influence of magnetic fields of

various strengths on the orientation mechanism

of the particles lying in the outflow of gas and

dust (either paramagnetic relaxation or the

relative motion of the dust and the gas) and,

consequently, the percentage of polarization to

expect.

Although dust might be the main polariza-

tion mechanism in Miras, the polarization

structure (decrease) in the TiO bands (without

any significant change in 0) shows that at least

a part of the polarization originates in the

stellar atmosphere, possibly following the pho-

tospheric scattering mechanism developed

above for V CVn. However, if the grains are

outside the region of TiO formation, decreases

in polarization across TiO bands might be

caused by the great optical depth of these bands

(Coyne and McLean, 1979).

Conclusion: The Magnetic Field Frame

To conclude, we comment on the influence

of magnetic fields on the outer layers of Miras

presented by Svatos and Solc (1981). They pro-

pose what likely happens to the dust above the
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800K stationarylayer. Let us remember that,

concerning o Cet, dust has been detected up to

at least 30" (i.e., 1650 R.) through polariza-

tion measurements (Coyne and McLean, 1979).

Svatos and Solc (1981) superpose flares on

the photospheric shock waves. These flares are

necessary to produce irradiation of the dust

grains and to account for the variable degree

of polarization. However, flare-like activity

supposes erratic strong intensification of

Balmer lines, Ca II lines, and UV continuum

(see Rodonb, this volume). Rather, we favor

magnetic waves (more precisely, acoustic slow-

magnetic shock waves) that travel along mag-

netic flux tubes (Leibacher and Stein, 1981) and

are able to heat magnetic regions, particularly

the dust clouds assumed by Svatos and Solc.

These waves dissipate higher up in the atmo-

sphere than the photospheric shock waves

because they have a longer period. Moreover,

it might be that, in the higher layers of the at-

mosphere, the variability in emergence and de-

cay of the magnetic field dominates (i.e., tem-

poral changes in magnetic field strength are ex-

pected there). Such magnetic waves also appear

to be very attractive for explaining the erratic

behavior of chromospheric emission lines in

some carbon stars (Querci and Querci, 1985a;

see also the section Atmospheric Kinematics).

In support of the magnetic presence, besides

the first attempt by Donn et al. (1966, 1968)

to explain a few percent visual polarization by

a magnetic field of 100 gauss acting on sub-

micron graphite disks, Marcondes-Machado

(1979) shows that magnetic grains (Fe304),
which are probably condensing in the envelope

of M stars, can be aligned by a minimum

magnetic field as low as 1 x 10 -5 gauss. (As

a purely theoretical example, this author adds

that a 10-gauss dipole magnetic field at a stellar

surface would give a 0.03-gauss field at 7 R,.)

The produced polarization has a wavelength

dependence qualitatively similar to the observed

intrinsic continuum polarization; for example,

the agreement between the theoretical polari-

zation curve and the g Her observations is

striking.

Further support to the presence of a mag-

netic field might be given by linearly polarized

SiO maser emission from R Leo (Clark et al.,

1980), where the position angle of polarized

emission varies systematically with respect to

the spectral-line center. Magnetorotation might

be the cause of this change in position angle,

with a magnetic field of 9 x 10-3/cos 0 gauss

(where 0 is the angle between the magnetic field

and the line of sight). Also, magnetic fields are

proved by radio flares as observed, for exam-

ple, on the M supergiant, a Ori (Oster, 1971),

on the C giant, V Cyg (Querci et al., 1979), or

on the M giants, R Aql (Woodsworth and

Hughes, 1973) and ct Cet (Boice et al., 1981).

Finally, as emphasized by Coyne (1979),

polarization might be the best probe of stellar

magnetic fields.

Strengths of magnetic fields are poorly

known among late-type stars. Direct observa-

tions of the Zeeman effect are rare (Babcock,

1958). Nevertheless, there is evidence for time

variability in the magnetic fields; this variability

may be partially responsible for the difficulty

some authors have had in confirming Bab-

cock's work (see comments by Stencel and Ion-

son, 1979, and Slovak, 1982). In addition, mag-

netic fields could have very low strength. We

mentioned previously that a few gauss should

be sufficient to act on the polarization mecha-

nism. It is encouraging that a stellar magneto-

meter able to measure longitudinal magnetic

fields as small as a few gauss has been as-

sembled by Borra et al. (1984).

As for the mechanism-generating fields in

red giants and supergiants, it is still debated.

Though these stars have deep convective zones,

their angular velocity is much lower than a

main-sequence star and the radius to pressure

scale-height ratio is of the order of unity

(Wdowiak, 1977), making a hydrodynamical

dynamo unlikely. First proposed by Levy and

Rose (1974) and then reviewed by Wdowiak

(1977), magnetic fields could be generated in

a rapidly rotating core during helium-shell flash

instability, with subsequent rise to the surface

because of the buoyancy of the magnetic flux

tubes.
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GEOMETRICAL SHELL EXTENSION--

THE DIRECT APPROACH

We discuss here the "direct" approach to

measuring the angular diameter of stars and/or

to mapping the distribution of dust and gas in

their circumstellar shells. In fact, the approach

is not really direct because the definitive results

must be extracted from geometrical optics

through physical optics (Ridgway, 1981b;

Wing, 1979).

Generally speaking, the derived apparent

angular diameters assume a stellar disk with

uniform brightness distribution and/or a linear-

ly fully darkened disk. Information about limb

darkening is required to obtain a "true"

angular diameter from the apparent one. The

correction factor for limb darkening as a func-

tion of wavelength can be calculated from

model atmospheres (for example, Manduca,

1979); in consequence, it is limited by the in-

herent assumptions in the models. A possible

observational determination of limb darkening

might be reached by multiwavelength mea-

surements through the techniques that yield

angular diameters.

The spatial scales of dust distribution and,

more generally, stellar angular diameters are

provided by lunar occultation techniques or by

the numerous interferometry techniques--

Michelson or heterodyne spatial or speckle or

rotation-shearing interferometry. The use of

lunar occultations has led to a rapid expansion

in the acquisition of angular diameters for nu-

merous giants (e.g., Ridgway et al., 1979,

1980a; White, 1980). Measurements in visible

and near-IR wavelengths (say, up to filter K)

are suited for stellar photospheric diameters.

Longer wavelengths measure circumstellar

shells. Let us mention the importance of stellar

angular diameters for the interpretation of

stellar spectrophotometry, in particular for the

calibration of cool-star effective temperatures

(Ridgway et al., 1980b).

Reviews about the techniques and/or their

results may be found, for example, in Davis and

Tango (1979) and in Johnson and Allen (1981).

Here, we choose to present two stars that have
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been observed at length and that display the

state of the art in the "direct" knowledge of

their size and structure: (1) one of the most fre-

quently studied stars in high angular resolution

astronomy, the M supergiant, o_ Ori, that

teaches the most on a spatial stellar structure,

and (2) the prototype of very dusty stars, the

carbon star, IRC + 10216. We do not intend

to discuss the data in terms of radial density

and temperature distributions or mass loss (see

Goldberg and Lef_vre, this volume).

The M Supergiant, c_ Ori

Multimeasurements at various optical wave-

lengths (for example, from the pioneer inter-

ferometric observations by Michelson and

Pease in 1920, listed in Tsuji, 1976; in Wilker-

son and Worden, 1977; and in Welter and Wor-

den, 1980) evaluate the photospheric apparent

angular diameter and show its variability. A

mean value is about 0_'050, with a minimum of

0."034 and a maximum of 0."069. From the

diameter estimates by Bonneau and Labeyrie

(1973) and Welter and Worden (1980), the

angular diameter appeared to decrease with in-

creasing wavelength, possibly due to decreas-

ing scattering by dust or molecules with wave-

length in the stellar atmosphere (also see Tsuji,

1978b). However, the observations by Balega

et al. (1982) and Roddier and Roddier (1983)

do not really confirm this trend (within the er-

ror bars). Also, the diameter measured in the

TiO strong absorption bands and their nearby

continuum shows a slight excess of about 0."004

in the TiO band as an effect of their opacity

(Lynds et al., 1976; Balega et al., 1982; Rod-

dier and Roddier, 1983). Finally, we have to

bear in mind that o_Ori is a variable star. Time

variability in the diameter is expected, with

minimum radius occurring near maximum light

when the photospheric layers are at their max-

imum compression, and vice versa. This state-

ment was called into question by White (1980),

who plots angular diameters of ct Ori, directly

measured at wavelengths between 0.51 and 0.65

#m, against phase. The trend indicates a rapid

increase in the diameter to maximum, followed



byamoregradualdecrease to minimum. How-

ever, Balega et al. (1982) show that such a varia-

tion of diameter with time is not meaningful

within the range of errors; errors in standard

deviations of the fitting at the 1_ confidence

level largely overlap when the fit to the data is

done through a sine or a serrated curve, as well

as a horizontal straight line. Also, arguments

of Guinan (1984) that the star attains its max-

imum radius near the time it is brightest remain

speculative, waiting for improvements in the

determination of effective temperatures for

supergiants and particularly for ct Or, (for ex-

ample, Tsuji, 1976; Scargle and Strecker, 1979;

Balega et al., 1982)•

Observing by heterodyne spatial in-

terferometry at infrared wavelengths suited for

determining the extension of the dust circum-

stellar shell, Sutton et al. (1977) find that the

dust exists outside 12 R. from ot Or,, while the

density of grains is rather low out to there.

Bloemhof et al. (1984), observing at 10 #m in

February 1983 with a new spatial array instru-

ment, give an effective outer diameter of the

dust radiation of about 2:'5 (i.e., 125 R,) and

detect a shell of dust emission at 0"9 (i.e., 45

R.) from the photosphere. We recall that cir-

cumstellar dust around t_ Or, has been detected

from 550 to 3300 R. by polarization measure-

ments (McMillan and Tap, a, 1978). Departure

from spherical symmetry of the circumstellar

envelope was apparent in the last-mentioned

observations and in the dust distribution found

by Bloemhof et al., as well as from line pro-

files off the stellar disk. (See the section

Physical Conditions in Gaseous Shells•) Such

shell asymmetry is also found by Ricort et al.

(1981) observing ot Or, by speckle interfer-

ometry in October 1979, by Roddier and Rod-

dier (1983, 1985) observing by rotation-shearing

interferometry in the visible at 5350/_ in No-

vember 1980 (see Figure 3 in Lef_vre, this

volume), and by Karovska (1984), also by the

same technique, in February 1982 in the con-
tinuum at 5350 and 6400 ._ and on a TiO band

at 6207/_. This set of observations constituted

an enormous advance in knowledge of the mor-

phology and the dynamics of the ot Or, at-

mosphere. The main results of the direct map-

ping are as follows:

• The curves representing the azimuthal

average of the observed fringe visibilities

as a function of spatial frequency indi-

cate an important temporal evolution of

the radial distribution of the visibility in

the envelope, over 28 months and 15

months with respect to Karovska's ob-

servations. (Let us recall that the fringe

visibility is a measure of the spatial distri-

bution of the radiation from a given

source; generally, this radiation consists

partly of stellar photospheric emission

and partly of CS dust emission•)

. None of these curves account for a stellar

disk with any limb-darkening coefficient,

but rather the curves are consistent with

a stellar disk surrounded with an en-

velope of dust scattering the visible light.

The stellar disk diameter is estimated to

0."035 _+ 0:'010 by Ricort et al. and to

0:'037 by Roddier and Roddier (1983;

uniform brightness distribution), with 85

and 40 percent of total irradiance coming

from the stellar disk, respectively. The

light scattered by the envelope therefore

increased from 15 to 60 percent, respec-

tively, while Karovska finds a decrease

to 30 percent 15 months after Roddier

and Roddier's observations (also in

agreement with measurements made 9

months later in November 1982 by

Petrov, as quoted by Karovska, 1984).

. The reconstructed image of ct Or, from a

map of fringe visibilities produced by the

star in November 1980 shows a stellar

disk surrounded with a bright half-moon

asymmetric cloud located at about 2.5 R,

(i.e., 0."05) from the stellar center and

about 1 R. large (Figure 2-34).

o The modulation of the fringe visibility

produced by a Or, on February 1982

reveals the presence of a companion
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a b 

Figure 2-34. Reconstmcted images of CY Ori from a map of fringe visibilities obtained on November 
30, 1980: (a) using the maximum entropy algorithm, (b) with the data extrapolated half-way up to 
the first zero of the Bessel function (from Roddier and Roddier, 1985). 

5 .  

located at about 0!'4 to 01'5 (Le., -20 to 
25 R*) at 80 " (mod 180 ") with respect to 
north in the east direction. The visual 
magnitude difference is 3.5. The presence 
of such a companion has also been con- 
firmed by Karovska (1984) on observa- 
tions by speckle interferometry obtained 
in November 1982 by another group (C. 
Aime). 

A bright feature (much brighter than the 
envelope) is mentioned by Karovska 
(1984) to be present in the November 
1980 reconstructed image: it is located at 
2 R* from the stellar center (Le., -0!'04), 
at 330 O with respect to north (mod 180 O).  

As suspected by Karovska, an identical 
feature might be present in the recon- 
structed image observed in January 1976 
by Welter and Worden (1980), but at 2.5 
R* and toward the direction 3 12 "5 with 

tion data (Karovska et al., 1985a, 1985b) 
sustains the existence of such a close 
companion to a Ori (Figure 2-35). It is 
also striking that the position angles 
calculated by Karovska (1984) at the 
dates of observation by Goldberg et al. 
(1981; see discussion in the section Inter- 
pretations of the Polarization Observa- 
tions) agree with the position angles 
derived by these authors. 

Again, as when interpreting the variability 
in the chromospheric emission lines (see the sec- 
tion Atmospheric Kinematics), we raise the in- 
fluence of the close companion for explaining 
the patchy dust shell observed by Roddier and 
Roddier (1985). Should grains survive at the 
Lagrangian point L,? The last is inside the 
chromosphere, more likely in the low chromo- 
sphere where the temperature might allow the 
Draine (1981) scenario to work to form the dust 

respect to north. It may be admitted that 
this feature is a close companion to the 
star. In fact, recent analysis of polariza- 

grains. If the grains are ejected at L, at a suf- 
ficiently low velocity, a streak of dust might 
form behind the moving companion during the 
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The Dusty Star, IRC + 10216 

Figure 2-35. Schematic geometry for a Ori sys- 
tem showing the close companion orbiting a 
Ori. The possible eccentric orbit for the com- 
panion is characterized by: P = 2.08 k 0.05 
years, T = 1980.4 0.1; e -0.35 f 0.05; i 
= 30" k IO"; Q + w = 66" k IO" (from 
Karovska et al., 1985b). 

observed part of its orbit around a Ori and give 
the half-moon cloud observed by Roddier and 
Roddier near the stellar surface. The cloud then 
expands by radiation pressure on the grains 
such that IR emission is observed at several tens 
of stellar radii in direct IR mapping by 
Bloemhof et al. (1984). 

The a Ori binary nature is also very attrac- 
tive for explaining the asymmetries in the shells 
observed in directions variable with time (see 
the sections Physical Conditions in Gaseous 
Shells and Overall Results on Polarization); it 
should be the clue to understanding the dust 
distribution that suggests the involvement of lo- 
calized and temporary instabilities in the ejec- 
tion of material from a Ori (Bloemhof et al., 
1984). Indeed, more progress in the comprehen- 
sion of the a Ori dynamic structure is expected, 
as soon as more information on the companion 
star@) is available and more coordinated obser- 
vations (by spectroscopy, photometry, and 
polarization) are obtained. 

It is now established that IRC + 10216 is 
a carbon Mira variable (from 1-pm spectra; 
e.g., Herbig and Zappala, 1970), nearby (d - 
200 to 300 pc), luminous (one of the brightest 
5- to 10-pm source), heavily enshrouded in an 
extensive dust envelope of its own making (see 
Table 1 in Lafont et al., 1982, for the assumed 
parameters of IRC + 10216). The degree of 
obscuration is such that all the photospheric 
stellar radiation is absorbed and reemitted by 
the dust. Various multiwavelength infrared 
measurements give indications on the size and 
shape of the dust envelope and the molecular 
clouds. 

Table 2-5 summarizes data from the litera- 
ture on the angular extent of the emitting 
regions. The dust cloud has been mapped up 
to a radius of 27" ( -  1200 R*), and the CO 
cloud up to a radius of at least 3' (8000 R*). 
The star is quite asymmetric in its dust shells, 
with the amount of asymmetry varying with 
wavelength and radius. Elliptical contours are 
obvious when sufficient position angle coverage 
is available. At 4.6 pm, the axis ratio b/a is 
0.77, while at 0.8 pm, it is equal to 0.4 (Mariotti 
et al., 1983), with the major axis lying nearly 
north-south. As for the gaseous emitting 
regions near the star, we discussed a modeling 
by Keady et al. (1984) in the section Summary: 
Structure of Expanding Gaseous Envelope (also 
see Table 2-3). It would be interesting to deter- 
mine if the scattered light from the gas is as 
asymmetric as the dust emission by mapping 
observations in several directions through the 
center of the star (Beckwith, 1985). Such an 
available observation, the only one to our 
knowledge, is from the CO (2-1) emission pro- 
file that is circularly symmetric about the center 
of the star at 6' (Wannier et al., 1980; Knapp 
et al., 1982). 

It has been suggested that the nonspherical 
2.2- to 5.0-pm circumstellar dust geometry 
could represent a flattened disk viewed at low 
inclination or be caused by the binary nature 
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Table 2-5

Multispectral Spatial Mapping of IRC + 10216

k Diameter R/R.(a) Rcm References*

Dust Emitting Regions

0.8#m _E-W = 1" 22 1.5 X 1015 1

_N-S = 2"5 55 4 X 1015 1

2.2 #m _E-W = 0"14 3 2 X 10 TM 1,2

5/_m _E-W = 0"36 8 55 X 10 TM 1

2.2 to 5 #m _N-S = 0"48 11 7 X 10 TM 1,3,4

11 #m _(b) = 0"9 20 1.3 x 1015 1,5

20#m _(b) = <2"5 55 4 x 1015 1

40 tO 250 #m _(c) = 0'9 1200 8 x 1016 6

Gaseous Emitting Regions

CO (4.6aba#m) _N-S -- 1"3 30 2 X 1015 3

CO (4.6em#m) (d) _ - 4" 90 6 x 1015 7

HCN (mm) _ < 40" <980 <6 x 10 TM 8

CN (mm) _- 1'80 2400 1.6 x 1017 9

CO (1-0) _ - 2'3 3040 2 x 1017 8,10,11

CO (2-1) _sph - 6' 8000 5.5 x 1017 12,13

*References: 1. McCarthy et al., 1980; 2. Selby et al., 1979; 3. Dyck et al., 1983; 4. Mariotti et al.,
1983; 5. Sutton et al., 1979; 6. Fazio et al., 1980; 7. Sahai and Wannier, 1984; 8. Wilson et al., 1973;
9. Wootten et al., 1982; 10. Ulich and Haas, 1976; 11. Kuiper et al., 1976; 12. Wannier et al., 1980;

13. Knapp et al., 1982.

Notes:

(a)With d = 200 pc (see comment in Lafont et al., 1982)

(1"_----3 x 1015cm-44R. with 1 R, - 970R o from Keadyet al., 1984, and

1 R o = 6.96 x 10 l°cm).

(b)Lack of sufficient position angle coverage at high spatial frequencies to investigate an asymmetry.

(C)At a position angle of 151 o measured east from north (along the minor axis of the elliptical optical
image).

(d)By isolating radiation being scattered resonantly from the gas in the expanding envelope.
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of the star (e.g., McCarthy et al., 1980). A close

binary system may explain the evidence for a

mixed morphology (sphere plus disk) according

to Bowers et al. (1983), as well as the large

mass-loss rate (-1.5 x 10 -4 M<9 Yr-I from

Knapp et al., 1982). Also, an ellipsoidal or disk-

shaped envelope would generate the larger

polarization observed in IRC + 10216 (e.g.,

Fazio et al., 1980). Such large degrees of polar-

ization have been detected in other dust-

enshrouded carbon stars by Cohen and Schmidt

(1982). Particularly interesting is the extreme

C star, GL 1403, for which these authors find

two orthogonally polarized spectral compo-

nents, implying a dusty equatorial torus and

polar scattering lobes. Such a structure favors

an evolutionary link between those objects and

bipolar nebulae. On the other hand, Bowers et

al. (1983) suggest that evolved stars with non-

spherical envelopes, which are spatially rare,

are influenced by close binary companions,

while evolved stars with spherical envelopes

(most OH Miras) may be responsible for the

optical halos associated with some planetary

nebulae.
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